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Introduction and previous results

Normal forms are a standard tool in Hamiltonian mechanics to study the dynamics in a
neighbourhood of invariant objects� like equilibrium points� periodic orbits or invariant
tori� Usually� these normal forms are obtained as divergent series� but their asymptotic
character is what makes them useful� From a theoretical point of view� they provide
nonlinear approximations to the dynamics in a neigbourhood of the invariant object� that
allows to obtain information about the real solutions of the system by taking the nor�
mal form up to a suitable nite order� In this work we will restrict ourselves to analytic
Hamiltonian systems� In this case� it is well known that under certain �generic� nonreso�
nance conditions� the remainder of this nite normal form turns out to be exponentially
small with respect to some parameters� This is the basis to derive the classical Nekhoro�
shev estimates �see Section ������� Moreover� although those series are usually divergent
on open sets� it is still possible in some cases to prove convergence on certain sets with
empty interior �Cantor�like sets� by replacing the standard linear normal form scheme by
a quadratical one� This is the basis of KAM theory �see Section �������

From a more practical point of view� normal forms can be used as a computational
method to obtain very accurate approximations to the dynamics in a neighbourhood of
the selected invariant object� by neglecting the remainder� They have been applied� for
example� to compute invariant manifols �see ����� or invariat tori �see ����� �
���� To do
that� it is necessary to compute the explicit expression of the normal form and of the
�canonical� transformation that put the Hamiltonian into this reduced form� A context
where this computational formulation has special interest is in some celestial mechanics
models� that can be used to approximate the dynamics of some real world problems �see
Section ��	��

This computational methodology has also been used to produce estimates on the
di�usion time near an elliptic xed point of a Hamiltonian system� Let us introduce the
problem� that can be considered one of the main motivations of this work�

Let us consider an analytic HamiltonianH with � degrees of freedom� having an elliptic
equilibrium point� If � � �� the Hamiltonian is integrable� and hence� any trajectory close
to the point takes place on a periodic orbit� This implies that the point is �Lyapunov�
stable� If � � �� the system is generically non�integrable but� under generic conditions of
nonresonance and nondegeneracy� KAM theory �see Section ������ ensures that there is
plenty of ��dimensional invariant tori around the point� If � is � this also implies stability�
as the ��dimensional tori split the ��dimensional energy levels H � h in two connected
components� If � � � the same argument does not hold� as the ��dimensional tori do not
separe the energy levels ���� � ���dimensional manifolds� in two connected components�
Hence� it is widely accepted that for a generic Hamiltonian system with � or more degrees

�
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of freedom� some di�usion can take place�

In this case� the use of normal forms allows to produce lower bounds on this di�usion
time� that are exponentially big with the distance to the origin �see Section ������� This
gives rise to the so�called e�ective stability� that is� even in the cases when the system
is not stable it looks like it were �i�e�� the time needed to observe the unstability is very
long� usually longer than the expected lifetime of the studied physical system��

The practical application of the theoretical formulation of these results to concrete
examples encountres many di�culties� and can also produce very disappointing results�
At rst� in most of the cases we are not able to check in the concrete example the non�
resonance conditions needed �this problem can be solved taking a formulation of the result
that only uses Diophantine estimates up to some nite order�� and moreover� if we assume
that these conditions are fullled and we try to apply the result �with a proof that holds
for a generic system� to our case� probably we will obtain a very poor result� we will only
prove e�ective stability on a very small neighbourhood of the xed point� much smaller
than the real region of slow di�usion�

So� if we want more realistic estimates for concrete problems �of course not optimal�
but at least more relevant�� it is very convenient to compute numerically the normal form
around the point up to some nite order� This allows to derive much better estimates than
the ones obtained applying purely theoretical results� by transforming the most signicant
estimates in the proof �that are the ones in which the rst order terms are involved� in
explicit computations� This methodology avoids the pesimistic estimates of the general
formulation�

In this work both formulations� the theoretical and the computational one are taken
into account� As a central problem� we consider the description of the dynamics around
a non�degenerate lower dimensional reducible torus of an analytic Hamiltonian system
�see Section ������� To be more precise� we specially focus in the case in which the torus
has �some� elliptic directions� For such a torus� KAM and Nekhoroshev approaches are
considered�

Hence� in Chapter � we use these normal forms to obtain lower bounds for the e�ective
stability time around an elliptic lower dimensional torus� and to give estimates on the
amount of lower dimensional tori around the initial one� We do not restrict to tori of
the same dimension� we also consider the ones obtained by adding the excitation coming
from the di�erent elliptic directions of the torus� In both cases� the estimates on the
di�usion velocity and on the proximity to � of the density of invariant tori �in a suitable
space�� turns out to be exponentially small with respect to the distance to the initial torus�
We remark that these results are formulated in order to describe� in an unied way� all
the possible cases according to the dimension� from a xed point �dimension zero� to a
maximal dimensional torus� They can be considered extensions of previous results for the
two limit cases �see Sections ����� and �������

Moreover� these statements are also given in a way than can be applied to help in the
description of the dynamics of some celestial mechanics problems� To illustrate that� in
Chapter � we perform a computational application of the results of Chapter � to the case
of a linearly stable orbit of the RTBP� Hence� in the rst part of Chapter � we present�
from a formal point of view� a methodology to compute the normal form around some
periodic orbits of an analytic Hamiltonian system� The formulation is done around a non�
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degenerate elliptic orbit� but can be extended to other cases with minor changes� Then�
in the second part of Chapter �� we use this methodology on a certain elliptic orbit of
the RTBP� for certain value of the mass parameter �� The orbit has been chosen to show
�numerically� the existence of regions of long time stability near the Lagrangian points of
the RTBP for a value of � bigger than the Routh critical value� for which both Lagrangian
points become unstable �see section �������

In Chapter � we consider the important role played by the quasiperiodic time depen�
dent perturbations of autonomous Hamiltonian systems �see section ����	�� that appear
when dealing with realistic models of the Solar system �see Section ��	�� Hence� we
have extended the results contained in ���� on quasiperiodic perturbations of elliptic xed
points of systems of di�erential equations� and of maximal dimensional tori of autonomous
Hamiltonian systems� to the case of quasiperiodic perturbations of reducible lower dimen�
sional tori of Hamiltonian systems� The estimates for the measure of parameters for which
we do not have the expected invariant torus� are also exponentially small with respect to
the size of the allowed set of perturbative parameters� Finally� results on Chapter � are
applied to some celestial mechanics models �see Section ��	��

In Appendix A we present a result that is a joint work with Rafael Ram��rez�Ros� in
which the reducibility �in the aim of the Floquet theory� of quasiperiodic linear equations
close to constant coe�cients is considered� There it is proved that �under generic hypothe�
ses of non�resonance� these kind of equations can be reduced to constants coe�cients by
means of a quasiperiodic linear change of variables �having the same basic frequencies as
the perturbation�� except an exponentially small remainder with respect to the size of the
initial perturbation�

The connection of this result with the ones of Chapter � and the computational
methodology of Chapter � is clear� if one wants to extend the explicit normal form
computations done in Chapter � to the case of an invariant torus of a Hamiltonian sys�
tem depending on time in a quasiperiodic way� it is necessary to perform a quasiperiodic
Floquet reduction of the normal variational equations of the initial torus� Note that
an �approximate� torus obtained by means of a perturbative procedure �for example an
asymptotic Lindstedt�Poincar�e method� see for instance ����� �
�� or ������ does not need
to be reducible� Then� the result of Appendix A is suitable to ensure the e�ective re�
ducibility of these variational equations� except a very small remainder� A numerical
example showing this e�ective reducibility is also given at the end of Appendix A�

We remark that this last result can be considered a practical version of ����� where it is
shown total reducibiliy on a Cantor set for the perturbative parameter� with small measure
for the complementary� In ����� exponentially small upper bounds for this measure are
given�

Finally� to end this part of the Introduction� let us mention that the contents of the
di�erent chapters are organized in a way that every of them can be considered a self�
contained work� Hence� every chapter contains not only the formulation of the results
contained therein and its proof� but also the notations used to formulate an prove these
results� as well the statements and proofs of the auxiliar results needed� We know this can
produce unnecessary repetitions along the work� but we think it helps on the readibility
of the parts� Moreover� we notice on the di�cult to nd a common notation� suitable to
deal with all the di�erent contents of this work �theoretical results and practical ones�
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excitation frequencies and quasiperiodic perturbative ones� � � � ��

Let us remark that the results contained in some chapters can also be found in ����
�Chapter ��� ���� and ���� �Chapter ��� ��
� �Chapter ��� and ���� �Appendix A��

��� Previous results

In this section we have included some classical results that can be found in the literature�
related to the ones contained here� They can also help to understand the approach we
have taken�

����� KAM theory

The study of small perturbations of integrable Hamiltonian systems is� according to
Poincar�e �see ������ the fundamental problem of the dynamics� As the phase space of
an integrable Hamiltonian system with ��degrees of freedom �that is� there exist � in�
dependent and univaluated rst integrals in involution� is foliated �under hypothesis of
bounded motion� by ��dimensional invariant tori� it is a classical subject in dynamical
systems to study the persistence of these invariant tori in the near�integrable case� In a
suitable system of coordinates �action�angle coordinates� see ����� a near�integrable Hamil�
tonian can be writen in the following form�

H � H��I� �H���� I�� � � ���� � � � � ���� I � �I�� � � � � I���

where � �positions� ranges in T�� and I �the conjugate momenta� ranges in an open set
of R� � Here� H� � O��� is the small perturbation� If we neglect H�� each solution takes
place on a torus I � I� with quasiperiodic motion� The frequencies of the motion are
given by ��I�� � rH��I

��� Kolmogorov showed �see �	�� and �	��� or ��� for a more recent
proof� that under standard hypotheses of non�degeneracy and non�resonance� a concrete
torus� characterized by its vector of intrinsic frequencies� is only slightly deformed but not
destroyed by the perturbation� at least if � is small enough �of course� the smallness of �
depends on the concrete torus�� These usual hypotheses are�

a� Nonresonance� The frequencies of the torus must satisfy a Diophantine condition�

jk���I��j � �

jkj��
� 	 � �� ��

where k���I�� denotes the scalar product of k with the gradient of H�� and jkj� �
jk�j� � � �� jk�j�

b� Nondegeneracy� The frequencies must depend on the actions�

det

�

�H�


I�
�I��

�
�� ��
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The necessity of the rst hypothesis comes from the fact that� during the proof� we
obtain the divisors k�rH��I

��� Hence� if they are too small it is not possible to prove
the convergence of the series that appear in the proof�

The persistence of these invariant tori from a global point of view is a more di�cult
problem� In this case� KAM theorem states that� if the HamiltonianH� is non�degenerate
�global validity of item b� in the whole initial domain�� the invariant tori of H� survive
�only slightly deformed� in certain Cantorian set with empty interior� but that lls the
phase space except for a set of small �Lebesgue� measure� This measure is bounded by
O�
p
��� In fact� the tori for which persistence is proved� are the initial ones for which

a� holds with � bounded away from zero by a quantity that is O�
p
��� In this assertion�

we identify �it is always possible under condition b� by means of the inverse function
theorem� invariant tori by the vector of intrinsic frequencies� This is a usual tool in this
work �see Chapters � and ���

This result was initially proved in ���� Analogous results were obtained in �	�� for area�
preserving maps of the plane in the di�erentiable case� A later result worth to mention
is ����� where the regularity of these tori in the di�erentiable case is studied �by means of
the so�called Whitney smoothness��

The nondegeneracy condition b� can be relaxed or replaced by other di�erent condi�
tions� For instance� let us mention two classical examples� the proper degeneracy case
and the isoenergetic non�degenerate case� The proper degeneracy case happens when
the unperturbed Hamiltonian H� depends on less than � actions� In this case condition
b� is not fullled �in fact the determinant vanishes identically�� Nevertheless� if taking
into account the rst order contribution of the perturbation �H� it is possible to remove
this degeneracy� then it is possible to show the persistence of mostly of the quasiperiodic
motions �but having some slow frequencies�� For instance� this situation happens in the
planetary problem assuming the masses of the planets small enough with respect to the
mass of the Sun� This proper degeneracy result was proved at rst time in ���� where it
was also applied to the case of the planar planetary problem� Recently� in ��	�� this was
proved for the case of the spatial three�body problem�

In the isoenergetic case� condition b� is replaced by assumptions on the di�eomorphic
character of the map

I ��
�
��

��
� � � � �

��
��
� H�

�
�

assuming� of course� that �� does not vanish� Under this hypothesis� it is not possible in
general to show persistence of a torus with the same vector of intrinsic frequencies as in
the unperturbed system� but it is possible to nd an invariant torus of H with the same
energy level and with a proportional frequency� This is a remarkable case� because is the
classical example where condition b� can not hold for H�� and hence the identication of
tori with vectors of intrinsic frequencies is not possible� but most �in the sense of Lebesgue
measure� of the invariant tori of H�� survive to the perturbation if � is small enough� For
the proof� see ����� �
� and �����

The upper estimates O�
p
�� for the measure of destroyed tori can be improved if

one consider only �local versions� of KAM theorem� Let us explain this idea� Let us
take a Diophantine torus of H�� and let us assume that it is non�degenerate in the sense
that b� holds� Then� one can try to estimate the density of invariant tori of H nearby�
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using the distance to the torus as a perturbative parameter� This formulation has been
considered in �	��� Here it is shown that this density turns to be close to � except an
exponentially small quantity with respect to this distance� The key point to interpretate
this improvement� is that� near a Diophantine vector of frequencies� there are no vectors
with low order resonances� For a clearer explanation of this fact� we refer to Sections �����
and A����� or to �����

A point worth to mention with this local formulation� is that the hypothesis of near�
integrability for the unperturbed Hamiltonian H� is not required� It can be deduced in a
strongly form �exponentially small estimates for the non�integrable remainder with respect
to several parameters� as the size of the perturbation of the distance to the invariant torus�
around every Diophantine torus of the unperturbed system� For instance� let us mention
��	�� where� under the isoenergetic hypothesis� these exponentially small bounds are shown
for the measure of the set not lled up by quasiperiodic motions around an elliptic xed
point� with a Diophantine vector of normal frequencies� This is suitable to be applied to
systems coming from some celestial mechanics models �see Section ��	�� not necessarily
close to a integrable one� Hence� this formulation is also taken into account in this work�

The previous paragraph can be sintetized in the following assertion� every invariant
torus of an analytic Hamiltonian system for which condition a� holds� organizes a dynamics
that is close to integrable� except by a perturbation exponentially with respect to the
distance to the torus�

����� Nekhroshev estimates

As it has been mentioned before� for a near�integrable Hamiltonian system with � or more
degrees of freedom� KAM theorem does not imply perpetual stability� A mechanism to
explain this unstability was initially described in ���� It is the so�called Arnol�d di�usion�

Nevertheless� if the unperturbed Hamiltonian H� satises certain steepness conditions
�for instance� to be quasiconvex� that can be described as the transversality of the energy
levels of H� with respect to the manifolds of resonant tori�� then it is possible to obtain
lower bounds for the stability time� exponentially big with respect to the size of the
perturbation� that is

jI�t�� I���j � c��
b� for jtj � c� exp �c���

a��

for every initial condition� The exponents a and b are called stability exponents� They
are positive and related to �� A result of this type was rst proved in ����� Later results
��		�� ����� ����� ��
�� among others� improve the stability exponents to reach a � b � �

��
�

The proofs of these results are based in the computation of �suitable� resonant normal
forms�

As in Section ������ let us focus on the local formulation of the Nekhoroshev�like results�
In this context� it is showed in ���� that� without any steepness hypothesis� a Diophantine
KAM torus of a Hamiltonian system is very sticky� that is� the time to double the initial
distance to the torus is exponentially big with respect to this initial distance �an analogous
result can be obtained around an elliptic xed point� using the bounds of ��	��� If we also
assume local quasiconvexity arund the torus� this time becomes superexponential �see
�	����
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����� Lower dimensional tori of Hamiltonian systems

Now� let us assume that H has the origin as an elliptic equilibrium point� If we take the
linearization at this point as a rst approximation to the dynamics� we see that all the
solutions are quasiperiodic and can be described as the product of � linear oscillators�
The solutions of each oscillator can be parametrized by the amplitude of the orbits�

When the nonlinear part is added� each oscillator becomes a one parametric family
of periodic orbits �usually called Lyapunov orbits�� that can be still parametrized by the
amplitude� at least near the origin �see ������ Generically� the frequency of these orbits
varies with their amplitude�

To obtain a more accurate description of the dynamics of H near the origin� one can
apply some steps of �Birkho�� normal form to H� to write it as an integrable Hamiltonian
H� plus a non�integrable remainder� This can be achieved for instance� if the normal fre�
quencies at the origin satisfy a standard Diophantine condition� As it has been mentioned
before� the order of the normal form can be selected such that this remainder turns out
to be exponentially small with respect to the distance to the origin�

By the dynamics associated to H�� the phase space is� of course� foliated by ��
dimensional tori� that can be seen as the combination of the � oscillators associated to the
linearized system� We notice that �under generic conditions of nondegeneracy for the non�
linear part of H��� the exponentially smalls bounds on the remainder imply exponentially
small bounds for the measure of destroyed tori�

Moreover� there are other families of quasiperiodic motions that come from the Hamil�
tonian in normal form H�� By combining some of the elliptic directions associated to the
xed point� that is� by considering the product of some of the oscillators of the lineariza�
tion� we obtain families of invariant tori of dimension ranging from � to �� �� They are
generically nonresonant �for the conditions of non�resonance needed to deal with lower
dimensional tori� we refer to Chapters � and ��� and some of them also survive when
we add the nonitegrable perturbation �see ��
� and ����� They are the generalization of
the periodic Lyapunov orbits to higher dimensional tori and hence� they can be called
Lyapunov tori�

We have considered this simple example to introduce the study of the lower dimen�
sional tori�

This is not the only way to construct lower dimensional tori� Returning to the near�
integrable Hamiltonian H of Section ������ we consider the case when� for certain action
I�� k�rH��I

�� is exactly zero for some k 	 Z�� This implies that� since the frequencies are
rationally dependent� the �ow on the torus I � I� is not dense� More precisely� if one has
�i independent frequencies� the torus I � I� contains an ��� �i��family of �i�dimensional
invariant tori� and each of these tori is densely lled up by the �ow� Here� the natural
problem is also to study the persistence of these lower dimensional invariant tori when the
nonintegrable part H� is taken into account� Generically� some of these tori survive but
their normal behaviour can be either elliptic or hyperbolic �see �
	�� �	��� ����� �	��� ����
and ������ The study of these tori is a classical subject in Hamiltonian dynamics as the
invariant manifolds associated to their hyperbolic directions �usually called �whiskers��
seem to be the skeleton that organizes the di�usion �see �����

In this work we will focus on every kind of nondegenerate reducible lower dimensional
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torus of analytic Hamiltonian systems� in the sense that its normal behaviour only contains
elliptic or hyperbolic directions but not degenerate ones� This implies that the torus is
not contained in a �resonant� higher dimensional invariant torus� We also restrict to the
case of isotropic tori �this is� the canonical ��form of C �� restricted to the tangent bundle
of the torus vanishes everywhere�� This fact �that is always true for a periodic orbit�
is not a strong assumption for a torus� because all the tori obtained by applying KAM
techniques to near�integrable Hamiltonian systems are isotropic�

Let r be the dimension of the torus� and let � be its vector of basic frequencies� Then�
from the previous hypotheses� we assume that we can introduce �with a canonical change
of coordinates� r angular variables � describing the initial torus� Hence� the Hamiltonian
takes the form

H��� x� I� y� � ��I �H��

where x� y� � and I are complex vectors� x and y elements of C r and � and I elements
of C s � with r � m � �� Here� � and x are the positions and I and y are the conjugate
momenta� We assume H is an analytic function with ���periodic dependence on �� Then�
if H has an invariant r�dimensional torus with vector of basic frequencies �� given by
I � � and x � y � �� then the Taylor expansion of H� must begin with terms of second
order in the variables x� y and I�

Let us consider the variational �ow around one of the quasiperiodic orbits of the initial
r�dimensional invariant torus of H� The variational equations are a linear system with
quasiperiodic time dependence� with vector of basic frequencies �� When the torus is a
periodic orbit� the well know Floquet theorem states that we can reduce this periodic
system to constant coe�cients via a linear periodic change of variables �with the same
period of the system�� This change can be selected to be canonical if the equations are
Hamiltonian� So� the reduced matrix has a pair of zero eigenvalues �one associated to the
tangent direction to the periodic orbit and a second one from the symplectic character
of the monodromy matrix of the periodic orbit� plus eigenvalues that describe the linear
normal behaviour around the torus� We will assume that these eigenvalues are all di�erent
�this condition implies� from the canonical character of the system� that they are also non�
zero�� Usually� the imaginary parts of these eigenvalues are called normal frequencies� and
� is called the vector of intrinsic frequencies of the torus�

The quasiperiodic case �r � �� is more complex� because we cannot guarantee in
general the reducibility to constant coe�cients of the variational equations with a linear
quasiperiodic change of variables with the same basic frequencies as the initial system�
The question of reducibility of linear quasiperiodic systems �proved in some cases� see
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� and �	��� among others� remains open in the general case�
However� we can say that if this reduction is possible� we have �r zero eigenvalues �related
to the r tangent vectors to the torus��

We restrict to the case when such reduction is possible for the initial torus� It is usual
to call such a torus reducble or Floquet� This reducibility is a standard assumption to deal
with KAM theory� where in general the lower dimensional tori we can construct �except
for the normal hyperbolic case� see the discussion below� is reducible�

We remark that� if this initial torus comes from an autonomous perturbation of a
resonant torus of an integrable Hamiltonian� this hypothesis is not very strong� To
justify this assertion� we mention the following fact� let us write the Hamiltonian as
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H � H�I� � � �H��� I�� and let T� be a low dimensional invariant tori of the integrable
Hamiltonian H�I� that survives to the perturbation � �H��� I�� Then� under generic hy�
pothesis of nondegeneracy and nonresonance� this low dimensional torus exists and its
normal �ow is also reducible for a Cantor set of values of �� The Lebesgue measure of the
complementary of this set in ��� ��� is exponentially small with ��� This fact is proved in
���� for symplectic di�eomorphisms of R� � but it is immediate to extend to other cases�

If we have that the initial torus is reducible� we can assume that H takes the following
form�

H��� x� I� y� � ��I �
�

�
z�Bz �H��

where z� � �x�� y��� and when B is a symmetric �m�dimensional matrix �with complex
coe�cients�� If we also assume that the quadratic terms of H� in the z variables vanish�
then the normal variational equations are given by the matrix JmB� where Jm is the
canonical ��form of C �m �

KAM�like results can be considered around a lower dimensional torus� From a classical
point of view� and following the same lines as in the near�integrable case� in the literature
it is usual to work with perturbations of Hamiltonians having a r�dimensional familiy of
r�dimensional reducible tori �for instance� this can be achieved if the system has r rst
integrals independent and in involution� see ������ Hence� the �unperturbed� Hamiltonian
takes the form�

H��� x� I� y� � ��I� �
�

�
z�B�I�z �H��

where H� � O��z�� Classical results in this general case can be found in ��
� and �����
The most di�cult case is when the normal behaviour of the torus contains some elliptic

directions� because the �small� divisors obtained contain combinations of the intrinsic
frequencies with the normal ones� Under suitable nondegeneracy conditions� it is not
di�cult to control the value of the intrinsic frequencies but then� we have no control �in
principle� on the corresponding normal ones� Hence� we can not ensure if they are going
to satisfy suitable Diophantine condition� This is equivalent to say that we can not select
a torus with given both intrinsic and normal frequencies� because there are not enough
available parameters �see ������

When the initial torus is normally hyperbolic we do not need to control the eigenvalues
in the normal direction� as the divisors involved in this case can be controled by means
of Diophantine assumptions on the intrinsic frequencies and from the non�vanishing char�
acter of the real parts of the normal eigenvalues� Hence� we do not have to deal with
the lack of parameters� In this case� it is also remarkable that the invariant tori of the
perturbed system can be constructed without asking for reducibility� The only condition
needed is that the variational �ow of the initial torus can be written as a quasiperiodic
perturbation of an autonomous �hyperbolic� matrix�

In the genral case� one possibility is to add enough �extra� parameters to the system
to overcome this lack of parameters problem �see ����� This methodology can be used to
derive� under suitable nondegeneracy hypotheses �without any extra parameters�� esti�
mates on the measure of surviving tori �see ��
� and ����� In this context� the measure of
the set lled up by these tori �in a suitable space� tends to the measure of the initial set
of tori as the perturbation goes to zero�
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As it has been mentioned before� one of main contribution of Chapters � and �� is an
improvement of these results on measure of surviving tori by considering local formulations
of the problem�

Moreover� this improvement is also done in the estimates of invariant tori when the
excitation coming from the elliptic normal directions is considered� These tori can be
seen as a generalization of the di�erent families of Lyapunov tori around an elliptic �or
partially elliptic� xed point� to the case of a partially elliptic lower dimensional torus
�See Section ����� for a more precise explanation�� For previous results in this case� see
��
� and ����

Let us mention that the Nekhoroshev bounds obtained in Chapter � for elliptic tori�
are obtained following the same line as ����� without any steepness condition�

����� Quasiperiodic perturbations of Hamiltonian systems

Let us introduce the standard formulation to work with quasiperiodic time dependent per�
turbations of Hamiltonian systems� For instance� let us consider a Hamiltonian H��x� y��
where x and y are the canonical variables� If we add a quasiperiodic perturbation de�
pending on time with s basic frequencies� the Hamiltonian is of the form

H�x� �� y� I� � ��I �H��x� y� � �H��x� �� y� I�� �����

where � and I are new canonical variables introduced to put the Hamiltonian in au�
tonomous form� Here H� is ���periodic on �� As it is usual here� we restrict ourselves to
the case in which H is an analytic function�

The problem of the preservation of maximal dimension tori of Hamiltonians like �����
has been considered in ����� There it is proved that most �in the usual measure sense� of
the tori of the unperturbed system survive to the perturbation� but adding the perturbing
frequencies to the ones they already have�

In Chapter �� we will consider the persistence of lower dimensional tori under quasiperi�
odic perturbations� We will show that� under some standard hypotheses of nondegeneracy
and nonresonance� a r�dimensional invariant torus of H� can be continued with respect
to � to an �r � s��dimensional torus of H� except for a small set for this parameter �of
exponentially small measure with respect to �� when intersecting with ��� ����� Moreover�
we are also going to show that� if � is xed and small enough� there are plenty of �r� s��
dimensional tori near the initial one� These tori have vectors of basic frequencies contains
r frequencies close to the frequencies of the intial torus and the s of the perturbation�

The reason to consider those kind of perturbations is that they appear in a natural way
in several problems of celestial mechanics� for instance� to study the dynamics of a small
particle �an asteroid or spacecraft� near the equilateral libration points ��
��� of the Earth 
Moon system� one can take the Earth Moon system as a restricted three body problem
�that can be written as an autonomous Hamiltonian� plus perturbations coming for the
real motion of Earth and Moon and the presence of the Sun� As these perturbations can
be very well approximated by quasiperiodic functions �at least for moderate time spans��
it is usual to do so� Hence� one ends up with an autonomous model perturbed with a
function that depends on time in a quasiperiodic way� Details on these models and their
applications can be found in ����� ����� ��	�� ���� and �����
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Normal Behaviour of Partially

Elliptic Lower Dimensional Tori

��� Introduction

The study of the solutions close to an invariant object is a classical subject in Dynamical
Systems� Here we will address the problem of describing the phase space near an invariant
torus of a Hamiltonian system� To x the notation� let us call H to a real analytic
Hamiltonian with � degrees of freedom� and let us assume it has an invariant r�dimensional
torus� � � r � �� Note that we are including the two limit cases� that is� when it is an
equilibrium point and when it is a maximal dimensional torus�

Let us assume that the torus has some elliptic directions� this is� that the linearized
normal �ow contains some harmonic oscillators� A natural question is if these oscillations
persist when the nonlinear part of the Hamiltonian is added� If the torus is totally elliptic�
another natural problem is the �nonlinear� stability around this torus�

In this work we will consider these problems for a lower dimensional torus� The two
limit cases �r � � and r � �� are included� and the results obtained can be summarized
as follows� for a totally elliptic torus� we have obtained lower bounds for the di�usion
time� They agree with the bounds of �	�� in the case r � � but� for the case r � �� they
are better than the ones directly derived from ��	�� Moreover� we show the existence of
quasiperiodic solutions that generalize the linear oscillations of the normal �ow to the
complete system� If the torus has normal behaviour of the kind �some centres�
�some
saddles� we obtain� for any combination of centres� a Cantor family of invant tori around
the initial one� by adding to the initial set of frequencies new ones that come from the
nonlinear oscillations associated to the chosen centres� Those invariant tori have the same
normal behaviour as the initial one �of course� skipping the centres that give rise to the
family�� This result is a sort of �Cantorian central manifold� theorem� in which we obtain
an invariant manifold parametrized on a Cantor set and completely lled up by invariant
tori� We note that we obtain a Cantorian central �submanifold� for each combination of
centres� and that it is uniquely dened�

The proofs are based on the construction of suitable normal forms� The estimates on
the difussion time are obtained bounding the remainder of this normal form� while the
existence of families of lower dimensional tori is proved by applying a KAM scheme to

��
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this remainder�
This chapter has been organized in the following way� Section ��� summarizes the main

ideas and results contained in the work� Section ��� contains the details concerning the
normal form and the bounds on the di�usion time� Section ��	 is devoted to the existence
of families of tori near the initial one and� nally� in Section ���� we have included some
basic lemmas used along this chapter�

��� Summary

Here we have included a technical description of the problem� the methodology used in
the proofs and the results obtained� We have ommitted the technical details of the proofs
in order to simplify the reading�

����� Notation and formulation of the problem

Let H be a real analytic Hamiltonian system of � degrees of freedom� having an invariant
r�dimensional reducible and isotropic torus� � � r � �� with a quasiperiodic �ow given by
a vector of basic frequencies ����� 	 Rr �

In this chapter� we restrict to the case when this reduction can be done by means of a
real change of variables� This is not possible� in general� for any reducible torus� but is an
standard assumption to keep the real character of the Hamiltonian system after we rewrite
it in the reduced form� To show that this restriction� that always hold for a periodic orbit
�doubling the period if necessary�� is not so strong as it seems� let us remark that a
linear di�erential system corresponding to a real analytic quasiperiodic perturbation of a
constant real matrix� is reducible to real coe�cients under very general hypothesis� except
for a set of very small measure �exponentially small� for the perturbative parameter� �see
������

Then� we assume� from the isotropic character of the torus� that we can introduce
�with a canonical change of coordinates� r angular variables �� describing the initial torus�
Moreover� as the normal variational �ow of the torus is reducible to constant coe�ciens� we
also assume that such variables are chosen in such a way that these variational equations
are already reduced to constants coe�cients� Hence� the Hamiltonian in these coordinates
takes the form

H���� x� �I� y� � ������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz �H����� x� �I� y�� �����

where z� � �x�� y��� Here� x� y are m�dimensional real vectors� and ��� �I belong to Rr �
r�m � �� Of course� ��� x are the positions and �I� y the respective conjugate momenta� As
�� is an angular variable� we assume that H depends on it in a ���periodic way� Moreover�
we will use u�v to denote the scalar product of two vectors�

We also suppose that the Hamiltonian H can be extended to a real analytic function
dened on the set Dr�m��� R�� given by

Dr�m��� R�� � f���� x� �I� y� 	 C
r
C m
C r
C m � jIm��j � �� jzj � R�� j�Ij � R�

�g� �����

where j�j denotes the innity norm of a complex vector �we will use the same notation for
the matrix norm induced�� The di�erent scaling for the variables z and �I in Dr�m��� R��
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is motivated by the denition of degree for a monomial of the Taylor expansion �with
respect to z and �I� see ������� used along this chapter�

deg
�
hl�s����z

l �Is
�
� jlj� � �jsj�� �����

with l 	 N
�m � s 	 N

r � and where jkj� is dened as
P

j jkjj� The reason for counting
twice the exponent s will be clear later �it is motivated� basically� by the properties of the
Poisson bracket��

We assume the initial invariant torus is given by z � � and �I � �� Hence� we can
take B as a symmetric �m�dimensional real matrix� Moreover� the Taylor expansion of
H� around z � �� �I � � begins with terms of degree at least three�

Linear normal behaviour of the torus

We also assume that the matrix JmB has di�erent eigenvalues� given by the complex vector
� 	 C

�m � that takes the form �� � ���� � � � � �m����� � � � ���m� �this structure comes from
the canonical character of the system�� We note that in this case� di�erent eigenvalues also
means nonzero eigenvalues� We will refer to those eigenvalues as the normal eigenvalues
of the torus� We remark that if �j � i� �with � 	 R nf�g and i �

p��� is an eigenvalue�
then �j	m � �i�� The vectors of R�m that are combination of eigenvectors corresponding
to �couples of� eigenvalues of this form are called the elliptic directions of the torus�

The study of the behaviour of the initial torus in those directions is the main issue in
this chapter� Moreover� there may be other eigenvalues with real part di�erent from zero�
that dene the hyperbolic directions of the torus� They can be grouped in one of these
two following forms�

�� if �j � � 	 R n f�g� then �j	m � ���
�� if �j � �� i� �with �� � 	 R n f�g�� then� from the real character of the matrix B�

we can take �j	� � �� i�� and hence� �j	m � ��� i� and �j	m	� � �� � i��

The imaginary parts of the eigenvalues are usually called normal frequencies of the torus�
For reasons that will be clear later� it is very convenient to put the matrix JmB in diag�

onal form� This is possible with a complex canonical change of basis� that transforms the
initial real Hamiltonian system into a complex one� Thus� the complexied Hamiltonian
has some symmetries because it comes from a real one� As this symmetries are preserved
by the transformations used along the proofs� the nal Hamiltonian can be realied� In
fact� complexication is not necessary� but it simplies the proofs� Nevertheless� in the
proofs we have not written explicitly the preservation of those symmetries� This is be�
cause the details are very tedious and cumbersome and� on the other hand� the interested
reader should not have problems in writting them �it is a very standard methodology��
For further uses� we denote by Z� � �X�� Y �� those complex �canonical� variables� and
by B� the complex symmetric matrix such that JmB� � diag����

Seminormal form� formal description

Now we take a subbundle of R�m � G � R
�m � invariant by the action of the matrix JmB�

and such that it only contains eigenvectors of elliptic type� We put �m� � dim�G�
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�we recall that this dimension is always even� and we call !���� 	 R
m� to the vector of

normal frequencies associated to this subbundle� As G will be xed along this chapter�
we introduce some notation related to it� First� we assume that the rst m� eigenvalues
of � are the ones associated to G� that is� �j � i!�

���
j � j � �� � � � � m�� We also denote by

�� 	 C ��m�m� � the vector obtained skipping from � the �m� eigenvalues associated to G�
This introduces in a natural way the decomposition X� � � !X�� �X��� Y � � �!Y �� �Y ���
obtained taking apart the rst m� components from the last m�m�� Moreover� we dene
!Z� � � !X�� !Y �� and �Z� � � �X�� �Y ��� A similar notation can be used for any vector
l 	 N

�m � splitting l� � �l�X � l
�
Y �� where lX and lY are the exponents of X and Y in the

monomial Z l �Z l � X lXY lY �� Then� we introduce ���� 	 Rr	m� as ����� � �������� !�������
and we ask for a Diophantine condition of the following form��

jik����� � l���j � �

jkj��
� k 	 Z

r	m� n f�g� l 	 N
��m�m� �� � � jlj� � �� ���	�

being � � � and 	 � r � m� � �� This nonresonance condition allows to construct
�formally� a seminormal form related to the chosen G� If we express the Hamiltonian in
terms of the variables Z� this seminormal form is done by removing fromH the monomials
of the following form �see ������ for the notations��

hl�s�k exp �ik
����Z l �Is� l 	 N

�m � s 	 N
r � k 	 Z

r� jkj� � jlX � lY j� �� �� j�lj� � �� �����

where �l is the part of l that corresponds to ��� After this normal form process� using the
preservation of the symmetries that come from the complexication� we can rewrite this
�formal� seminormal form� in terms of suitable real variables� in the following form�

H���� x� �I� y� � �����I �
�

�
�z� �B�z � F�I� �

�

�
�z�Q�I��z �O���z�� �����

where� for simplicity� we do not change the name of the Hamiltonian� and where we extend
the decomposition introduced above to the variables �x� y�� Here� the matrix �B is a real
symmetric matrix obtained by projecting B on the directions given by the eigenvalues
corresponding to the eigenvectors ��� I is a compact notation for I� � ��I�� !I��� where the
actions !I can be taken as !Ij �

�
�
�x�j�y�j �� j � �� � � � � m�� if we choose the real normal form

variables �x� y� associated to the considered elliptic directions in adequate �and standard�
way �see ���		� in the proof of Theorem ����� Of course� F � O��I� and Q � O��I��

Now� we proceed to describe the normal behaviour of the torus derived from this semi�
normal form� It is not di�cult to check that we have the following �formal� quasiperiodic
solutions for the canonical equations of ������

���t� �

�
����� �


F

 �I

�I����

�
t� ������

�I�t� � �I����

�The Diophantine condition can be relaxed when jlj� � � and l��� only involves hyperbolic eigenvalues�

In this case� the results are proved using a combined method based on a �xed point scheme for the

hyperbolic directions and a Newton method for the remaining ones� This technique allows to have

multiple hyperbolic eigenvalues�
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!xj�t� �
q
�!Ij��� sin

��
!���� �


F

 !Ij

�I����

�
t� !�j���

�
� ���
�

!yj�t� �
q
�!Ij��� cos

��
!���� �


F

 !Ij

�I����

�
t� !�j���

�
�

�z�t� � ��

That is� we obtain a ��r � m���dimensional invariant manifold ��z � �� foliated by a
continuous �r �m���dimensional family of �r �m���dimensional invariant reducible tori�
parametrized by I���� The selection of the parameter I��� is natural� as I�� � � � � Ir	m�

are rst integrals of the Hamiltonian ����� restricted to the invariant manifold �z � �� We
remark that the tori of the family collapse to lower dimensional ones when any of the !Ij���
become zero� In particular� if we take I��� � � we recover the initial r�dimensional one�

In fact� for every � � m� � m� we have� for this seminormal form�
�
m�

m�

�
di�erent �r�m���

dimensional families of �r �m���dimensional invariant tori� They are associated to every
invariant real subbundle contained in G� The skeleton of these families comes from the
natural r�dimensional family of r�dimensional tori containing the initial one� This family
is associated to the neutral directions of the torus �the neutral directions are conjugated
to the tangent ones�� an it is obtained taking G � � in our notation� Moreover� we also
remark that in ���
� we only have real tori when all the !Ij � �� This comes directly from
the denition of !I as a function of the real normal form variables� To explain this fact let
us give the classical example of a ��dimensional pendulum near the elliptic equilibrium
point� "x�sin�x� � �� The linear �normal� frequency at the equilibrium point is �� Moving
the energy level in the real phase space we obtain periodic orbits with frequency smaller
than �� If one wants periodic orbits with frequency bigger than �� one is forced to extend
the phase space from R

� to C � � keeping the time in R� This same phenomenon happens
when we study the normal elliptic directions of a torus� It is important to note that� for
us� a s�dimensional complex torus is a map from Ts to C �� � Hence� we will use the word
�dimension� to refer to the real dimension�

����� Results and main ideas

A basic result in this chapter is the quantitative version of the seminormal form� if we
only kill the monomials like ����� up to some nite order� From the estimates on this
seminormal form� we deduce �under certain nondegeneracy conditions� that the normal
behaviour of the initial torus described in Section ����� is �correct� in the sense of the
classical KAM ideas� the �majority� of these tori really exist �but slightly deformed� in
the initial Hamiltonian system� Moreover� we also deduce the long time e�ective stability
of any real trajectory close to a totally elliptic torus� In the following sections we present
the explicit description of those results� and we explain the main ideas used in the proofs�

Seminormal form� bounds on the remainder

We start with the Hamiltonian ������ where the normal �ow is reduced to constant coef�
cients� Then� we perform a nite number of �semi�normal form steps� by using suitable
canonical transformations that remove the monomials ����� up to a nite degree� This
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allows to show the convergence of the process on the set Dr�m��� R�� where � is indepen�
dent from R and R is small enough� By selecting the order up to which the seminormal
form is done as a suitable function of R� it is possible to obtain a remainder for the
seminormal form which is exponentially small with R� This is contained in Theorem ����

Elliptic tori are very sticky

Now let us assume that the inital torus has all the normal directions of elliptic type� In
this case we can take G � R�m � the whole set of normal directions�

Then� using the normal form explained above� one can write the initial Hamiltonian
as an integrable one plus an exponentially small perturbation� Hence� it is very natural
to obtain exponentially big estimates for the di�usion time� the time needed for a real
trajectory to go away from the set Dr�m�� R� �for a precise denition of �going away� see
Theorem ���� is bigger than

T �R� � const� exp

��const�� �

R

� �
���

	A� �����

being the constants on the denition of T �R� independent from R� As usual� we call the
exponent �

�	�
the stability exponent�

Let us compare this result with previous ones� In the case in which the initial torus is of
maximal dimension� note that the normal variables z� � �x�� y�� are missing everywhere�
So� the set Dr�m�� R� �see ������ reads

D����� R� � f���� �I� 	 C
� 
 C

� � jIm��j � � � j�Ij � R�g�
To compare with �	�� we must redene R� as R� in order to have the same units� Then�
the stability exponent in ����� coincides with �	���

If the initial torus is an equilibrium point� the variables �� and �I are the ones that are
missing� Hence� Dr�m�� R� becomes

D������ R� � f�x� y� 	 C
� 
 C

� � j�x� y�j � Rg�
Hence� no rescaling is necessary to compare the di�usion time of ����� with the one derived
from ��	�� the improvement is that the exponent �

�	�
in ��	� here becomes �

�	�
� We note

that this improvement is not only on the di�usion time� but also on the measure of the
destroyed tori �see Remark ������

Cantor families of invariant tori

It is clear from Section ����� that computing the seminormal formal form associated to
G around the initial torus� up to nite order� and skipping the non�integrable remainder�
those elliptic directions dene a unique �r�m���dimensional family of �r�m���dimensional
tori around the initial r�dimensional one� When we approach the inital torus� the intrinsic
frequencies of the tori of the family can be selected such that they tend to �����

In this case we will show that when we add the remainder of the seminormal form
most of these tori still persist in the complete system H� having also reducible normal
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�ow� The normal eigenvalues of these tori are close to the eigenvalues ��j �that are the
ones not related with G�� Of course� due to the di�erent small divisors involved in the
problem� we can not prove the persistence of all the invariant tori predicted by the normal
form�

The hypotheses needed are usual in KAM methods� The rst one is a non�resonance
condition involving the frequencies ����� and the normal ones �� that depends on the
concrete selection of G and it is explicitly given in ���	�� The second hypothesis is a
nondegeneracy condition� asking that all the frequencies vary with the actions� Note
that� in general� we have more frequencies �r �m� than actions �r �m�� m� � m�� This
introduces the classical lack�of�parameters problem when working with lower dimensional
torus� that needs a special treatement �for related results� see ���� ��
� and ����� The idea
that we have used here is to choose a suitable �r�m���dimensional set of parameters� and
to ask for the existence of lower dimensional tori associated to some of the values of these
parameters� Here� the natural parameter is the vector of intrinsic frequencies � 	 R

r	m� of
the invariant tori� To use this parametrization we need a typical nondegeneracy condition
on the frequency map from I to �� this is� that this map be a �local� di�eomorphism
around I � �� This condition can be explicitly formulated computing the normal form
of Section ����� up to degree 	 and it is given in ������� The control of the remaining
m �m� normal frequencies �normal to the �r �m���dimensional family of tori� is more
di�cult� since there are no free parameters to control them� Note that those frequencies
are functions of the intrinsic ones� Then� the idea is to eliminate all the frequencies for
which the Diophantine conditions needed to construct invariant tori are not satised�
This will lead us to eliminate values of � to� a� control the intrinsic frequencies � and
b� control the normal ones as a function of the intrinsic ones� To control the measure of
the set of intrisic frequencies for which the associated normal ones are close to resonance�
we ask for a extra set of nondegeneracy conditions for the dependence of these normal
frequencies with respect to the intrinsic ones� Those conditions are given in ����	�� They
have already been considered in �	
� and ��
��

With the formulation given above� the result is that the measure of the complementary
of the preserved tori is exponentially small� we introduce

U�A� �
n
� 	 R

r	m� � j� � ����j � A
o
� A � �� �����

and let us dene A�A� as the set of frequencies of U�A� for which we have reducible
invariant tori� Then� if A is small enough� we have

mes�U�A� n A�A��

mes�U�A�� � const� exp

���const�� �

A

� �
���

	A�
where mes��� denotes the Lebesgue measure of Rr	m� � 	 is the exponent of the Diophantine
condition ���	�� and the constants that appear in this bound are positive and independent
from A� This result is formulated in Theorem ���� Nevertheless� as we have noted in
Section ������ some of the frequencies of A�A� give rise to complex tori� If one wants to
ensure that the obtained tori are real tori� one can look at the formulation of Theorem ��	�

Let us describe how those result are proved� For this purpose� we start from the
seminormal form provided by Theorem ���� and we assume that the reader is familiar
with the standard KAM techniques �see �	� and references therein��
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Initially� we have the seminormal form tori parametrized by the vector of �actions�
I 	 R

r	m� �see ���
��� By using the nondegeneracy condition of ������� we can replace
this parameter by the �r �m���dimensional vector of frequencies �see Lemma ��� for the
details��

The main issue is to kill� for a given frequency� the part of the remainder that obstructs
the existence of the corresponding invariant torus in the complete Hamiltonian� This will
be done by a standard iterative Newton method� As usual� we need to have some control
on the combinations of intrinsic frequencies and normal eigenvalues that appear in the
divisors of the series used to keep them satisfying a suitable Diophantine condition �like
���	��� This control can be done using the nondegeneracy conditions of ����	�� As we
will start these iterations from an integrable Hamiltonian �at least in the direction G�
with an exponentially small perturbation� we can take the � in ���	� of the same order�
This produces convergence except for a set of �bad frequencies� with exponentially small
measure�

Now� we use Poincar�e variables �see ����
� and ������� to introduce extra m� angular
variables to describe the invariant �r�m���dimensional tori of the seminormal form� When
we introduce those variables� there is also another source for degeneracy that� essentially�
is due to the fact that the family of �r�m���dimensional tori comes from an r�dimensional
one� It causes the Poincar�e variables to become singular when some of the !Ij are zero��

We remark that this degeneracy corresponds� in the seminormal form ������ to the families
of invariant tori of dimension between r and r �m� � � �assuming m� � ��� If we ask
for real invariant tori� this degeneracy also corresponds to the transition manifold from
real to complex tori� We remark that we have an exact knowledge of the manifold of
degenerate frequencies for the seminormal form� but the exponentially small remainder
makes that we only know the set of degenerate frequencies up to an exponentially small
error� This is the main reason that forces to rene the seminormal form as we approach
to the initial torus� Moreover� the same remarks apply when we look for real tori� we
know the boundary of the set of frequencies that are candidate to give a real torus in the
complete Hamiltonian� with an exponentially small error� To remove the degeneracy� we
will take out a neighbourhood of the frequencies corresponding to the transition manifold�
As the terms of the remainder are exponentially small with R� this neighbourhood can
be selected with exponentially small measure with respect to R�

Finally� we note that the application of the results mentioned above show that� around
the initial torus� there exists �Cantorian� families of tori of dimensions between r and
me �we recall me is the number of elliptic directions of the initial torus�� under generic
conditions of non�resonance and nondegeneracy� For previous results in this context� we
refer to ��
� and ����

�This is the same problem that appears when we put action�angle variables around an elliptic equi�

librium point of a one degree of freedom Hamiltonian system� A neighbourhood of the origin has to be

excluded since the change of variables is singular there�
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��� Normal form and e�ective stability

This section contains the technical details of the seminormal form process with rigorous
bounds on the remainder� as well as bounds on the di�usion time around an elliptic torus�

����� Notation

First� let us introduce some notation� We will consider analytic functions h���� x� �I� y�
dened on Dr�m�� R�� for some  � � and R � �� and ���periodic with respect to ��� We
denote the Taylor series of h as

h �
X

�l�s��N�m�Nr
hl�s����z

l �Is� ������

Moreover� the coe�cients hl�s will be expanded in Fourier series�

hl�s���� �
X
k�Zm

hl�s�k exp �ik
����� ������

We will denote by #hl�s � hl�s�� the average of hl�s����� and let us dene !hl�s���� � hl�s�����#hl�s�
Then� we use the expressions ������ and ������ to introduce the following norms�

jhl�sj� �
X
k�Zm

jhl�s�kj exp �jkj��� ������

jhj��R �
X

�l�s��N�m�Nr
jhl�sj�Rjlj�	�jsj�� ������

Some basic properties of these norms are given in Section ���� Here we only note that� if
those norms are convergent� they are bounds for the supremum norms of hl�s���� �on the
complex strip of width  � �� and of h �on Dr�m�� R���

Let us recall the denition of Poisson bracket of two functions depending on ���� x� �I� y��

ff� gg � 
f


��

�

g


 �I

��
� 
f


 �I

�

g


��

��
�

f


z
Jm

�

g


z

��
�

We use a similar denition when f and g depend on ����X� �I� Y �� Note that� with our
denition of degree �see ������� if f and g are homogeneous polynomials and ff� gg �� ��
one has

deg �ff� gg� � deg�f� � deg�g�� �� ����	�

To introduce more notation� let us dene N � f�l� s� 	 N�m 
 Nr � jlj� � �jsj� � �g�
and let S be a subset of N � We will say that h 	 M�S� if hl�s � � when �l� s� �	 S� We will
also use the following decomposition� given h 	 M�N �� we write h � S�h� � �N n S��h��
where S�h� 	 M�S� and �N n S��h� 	 M�N n S��

Let us split l� � �l�x � l
�
y �� with lx� ly 	 N

m � Now� given h 	 M�S�� we say that

h 	 M�S� when hl�s � � for all �l� s� 	 S such that lx �� ly� and hl�s � #hl�s if lx � ly�

We say that h 	 fM�S� if #hl�s � � for all �l� s� 	 S such that lx � ly� Note that� for any

h 	 M�S�� we have h � S�h� � eS�h�� with S�h� 	 M�S� and eS�h� 	 fM�S�� We remark
that the functions in M�S� only depend on �I and on the products xjyj� j � �� � � � � m�
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����� Bounding the remainder of the normal form

We introduce S � N in the following form� we recall that the rst m� components of �
are eigenvalues associated to G� and then� we put S � S� � S�� with

S� � f�l� s� 	 N � jlm�	�j� � � �� jlmj� jlm	m�	�j� � � �� jl�mj � �g� ������

S� � f�l� s� 	 N � jlm�	�j� � � �� jlmj� jlm	m�	�j� � � �� jl�mj � �g� ������

This splitting of S will be used during the proof of Lemma ���� to identify in a precise
form the contribution to M�S� from the Poisson brackets involving monomials of M�S�
�see the bounds ������ and �������� This is essential to obtain the estimates of Lemma ����

We take the Hamiltonian H���� x� �I� y� of ������ we write it in the variables Z �intro�
duced at the end of Section ������ and we decompose it in the following form�

H����X� �I� Y � � ������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z �N�X� �I� Y � � S����X� �I� Y � � T ����X� �I� Y �� ����
�

with N 	 M�S�� S 	 fM�S� and T 	 M�N n S�� We also dene S� �� S��S� and
S� �� S��S�� With this formulation� we say that N is in normal form with respect to S�
that S contains the terms of H that are not in normal form with respect to S� and that
T contains the terms of the Taylor expansion of H not associated to S� We will show
that� assuming the Diophantine conditions of ���	�� we can put H in normal form with
respect to S� with a canonical transformation dened around the initial r�dimensional
torus� Z � � and �I � �� leaving a small remainder of non�resonant terms� This remainder
will be exponentially small with respect to R on the set Dr�m��� R�� provided that R be
small enough� and for certain � � � independent from R� This is done with a nite
iterative scheme� with general step described in the following lemma�

Lemma �� We consider the Hamiltonian H given in ����
�� We assume that it is
de�ned on Dr�m�� R�� with � �  � � and � � R � �� and that there exists �� � � and
	 � r �m� � � such that

jik������ � l��j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� �l� s� 	 S k 	 Z

r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

and� given � � �� let us introduce j �  � j� and Rj � R exp ��j��� Then� we can

construct an analytic function G����X� �I� Y � 	 fM�S�� such that for any � � � � �� we
have the following properties �

�� G is de�ned on Dr�m��� R��� and if we decompose G � G� �G�� being G� � eS��G�
and G� � eS��G�� the bounds for jGj���R�� jG�j���R� and jG�j���R� are given in ����	��

�� Let us denote by $G
t the �ow at time t of the Hamiltonian system G� Then� if

%
jSj��R
��	�R�

� �� ������

where % depends only on 	 and ��� we have

$G
� �$

G
�� � Dr�m��� R�� �� Dr�m��� R���
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�� If we take ����X� �I� Y � 	 Dr�m��� R��� and we put ����� X�� �I�� Y �� � $G
� �

���X� �I� Y ��

then we have j��� � ��j � �� jZ� � Zj � R� exp ��������� j�I� � �Ij � R�� exp �����
The same bounds also hold for $G

���

	� $G
� transforms

H��� �� H �$G
� � ������ �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N ��� � S��� � T ���� ������

decomposition analogous to ����
�� with the bounds ������
�������

Remark �� In the Diophantine condition of the statement of the lemma� we remark
that if we write �� � ��������� then� for any l 	 N�m � we have l�� � �lx � ly�

���
Hence� this condition is equivalent to the one formulated in ���	�� and one can take �� as
the minimum of � and minfj�l���jg� where this last expression is taken on the �l 	 Z

��m�m��

with � � j�lj� � � and �lx��ly �� �� Moreover� we remark that if we take 	 � r�m���� the
set of vectors ����� and � for which any Diophantine condition of this kind is not satis�ed�
has zero measure�

Remark �� The canonical transformation generated by G has been chosen to remove
the term S in the decomposition ����
�� formulating the homological equation in terms of
the monomials of degree � of the Hamiltonian� This is� in fact� a classical �and linearly
convergent� normal form scheme�

Remark �� The bounds on H��� given by Lemma ��� are not very concrete� This is
because we will use this lemma in iterative form� but the estimates used in the �rst steps
will be dierent from the ones used in a general step of the iterative process� A description
of a general step is given in Lemma ����

Proof� We look for a generating function G 	 fM�S�� such that

S � f������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z�Gg � ��

From the denition of the Poisson bracket� we have

S �

���
G

��

����� � Z�B�Jm
�

G


Z

��	A � ��

Expanding G and S� we obtain

Gl�s�k �
Sl�s�k

ik������ � �lx � ly���
� ������

for the admissible scripts �l� s� k� in the expansion of S �otherwise Gl�s�k is dened as ���
Then� from the denition of G� we have

H� �� H �$G
� � ������� �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg� �
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�
Z �

�

d

dt

�
tH � ��� t�������� �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg�

�
�$G

t dt �

�
Z �

�
ftH � ��� t�������� �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg�� Gg �$G

t dt�

�
Z �

�
�H � ������ �I � �

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg� �$G

t dt �

�
Z �

�
ftS � ��� t�fN � T�Gg� Gg �$G

t dt� ������

Hence� we have N ��� � N � S�fN � T�Gg � H��� S���
� � eS��fN�G�g � H��� S���

� �eS��fN�Gg � fT�G�g � H�� and T ��� � T � �N n S��fN � T�Gg � H��� To give the

expressions of S
���
� and S

���
� � we remark that fT�G�g 	 M�N n S��� fT�G�g 	 M�N n S�

and fN�G�g 	 M�N n S��� Those facts are consequence of the denition of S�� S�� the
structure of N 	 M�S�� and the properties of the Poisson bracket�

We proceed to describe the e�ect of the transformation $G
� and to bound the trans�

formed Hamiltonian H � $G
� � For this purpose� we take a xed value of �� � � � � ���

Then� for any �l� s� 	 S� k 	 Z
r� with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� �� we have from ������






 Sl�s�kZ
l exp �ik����

ik������ � �lx � ly���







���R�

�

� �jkj� � jlx � lyj���
��

exp ���jkj� � �jlj��jSl�s�kjRjlj� exp �jkj�� �

� sup
���

f�� exp �����g jSl�s�kj
��

Rjlj� exp �jkj��� ������

Now� using that for any 	 � � and � � ��

sup
���

f�� exp �����g �
�

	

� exp ���

��
� ������

we deduce from �������

jGj���R�
�
�

	

� exp ���

�� jSj��R
��

� ����	�

Moreover� the same bounds hold for G� � S��G� and G� � S��G�� if one adds the
subscripts ��� or ��� to G and S in ����	�� Hence� using Lemma ���� we have





G
 �I







���R�

� jGj���R�

R� exp �������� exp ������ �
jGj���R�

R�� exp ����� � ������







G
Z






���R�

� jGj���R�

R exp ������� exp ����� �
�jGj���R�

R� exp ���� � ������







G
��






���R�

� jGj���R�

� exp ���
�
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where in ������ and ������ we have used that� if � � � � �� then

�

�
� �� exp ����� ����
�

Now� to check the bounds





G
 �I






���R�

� ��







G
Z






���R�

� R� exp ������
�

�







G
��






���R�

� R�� exp �����

we use ������ with the following %�

%�	� ��� �

�
	

exp ���

��
	 exp ���

��
�

If we use the notation $G
t � Id � ��&G

t �XG
t � �IGt �YG

t � �see Lemma ����� then we obtain�

j�IGt j���R� � R�� exp ����� j�&G
t j���R� � ��

jZG
t j���R� � R� exp ��������� ������

for any �� � t � �� being ZG
t � �XG

t �YG
t �� From the bounds of ������� and using the

inequality ����
�� we can also deduce that the transformations $G
� and $G

�� act as we
describe in the statement� Moreover� ������ and Lemma ��
 allows to bound ������ as

jH�j���R� � jfS�Ggj���R� � jffT�Gg� Ggj���R� � jffN�Gg� Ggj���R�� ������

Finally� the same arguments hold to bound the terms of H��� in ������ by

jN ��� �N j���R� � jfN�Ggj���R� � jfT�Ggj���R� � jH�j���R�� ������

jS���
� j���R� � jfN�G�gj���R� � jH�j���R� � ������

jS���
� j���R� � jfN�Ggj���R� � j eS��fT�G�g�j���R� � jH�j���R� � ������

jT ��� � T j���R� � jfN�Ggj���R� � jfT�Ggj���R� � jH�j���R�� ������

Before giving more concrete estimates on the bounds of Lemma ���� we assume that
H is in normal form up to certain order p� to be determined later �the reduction of H
to this nite normal form will be described in the proof of Theorem ����� Then� taking
advantage of this fact� the bounds of Lemma ��� produce better estimates on the di�erent
steps of the normal form process �this is done in Lemma ����� This allows to produce a
very accurate bound on the nal remainder� We want to stress that these bounds are not
so good if the initial Hamiltonian is not in normal form up to degree p�

Let us introduce now the following notation� we break the Hamiltonian ����
� as

N � N� �N�� T � T� � T �� ����	�

where N� contains the monomials of N of degree 	 and T� contains the monomials of
degree � of T � Then� We assume that� for R small enough� we have the bounds

jS�j��R � �SRp	�� jS�j��R � �SRp� jSj��R � �SRp�

jN�j��R � �N�R
�� jN�j��R � �N�R
�

jT�j��R � �T�R
�� jT �j��R � �T �R��

������
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being �S� �N�� �N�� �T� and �T � positive constants� Here� p 	 N � p � �� is the order of the
previous normal form and will be chosen later�

Lemma �� Let us consider the Hamiltonian H of ����
�� with the same hypotheses as
in Lemma ���� We use the notations ����	�� and we assume ������� We also assume that
�S � �S�� �N� � �N�� and �T � � �T ��� for some �S�� �N�� and �T ��� Let G be the generating
function obtained in Lemma ���� and let �� � � � � ��� be such that

%
�SRp��

��	�
� ��

�% is given by Lemma �����

Then� there exists a constant '� depending only on r� m� 	� ��� �N�� �N��� �S�� �T� and
�T ��� such that the following bounds hold for the transformed Hamiltonian H �$G

� �

jN ��� �N j���R� � '�S

�
Rp	�

��	�
�

R�p��

����	��

�
�

jS���
� j���R� � '�SRp	�

�
R�

��	�
�

R�

��	�
�
Rp��

��	�
�

Rp��

����	��

�
�

jS���
� j���R� � '�SRp

�
R�

��	�
�

R�

��	�
�

Rp��

����	��

�
�

jT ��� � T j���R� � '�S

�
Rp	�

��	�
�

R�p��

����	��

�
�

Remark �� �A very important one� If p is big enough and � � R� the dominant term

in the bounds of S
���
� and S

���
� is given by the factor R����	�� This will be the factor of

decreasing of those terms during the normal form process and it allows to take � of order
R����	��� that will produce the exponent ���	 � �� in ������� As we have ���	 � �� � ��
we can deduce that an adequate selection for p is p � �� This allows to keep bounds like
������ during all the iterative process�

If we start with a �raw� Hamiltonian �without any previous step of normal form� the
decreasing factor obtained is of order R���	�� that forces us to select � of order R����	���
This produces a worse exponent ���	 � �� in ������� For instance� let us assume that
the normal form has been done around an elliptic equilibrium point� Here the important
issue is to note that the bounds obtained when killing degree � are much worse than the
bounds obtained for the other degrees �this has been observed numerically in ������ Hence�
to apply the same bounds to all the degrees results in poor estimates�

Remark �� The exponent ���	��� in Remark ��	 can be improved in some very degen�
erate cases� For instance� let us consider a totally elliptic torus� and we take G � R�m �
Let q be the lowest degree of the monomials of N corresponding to the �formal� normal
form of H around the torus �of course� q � 	�� Then� � can be taken of order R�q������	���
that produces the exponent �q � ����	 � �� in �������
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Proof� During this proof we will use di�erent constants 'j� j � �� that will depend only
on the same parameters as the nal constant ' of the statement of the lemma� First�
from the bound ����	� of Lemma ���� we have that

jG�j���R� � '�

�SRp	�

��
� jG�j���R� � '�

�SRp

��
� jGj���R� � '�

�SRp

��
�

where� as in Lemma ���� j � � j� and Rj � R exp ��j��� Then� to obtain the bounds
for the di�erent terms of the transformed Hamiltonian� we only need to bound the Poisson
brackets that appear in ������ �������

To obtain precise estimates� we will look carefully into the critical bounds of the
di�erent partial derivatives involved� that is� the ones associated to N� and T�� So� we
estimate� separately� the contribution of N�� N

�� T� and T �� taking into account that N
does not depend on ��� N� is a polynomial of degree 	� and T� only contains terms of
degree �� Moreover� to bound eS��fT�G�g� we note that �from the denition of S� and S��
it only contains terms corresponding to �

� �Z
� and not to �

���
or �

� �I
� Thus� using the bounds

on the Poisson bracket provided by Lemma ��� �see Remark ���� for the case in which
one of the terms has nite degree�� we have

j eS��fT�G�g�j���R� � '�
�SRp

�
R�

��	�
�

R�

��	�

�
�

jfT�Ggj���R� � '�
�S
Rp	�

��	�
�

jfN�G�gj���R� � '�
�SRp	�

�
R�

��	�
�

R�

��	�

�
�

jfN�Ggj���R� � '�
�SRp

�
R�

��	�
�

R�

��	�

�
�

jfS�Ggj���R� � '�
�S
R�p��

��	�
�

jffT�Gg� Ggj���R� � '

�S
R�p��

����	��
�

jffN�Gg� Ggj���R� � '�
�S

�
R�p

���	�
�

R�p	�

����	��

�
�

and nally

jH�j���R� � '
�S

�
R�p��

��	�
�

R�p��

����	��

�
�

From that� with a suitable denition of ' as a function of '� '� the bounds of the
statement of the lemma are clear� if we recall that we have taken p � ��

Now� we are in conditions to formulate a quantitative result about �partial reduction
to seminormal form� of the initial Hamiltonian� For this purpose� we consider the Hamil�
tonian H of ������ written as in ����
� in terms of the Z variables� We assume that H is
dened on Dr�m��� R��� for some � � � � � and � � R� � �� with the following bounds�

jN j���R � �NR�� jSj���R � �SR� and jT j���R � �TR�� for any � � R � R�� being �N � �S and
�T � positive constants �independent from R�� Then� we prove the following result�
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Theorem �� We consider the Hamiltonian H of ����
�� with the hypotheses previously
described� We suppose that there exists �� � � and 	 � r �m� � � such that

jik������ � l��j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� �l� s� 	 S k 	 Z

r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

Then� for any R � � small enough �this condition on R depends only on r� m� 	� ��� ��
R�� �N � �S and �T �� there exists an analytical canonical transformation $R such that

�� $R � Id and �$R��� � Id are ���periodic on ���

��
$R � Dr�m����	� R exp ����	�� �� Dr�m��� R��

and
�$R��� � Dr�m�������� R exp ��������� �� Dr�m��� R��

�� If we take ����X� �I� Y � 	 Dr�m����	� R exp ����	�� and we de�ne ����� X�� �I�� Y �� �
$R����X� �I� Y �� then j��� � ��j � ����� jZ� � Zj � R� exp ���������� j�I� � �Ij �
R�� exp �������� Moreover� the same bounds hold for �$R��� if ����X� �I� Y � 	
Dr�m�������� R exp ����������

	� $R transforms

HR �� H �$R � ������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z �NR � SR � TR�

decomposition analogous to ����
�� with the bounds� jNR � N�j������R exp ������� �
const�R
� jTR�T�j������R exp ������� � const�R�� where N� and T� were introduced in
����	�� and can be computed with a normal form with respect to S up to degree 	�
and

jSRj������R exp ������� � const� exp

���const�� �

R

� �
���

	AR� ������

being the constats that appear in the bounds of NR� TR and SR� positive and inde�
pendent from R� Moreover� for any R for which the result holds� HR is in normal
form with respect to S� at least up to degree ��

Remark �� The dependence of $R on R is not continuous but piecewise analytic�

Remark �
 From the bounds provided by Lemma ��� for the iterative normal form pro�
cedure described in Lemma ���� this exponentially small bound seems to be the best that
one can obtains by using this linearly convergent scheme�

Proof� The proof is done simultaneously for any � � R � R�� The bounds where R is not
written explicitly are independent from R� All these bounds and the di�erent conditions
on the smallness of R will depend only on the xed parameters of the statement� The
main idea of this proof is to use Lemma ��� recursively� and to iterate the bounds provided
by Lemma ��� for p � � �see Remark ��	�� Hence� to use this lemma� we need to put the
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initial Hamiltonian in normal form with respect to S� up to degree at least �� For this
purpose� we construct recursively the generating functions G���� G����� � �� G���� provided
by Lemma ���� Putting H��� � H� we can dene

H�n	�� �� H�n� �$G�n�

� � H�n� � fH�n�� G�n�g� �

�(
ffH�n�� G�n�g� G�n�g� � � � � ����
�

for n � �� � � � � �� Let us consider rst the expression ����
� as a formal transformation�
From the property ����	� for the Poisson bracket� and from the way in which the di�erent
G�j� are selected in Lemma ��� �see Remark ����� we can ensure that the non�resonant
terms associated to S that remain in H�
� are of degree at least �� To show that this
construction is not only formal� we are going to prove the well dened character of the
transformations $G�n�

� � n � �� � � � � �� and to bound H�n�� n � �� � � � � �� For this purpose� we
expand H�n� as in ����
�� but adding the superscript ��n�� to N � S and T � We dene �� �
��
���

� to introduce ��� � �� R
��� � R� and �n� � �n��� � 	��� R

�n� � R�n��� exp ��	����
n � �� � � � � �� Then� we are going to show that taking � � �� in Lemma ���� we have for
n � �� � � � � �� that� if R is small enough�

jN �n�j��n��R�n� � �N �n��R�n���� jS�n�j��n��R�n� � �S�n��R�n��n	��

jT �n�j��n��R�n� � �T �n��R�n����
������

This is proved by �nite� induction� assuming that ������ holds for some n �� � n � ��
and using that� if R is su�ciently small�

%
�S�n��R�n��n	�

��	��

� � ������

�% is provided by Lemma ����� we have

$G�n�

� � $G�n�

�� � Dr�m�
�n	��� R�n	��� �� Dr�m�

�n� � ���� R
�n� exp �������� ���	��

Then� the fact that the successive steps increase at least by one the degree of the normal
form with respect to S� makes evident the estimates of ������ for n��� For more details one
can rewrite� with minor changes� the proof of Lemma ���� using ������ instead of �������
Here� the di�erent R�independent constants �N �n�� �T �n� and �S�n�� dened recursively for
n � �� � � � � �� depend only on the same parameters involved in the formulation of the
Theorem� We remark that condition ������ for n � �� � � � � �� imposes only a nite number
of restrictions on R� Let R�

� the biggest value of R for which they hold�
The next step is to continue with the iterative normal form process� but using Lemma ���

�with p � �� to bound H�n�� � � n � L�� �L will be determined below�� This will be done
in an inductive way� showing that bounds like ������ hold for each H�n�� n � �� Hence� we
add in ������ the superscript ��n�� to S� S�� S�� N

� and T �� and we replace �S� �N� and �T �

by �S�n�� �N �n�� and �T �n��� All these bounds have been taken on Dr�m�
�n�� R�n��� for some

�n�� R�n� that will be determined below� Initially� for n � �� we can take for instance
�N
�
�
� � �N �
� and �N �
�� � �N �
���R�

��
�� The denition of the other super���� constants

can be done similarly� Before continuing the iterative procedure� we remark that� as the
following steps only afect high order terms� N� and T� remain invariant during all the nor�
mal form procedure� Then� Remark ��	 suggests the denition � � ��R� � �AR�����	���
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where A � � will be determined later �independently from R�� From this value of � we
dene� recursively� �n	�� � �n�� 	�� R�n	�� � R�n� exp ��	��� for n � �� To preserve the
positiveness of �n�� we restrict n � L�R�� being L�R� the greatest integer for which we
have 	�L� ��� � ���� This implies the following restriction on L�

L � � �
�
��

�
�

AR

� �
���

� ���	��

Hence� we take as L the integer part of ���	��� This implies R exp ����	� � R�n� � R if
� � n � L � �� To apply Lemma ���� we assume that for the current Hamiltonian H�n��
� � n � L� we have �S�n� � �S�
�� �N �n�� � �N�� and �T �n�� � �T ��� for some �N�� and �T ��

to be precised later �those bounds are necessary to dene ' in Lemma ���� independent
from n�� If for the current value of n we have

%
�S�n��R�n��


��	�
� �� ���	��

then� the canonical transformation $G�n�

� given by Lemma ��� acts like ���	��� replacing ��
by �� Therefore� using Lemma ���� and recalling that �

�	�
� �� A � � and R�n� � R � ��

one obtains the following bounds for the transformed Hamiltonian�

jN �n	�� �N �n�j��n����R�n��� � '�S�n�

�
�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n����

��A�R�

�
� �'�S�n�

A�
�R�n��
�

jS�n	��
� j��n����R�n��� � '�S�n��R�n���

�
�R�n���

A�R�
�

�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n��


��A�R�

�
�

� 	' �S�n�

A�
�R�n����

jS�n	��
� j��n����R�n��� � '�S�n��R�n��

�
�R�n���

A�R�
�

�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n���

��A�R�

�
� �' �S�n�

A�
�R�n���

jT �n	�� � T �n�j��n����R�n��� � '�S�n�

�
�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n����

��A�R�

�
� �'�S�n�

A�
�R�n����

We take A � max
n
��
q
�' exp ���

o
� and then� recalling that R�n	�� � R�n� exp ��	��� we

can dene inductively �n � ���

�S�n	�� �
�exp �	����

exp ���
�S�n��

�N �n	��� � �exp �	����
�
�N �n�� �

�

exp ���
�S�n�

�
�

�T �n	��� � �exp �	����
�
�T �n�� �

�

exp ���
�S�n�

�
�
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Assuming R small enough such that � � ��
�� we obtain

�S�n� � �S�
� exp ���� n���� ����� � �S�
� exp ���� n����� ���	��

�N �n�� � exp �����n� ���

�
�N �
�� � �S�
� �

�exp ���� ��

�
�

�T �n�� � exp �����n� ���

�
�T �
�� � �S�
� �

�exp ���� ��

�
�

As we are only intrerested in those bounds for n � L � �� from the restriction on L in
���	�� we can easily introduce n�independent bounds �N�� and �T �� for �N �n�� and �T �n���
Now� assuming that all the steps are well dened� if one puts n � L�R� � � in ���	��� we
obtain the exponentially small bound of the statement for �S�L	��� To justify that we can
reach this value� we note that ���	�� holds for all the previous n� if we restrict R with
%�S�
�R� � ��

Then� to prove the Theorem� we only have to introduce $R � $G���

� � � � � � $G�L�

� �

and hence� �$R��� � $G�L�

�� � � � � � $G���

�� � If those transformations act as it has been
said in the statement� the proof is nished� First� and from the domains of denition of
the di�erent canonical transformations $G�n�

� �see ���	��� replacing �� by � if n � ��� we
deduce that $R is dened on the domain given in the statement� Moreover� from the
bounds for the di�erent components of $G�n�

� � Id given by Lemma ���� and remarking
that �����L� ��� � ����� the nal bounds for $

R� Id follow immediatly� We consider

now �$R���� In this case� and using the same arguments on $G�n�

�� � one can check that
if we dene n � ������ � n��� Rn � R exp ������� � n��� for n � �� � � � � �� and
n � ������������n����� Rn � R exp ������� � ��� � �n� ���� for n � �� � � � � L���
then we have

$G�n�

�� � Dr�m�n� Rn� �� Dr�m�n	�� Rn	���

for � � n � L� The proof of this fact can be done by combining the bounds on $G�n�

�� � Id
with the inequality ����
�� Moreover� this allows to estimate �$R��� � Id as it has been
done with the case of $R�

����� E�ective stability

An immediate consequence of Theorem ��� is that we can bound the di�usion speed
around a linearly stable torus of a Hamiltonian system� In this case� we take G � R�m �
and hence� S � N � Then� we apply Theorem ���� without taking into account the term T
of the decomposition ����
�� In fact� in this case one can rewrite the proofs of Lemmas ����
���� and Theorem ���� in a simpler form �although the actual formulation also holds in
this particular case�� to obtain exponentially small bounds for the remainder SR�

Theorem �� We consider the real analytic Hamiltonian ����� de�ned on Dr�m��� R��
for some � � � � � and R� � �� We also assume that all the eigenvalues of JmB are of
elliptic type� and that there exists �� � � and 	 � �� � such that

jik������ � l��j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� l 	 N

�m k 	 Z
r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��
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Let R 	 ��� R��� and let us take real initial conditions at t � � contained in Dr�m��� R��
Then� we can de�ne � � � such that� if R is small enough� the corresponding trajectories
belong to Dr�m��� �R� for any time � � t � T �R�� with

T �R� � const� exp

��const�� �

R

� �
���

	A�
being the constants in the de�nition of T �R� independent from R�

Remark �� In the proof� and only for technical reasons� � depends on �� Nevertheless�
we can take � as close as we want to � �by taking an initial � small enough� see the proof
for details�� but this implies a reduction on the set of allowed R� and on the constants of
the stability time�

The reason that forces to take � � � is the norm used for the normal variables� If one
takes the Euclidean norm instead of the supremum norm� the condition � � � is replaced
by � � ��

Proof� In order to simplify the proof� we assume that the initial real variables �x� y� of
����� correspond to the ones that put B in canonical real form� that is�

z�Bz �
mX
j��

�j�x
�
j � y�j ��

with �j � i�j� j � �� � � � � m� Moreover� we assume that R� � �� We introduce �X� Y � to
denote the complexied variables

xj �
Xj � iYjp

�
� yj �

iXj � Yjp
�

� j � �� � � � � m� ���		�

that put the matrix JmB in the diagonal form JmB�� Then� we can write the Hamiltonian
in these variables as

H � ������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z �N�X� �I� Y � � S����X� �I� Y ��

where N can be rewritten as a function of I� I� � ��I�� !I��� with !Ij � iXjYj �
�
�
�x�j �y�j ��

and S veries N �S� � �� This corresponds to the decomposition ����
� if one puts S � N �
H is dened on Dr�m��� R��

p
��� with bounds of the following form� jN j���R � �NR� and

jSj���R � �SR�� for any � � R � R��
p
�� Now� we apply Theorem ��� and we obtain�

for any R small enough� a canonical change $R such that in the new coordinate system
����X� �I� Y � � $R���R� XR� �IR� Y R�� we have

HR �� H �$R � ������ �IR �
�

�
�ZR��B�ZR �NR�XR� �IR� Y R� � SR���R� XR� �IR� Y R��

being NR a function of �IR�� � ���IR��� �!IR���� with !IRj � iXR
j Y

R
j � HR is dened on

Dr�m����	� R exp ����	��� with

jSRj������R exp ������� � const� exp

���const�� �

R

� �
���

	AR �� M�R��
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The canonical equations for �XR� �IR� Y R� are

)XR
j �


HR


Y R
j

� )Y R
j � �
HR


XR
j

� j � �� � � � � m�

)IRj �

HR


��Rj
�

SR


��Rj
� j � �� � � � � r�

���	��

From this� one obtains �using that NR is in fact only a function of I� and recalling
� � r �m��

)IRj � i

HR


Y R
j

Y R
j � i


HR


XR
j

XR
j � i


SR


Y R
j

Y R
j � i


SR


XR
j

XR
j � j � r � �� � � � � ��

We put IRj ���R� XR� �IR� Y R� for the expressions on the right�hand side of )IRj � j � �� � � � � ��
We use Lemma ��� to bound these expressions� Then� for j � �� � � � � r one has

jIRj j��R exp ������� �
	M�R�

�� exp ���
� ���	��

If we combine Lemma ��� with the inequality ����
�� one obtains for j � r��� � � � � � that�

jIRj j��R exp ������� �
�M�R� exp ������

exp ����	���� exp ����	�� �
��M�R� exp ����	�

�
� ���	
�

To continue the proof� we put �xR� yR� for the variables that come from the �realication�
of �XR� Y R�� that is� XR

j � �xRj � iyRj ��
p
�� Y R

j � �yRj � ixRj ��
p
�� In fact� as $R preserves

the symmetries ofH �due to the complexication of a real Hamiltonian� see Section �������
we have that the Hamiltonian in the variables �xR� yR� is real analytic� To work with those
di�erent representations of the variables� we give the following remarks� �i� the set of real
variables �xj� yj� such that jxjj� jyjj � A is contained in the set of complex �Xj� Yj� such
that jXjj� jYjj � A� �ii� the set of complex �Xj� Yj� such that jXjj� jYjj � A� is contained
in the complex set for �xj� yj� such that jxjj� jyjj �

p
�A �this property has been used to

say that H is dened in Dr�m��� R��
p
���� �iii� the set of real �xj� yj� such that Ij � A��

is contained in the set of real �xj� yj� such that jxjj� jyjj �
p
�A� Those remarks are used

when working with these di�erent kind of variables� and one wants to control the size of
the corresponding domains� when we change the variable representation�

Now� we take real values for ���R� xR� �IR� yR� as initial conditions at t � �� To prove
the lower bound for the stability time� we consider a xed � � � � �� and we restrict
to initial conditions such that� when expressed in terms of ���R� XR� �IR� Y R�� they belong
to Dr�m��� R� exp �������

p
��� Then� we have that the corresponding initial actions IR

are bounded by jIRj ���j � R��� exp ������� j � �� � � � � �� Using this� we deduce from the
bounds ���	�� and ���	
� that� for the trajectories of the Hamiltonian equations ���	���
we have jIRj �t�j � R� exp ������ for � � t � T �R�� where we can take

T �R� �
R�� exp �����	���� ���

��M�R�
�
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This bound comes from ���	
�� that is the worst case� This is the expression for the
stability time of the statement of the Theorem� To use the bounds ���	�� and ���	
�
for IRj � we need that these trajectories expressed in terms of ���R� XR� �IR� Y R� belong
to Dr�m��� R exp ������� up to time T �R�� As we have jIRj �t�j � R� exp ������� this
follows from remarks �iii� and �i�� From that we deduce� using the bounds for �$R����Id
provided by Theorem ��� and remark �ii�� that the corresponding real trajectories in terms
of ���� x� �I� y� are contained in Dr�m��� R��� being R� dened by

R� � max

��p�

�
R exp

�
��

�

�
�
R� exp ������

��

�
�

s
R� exp ���� � R�� exp ����

��

��� �

Then� if we give for ���� x� �I� y� a real set of points such that� expressed in terms of
����X� �I� Y �� they belong to the domain �$R����Dr�m��� R� exp �������

p
���� then� the

trajectories of H with initial conditions in this set remain in Dr�m��� R�� for a time span
T �R�� With similar arguments as the ones used to dene R� �using now remark �ii��� one
can check that this domain can be taken as Dr�m��� R��� being R� dened by

R� � min

��R� exp ������p
�

� R� exp ������
��

�

s
R��� exp ����

�
� R�� exp ����

��

��� �

If one considers the �ow $H
t dened from Dr�m��� R�� � R�� to Dr�m��� R�� � R�� � for

� � t � T �R�� then� putting R � R� in the statement� and taking an R�independent
value of � close enough to � such that R� � �� we can dene � � R��R��

��� Estimates on the families of lower dimensional

tori

Let us consider the real analytic reduced Hamiltonian H of ����� and a xed subbundle
G of elliptic directions of JmB� In Theorem ��� we have proved that� under standard
Diophantine conditions� one can put H in normal form with respect to the set S �see
������ and ������ for the denition�� with an exponentially small remainder� If we write
this seminormal form in terms of the complexied variables Z� and without changing the
name of the Hamiltonian� one has

H � �����I �
�

�
�Z� �B� �Z � F�I� �

�

�
�Z�Q�I� �Z � T ����X� �I� Y � �R����X� �I� Y �� ���	��

To explain the notation used� let us recall that the di�erent resonant terms depend only on
�I and on the productsXjYj� j � �� � � � � m� but� from the structure of S� not all the possible
combinations of those monomials take place inM�S�� Then� we introduce I� � ��I�� !I���
with !Ij � iXjYj� j � �� � � � � m�� and with this denition ���	�� can be described as follows�

the symmetric matrix �B� is dened from B� skipping the �m� eigenvalues associated to
G� Jm�m�

�B� � diag����� F and Q correspond to the normal form with respect to S� with
the expansion of F starting at second order with respect to I� and with Q��� � �� It is
not di�cult to check that by choosing the variables !Z in suitable form �as it has been
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done in the proof of Theorem ����� F is real analytic� Moreover� Q is a symmetric matrix
such that Jm�m�Q is diagonal� T 	 M�N n S� �so T � O�� �Z�� and R 	 fM�S��

We assume that this normal form has been done for a given �and small enough� R� as
in the formulation of Theorem ���� We only consider the R�dependence when we give the
bounds of the di�erent terms of ���	��� To obtain these bounds� let us dene � � ���	�
where we recall that � is the width of the strip of analiticity� with respect to ��� for the
initial Hamiltonian� Then� Theorem ��� implies that� for any R small enough� we have

jFj��R � �FR�� jF�j��R � �F�R

�

jQj��R � �QR�� jQ�j��R � �Q�R
��

jT j���R � �T R�� jRj���R � const� exp
�
�const�

�
�
R

� �
���

�
R�

���	��

To derive these bounds on Dr�m��� R�� we have considered the functions that depend on
!I as functions of !Z� Here� we have split F � F� � F� and Q � Q� � Q�� F� and the
components of Q� are polynomials on I of degrees � and � respectively� F� and Q� contain
the remaining terms� We note that the denition of F� and Q� does not depend on the
order of the seminormal form�

This seminormal form has been formally explained in Section ������ and we will use
the notation related to ���
� to represent the normal form tori�

The main purpose of this section is to study the persistence of those tori when we add
the remainder R� We note that� as jRj is exponentially small with R� we can expect that
the tori of ���
� will survive� except the ones corresponding to a set of parameters �I����
of exponentially small measure with respect to R� We will show that this assertion holds�
assuming certain standard nondegeneracy conditions on this family of tori� that have been
explained in Section ����� �conditions that� as we will see� can be checked by computing a
normal form up to degree 	� that is� from F� and Q��� As it is a more natural parameter�
the results will be formulated in terms of frequencies instead of actions�

����� Nondegeneracy conditions

Before the rigorous formulation of the results� let us give in explicit form these nondegen�
eracy conditions�

Nondegeneracy of the intrinsic frequencies

The rst one is a standard nondegeneracy condition on the dependence of the frequencies
with respect to the actions� we require

det C �� �� C �

�F�


I�
���� ������

This allows to parametrize the tori of the family by their vector of intrinsic frequencies
�instead of I����� Of course� we have to be close enough to the initial r�dimensional torus�
This assertion is justied by the following lemma�
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Lemma �� Let us assume that det C �� �� Then� if R is small enough� there exists a
real analytic vectorial function I���� de�ned on the set�

� 	 C
r	m� � j� � ����j � �

�
�jC��j���R�

�
� ������

such that

F

I

�I���� � � � �����

with I������ � �� Moreover� we have jI���j � �
�
R� for any � in the set ������� and if

����� ���� belong in ������� then

jI������� I������j � �jC��jj���� � ����j�
Of course� we are still using the notation of Section ��	�

Proof� We have F�I� � �
�
I�CI � F�� Then� we take a xed � in the set ������� and we

want to solve the equation�

I��� � C��
�
� � ���� � 
F�


I
�I����

�
� ������

Putting the superscripts ��k���� and ��k�� to I��� in ������� we can consider this expres�
sion as an iterative procedure� using I������ � � as the seed� If we assume jI�k����j � �

�
R��

then� using Cauchy inequalities� we have for R small enough�

jI�k	�����j � jC��j
�
�

�
�jC��j���R� �

�F�R



�
�
R�

�
� �

	
R��

where we have used the bounds of ���	�� for F�� remarking that jF�j��R is a bound for the
supremum norm of F��I� if jIj � R�� Moreover� to ensure convergence� we remark that
using the main value theorem one has�

jI�k	������ I�k����j � �r �m��
�F�R


�
�


��
R�
jI�k����� I�k������j � �

�
jI�k����� I�k������j�

if R is small enough� Clearly� the limit function is analytic with respect to �� and from
the real analytic character of F � I is in fact real analytic� Taking ����� ���� in the set
������� one has

I������� I������ � C������� � ����� � C��
�

F�


I
�I�������� 
F�


I
�I�������

�
�

and with the same arguments previously used� we obtain for R small enough

jI������� I������j � �jC��jj���� � ����j�
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Nondegeneracy of the normal frequencies

The other nondegeneracy condition considered refers to the normal eigenvalues� Skipping
again the remainder R� for every invariant tori parametrized by I��� in ���
�� the corre�
sponding normal eigenvalues are the ones of the diagonal matrix Jm�m�� �B� � Q�I������
Using the parametrization I � I��� provided by Lemma ���� we can consider those
eigenvalues as functions of � instead of functions of I����

Jm�m�� �B� �Q�I����� � diag����������� ������

we ask for the condition

Im

�




�
�l�������������

�
�	 Z

r	m�� l 	 Z
��m�m��� � � jlj� � �� l �X �� l �Y � ����	�

where we have used the notation l� � �l��X � l
�
�Y
�� To check this condition� we only need to

know the rst order approximation to Q� remarking that from ������ one has

��
���
j ��� � ��j �

�




I
Q��j�j	m�m����

�
C���� � ����� �O��� � ������ ������

j � �� � � � � m �m�� and that ��
���
j	m�m�

� ���
���
j � With those assumptions and notations�

we can formulate the following results�

����� Main theorems

Theorem �� We consider the real analytic HamiltonianH of ������ de�ned on Dr�m��� R��
�for some � � � � � and R� � ��� and such that the �rst m� components �� � m� � m�
of the vector � of eigenvalues of JmB are of elliptic type� Let S � N be the set introduced
in ������ and ������� Then� we also assume that there exists �� � � and 	 � r�m� such
that

jik������ � l��j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� �l� s� 	 S k 	 Z

r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

This allows to put H in seminormal form with respect to S up to �nite degree� We
assume that this seminormal form up to degree 	 is nondegenerate� in the sense that the
two nondegeneracy conditions given in ������ and ����	� hold� Then� there exist a Cantor
subset A � Rr	m� such that� for any � 	 A� the Hamiltonian system H has an invariant
�r�m���dimensional �complex� torus with � as a vector of basic frequencies� with reducible
normal �ow� Moreover� if A�A� � U�A� � A �being U�A� the set de�ned in ������� then�

mes�U�A� n A�A�� � const� exp

���const�� �

A

� �
���

	A�
where the constants in this bound are independent from A�
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The key to prove Theorem ��� is the parametrization I��� of the invariant tori of the
normal form given by Lemma ���� To construct this function� we take R of order

p
A in

Theorem ���� and we obtain a Hamiltonian in normal form with respect to S �as the one of
���	���� with exponentially small bounds for R as a function of A� of the same order of the
measure of destroyed tori in Theorem ���� Using Lemma ��� on the function F of ���	���
we can construct for any frequency A�close to ���� the corresponding action� I � I����
that gives in ���
� the invariant torus of the seminormal form having this concrete vector
of intrinsic frequencies� Nevertheless� as the action I can have some of the !Ij � �� the
corresponding torus in ���
� can be complex� This is not an obstruction to construct an
invariant �and complex� torus for the complete Hamiltonian ���	��� but the nal torus
and its reduced variational normal �ow can be in C � If we want to have real tori in ���
��
we need to take � 	 W�A��

W�A� �

�
� 	 U�A� � � � ���� �


F

I

�I�� with !Ij � �� j � �� � � � � m�

�
� ������

Note that the degenerate �transition� tori have frequencies whose corresponding actions
satisfy !Ij � �� for some j� Then� we are forced to remove actions in a tiny slice around
the hyperplanes !Ij � �� that implies to take out in W�A� the corresponding frequencies�
Unfortunately� F changes with A as A � � by increasing the order up to which this
seminormal form is done� This is necessary because the successive approximations to F
given by Theorem ��� do not converge in general� and hence� as we want to eliminate only
an exponentially small set of frequencies� we need to know this map with an exponentially
small precision�

In this context� we have the following result about the existence of real invariant tori�

Theorem �� With the same hypoteses as in Theorem ���� there exist a Cantor subset
A � Rr	m� such that� for any � 	 A� the Hamiltonian system H has an invariant
�r �m���dimensional real torus with vector of basic frequencies given by �� The normal
�ow of this torus can be reduced to constant coe�cients by means of a real change of
variables�

A can be caracterized in the following form� for any R � � small enough� there exists
a convergent �partial� seminormal form with respect to S �it takes the form ���	��� de�ned
on Dr�m��� R� �being � independent from R�� and such that if we put A�R�� �W�R���A
�see ������ for the de�nition of W�A��� then� we have

mes�W�R�� n A�R��� � const� exp

���const�� �

R

� �
���

	A�
being the constants in this bound independent from R�

Remark �� Let us explain how the transition set �in the frequency space� from real to
complex tori can be constructed independently from the seminormal form� For any tori of
dimension s� r � s � r �m�� obtained applying Theorem ��	 to an invariant subbundle
G� � G� with dimG� � m�� we consider the �r � m���dimensional vector of frequencies
obtained jointly the intrinsic frequencies of the tori� with the the normal frequencies that
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generalize the ones associated to G not added as new intrinsic frequencies� We note
that those normal frequencies are well de�ned from the reducible character of the normal
variational �ow of the constructed tori� Then� as union of those vectors� we obtain a
Cantor set that acts as a transition set� with an exponentially small error �as R� ��� to
separate the real and complex tori�

Remark ��� In the case of maximal dimensional tori� this result can also be compared
with �	�� and ��	�� We remark that as we work with m� � m� the estimates on the measure
of invariant tori in Theorem ��	 are given in the frequency space and not in the phase
space� where the total measure �lled by those tori is zero when m� � m� In the case of
maximal dimensional tori� it is not di�cult to check �for example� if one uses a formula�
tion of the proof in terms of the actions I instead of the frequencies �� see Section ��	��
for more details� that the measure of the complementary of the set that the real tori �ll in

Dr�m��� R�� R�� is of order const� exp
�
�const�

�
�
R

� �
���

�
� This result coincides with �	���

if we look for maximal dimensional invariant tori around a given maximal dimensional
one �we note that we need to done the same rescaling as in Section ����� in order to com�
pare the results�� but it improves the estimates on the measure of invariant tori around
an elliptic �xed point of ��	��

In what follows� we will only prove Theorem ��	� The proof of Theorem ��� is very
similar� and it is done by splitting the set U�A� as the union of the sets of frequencies
dened like ������� but taking into account all the possible combinations of conditions
!Ij � � and !Ij � �� j � �� � � � � m��

����� Proof of Theorem ���

Before starting with the details� let us mention a technical problem that will appear
during the proof� At each step of the iterative KAM process� we will have to deal with
the classical small divisors problem� This will lead us to eliminate the set of resonant
frequencies� to avoid convergence problems� To bound the measure of the eliminated set
of frequencies� we need some kind of regularity� In a problem depending on parameters� it
is usual to ask for smooth dependence on the parameters� but note that at every step of
the inductive process we need to remove a dense set of frequencies� and this does not allow
to keep� in principle� any kind of smooth dependence for the Hamiltonian with respect to
this parameter �because now the parameters move on a set with empty interior��

Fortunately� there are many solutions to this problem� One possibility is to work�
at every step of the inductive procedure� with a nite number of terms in the di�erent
Fourier expansion with respect to ��� This is based on dropping the harmonics fk such
that jkj is bigger than some quantity O��n� �n is the step�� Hence� we can use that the
remainder of the truncated expressions is exponentially small with the order of truncation
to show the convergence of the sequence of changes involved in the iterative scheme on
a suitable set of parameters� Then� since we only need to deal with a nite number of
resonances at every step� we can work on open sets with respect to the frequencies� and to

�This is the so called �ultraviolet cut	�
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keep the smooth parametric dependences in those sets� This smooth dependence allows
to bound the measure of the resonances� Those ideas are for example used in ���� ���� or
�����

Another possibility is to consider Lipschitz parametric dependence instead of a smooth
one �this has already been done in ���� or ������ We can see that it is possible to keep this
Lipschitz dependence at every step �the control of this kind of dependence on Cantor sets
is analogous to the control of di�erentiable dependence on open sets�� and this kind of
dependence su�ces to bound the measure of the resonant sets� In this work we have chosen
this Lipschitz formulation� This implies that the invariant tori obtained will depend on
the parameters in a Lipschitz way�

If one is interested in obtaining C� Whitney smoothness �see ����� for the dependence
of the invariant tori with respect to the parameters� the standard procedure is to work
with a nite number of harmonics in the Fourier expansions� so that at every step we
keep the analytic character of the Hamiltonian �see ������

Another di�erent approach� that also allows to obtain Whitney regularity� is to add
external �auxiliar� parameters to the Hamiltonian� in order to have enough parameters
to control the intrinsic and normal frequencies �to avoid the lack of parameters problem��
and such that for every Diophantine vector of intrinsic and normal eigenvalues� we have
the corresponding invariant tous for a suitable value of the �enlarged� parameters� This
can be done with a Whitney smooth foliation �see ��� and ����� Then� if we consider the
value of the external parameters for which we recover the initial family of Hamiltonians�
we only have to study which of the Diophantine tori constructed correspond to this value
of the extra parameter� This can be done under very weak nondegeneracy hypotheses by
using the theory of Diophantine approximations on submanifolds �see for instance� ��
�
and ���� or �
�� for the case of volume preserving di�eomorphisms��

To work with the Lipschitz dependence� we introduce some notations and denitions�
Given f��� a function dened for � 	 E � E � Rn for some n� and with values in C � C n�

or M n� �n��C �� we dene the Lipschitz constant of f on E as

LEffg � sup
	��	��E
	� ��	�

jf����� f����j
j�� � ��j �

If LEffg � ��� we say that f is Lipschitz on E � with respect to the norm j�j� We also
dene kfkE � sup	�E jf���j� The same denitions can be extended to analytic functions
depending on the parameter �� Hence� if f��� �� or f��� x� I� y� �� are� for every � 	 E �
analytic� ���periodic on �� and dened on f� 	 C r � jIm�j � g orDr�m�� R�� respectively�
we can introduce LE��ffg� kfkE��� or LE���Rffg and kfkE���R� taking the supremum on the
norms j�j� or j�j��R� respectively� Some basic results related to those kind of dependence
are given in Section ����

Preliminaries

First� we take a xed value of R� small enough� and we use Theorem ��� to put the initial
Hamiltonian H in �semi�normal form with respect to the set S� except a remainder R of
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exponentially small size with respect to R� Hence� we can work with the Hamiltonian H
of ���	�� as if it were the initial one� As the order of this normal form depends on R� we
have to write explicitly this R�dependence in all the bounds�

We take the analytic function F of ���	�� and we construct the parametrization I���
provided by Lemma ���� that is well dened if R is small enough� Then� as we want to
work with �r�m���dimensional tori� we introduce new m� angular variables !� conjugated
to the actions !I previously added to describe this family of invariant tori� That is� for
any frequency � 	 Rr	m� close to ����� we replace the real �semi�normal form variables
�!xj� !yj�� j � �� � � � � m�� by the new canonical variables �!�j� !Ij� dened as

!xj �
q
��!Ij � !Ij���� sin �!�j�� !yj �

q
��!Ij � !Ij���� cos �!�j�� ����
�

or� in terms of the complexied variables � !Xj� !Yj� �see ���		���

!Xj � �i
q
!Ij � !Ij��� exp �i!�j�� !Yj �

q
!Ij � !Ij��� exp ��i!�j�� ������

We remark that those !I are not exactly the same ones used to parametrize the tori ���
��
because they di�er in a translation by !I���� This is done to put the ��invariant torus�
with respect to the seminormal form� in !I � �� Hence� we extend this translation to the
whole set of actions I� doing the transformation

�Ij � �Ij � �Ij���� j � �� � � � � r� ������

Moreover� we denote by �� � ����� !��� the vector of all the angular variables� Then� we
have constructed� for each �� a new canonical system of coordinates �with r�m� angular
variables� that put the corresponding seminormal form torus in I � �� If we insert those
new variables in the Hamiltonian ���	��� we obtain a ��depending family of Hamiltonians
H���


 � that we simply denote by H��� � H������ �X� I� �Y � ���

H��� � �����I �
�

�
�Z� �B� �Z � F�I � I���� � �

�
�Z�Q�I � I���� �Z � T � �R��

where T � and R� are T and R expressed in terms of !� and !I� and composed with the
translation ������� We cast H��� into the following form�

H��� � ������� � ��I �
�

�
�Z� �B������� �Z �

�

�
I�C������I �H���

� � �H���� ������

where ���� � F�I����� �B���� � �B� �Q�I����� C��� � ��F
�I�

�I����� �H��� � R� and

H���
� � F�I � I����� F�I����� 
F


I
�I����I � �

�
I�


�F

I�

�I����I �

�
�

�
�Z��Q�I � I�����Q�I����� �Z � T ��

where we have used the properties of I��� �see Lemma ����� We remark that� if one
considers H���


 for a xed �� and one skips the term �H��� in ������� then� I � � and �Z � �
correspond to an invariant �r�m���dimensional torus with vector of basic frequencies ��
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with reducible normal variational �ow given by the �complex� diagonal matrix Jm�m�
�B�����

Moreover� in this case the variables I and �Z are uncoupled� at least up to rst order�
Nevertheless� the coordinates of ������ become singular for I � � when we take fre�

quencies � with some !Ij � !Ij��� � �� Thus� we have to eliminate a neighbourhood of the
set of those critical frequencies to ensure that the change is well dened�

Let M�R�R be the expression �with M exponentially small in R� bounding jRj���R
in ���	��� We consider a xed value of R� small enough� such that M�R� � �� and we
take a xed number � � � � �� to be precised later� Then� as we are only interested in
real tori� we use denition ������ to introduce the following set�

E ����R� �W
�
�

�
�jC��j���R�

�
n
�
I��

�
V
�
���M�R����

���
�

being V�A� � fI 	 Rr	m� � j!Ijj � A� for any j � �� � � � � m�g� That is� we elimi�
nate from W��


�jC��j���R�� the frequencies corresponding to actions !I close to any of

the hyperplanes !Ij � �� As from Lemma ��� we have jI���j � �
�
R� for any � 	

W
�
�

�jC��j���R�

�
� the measure of !V�R� �� V ���M����I

�
W
�
�

�jC��j���R�

��
is of order

�M�R����� Then� to control the measure that this set lls in W��

�jC��j���R��� we putfW�R� � I�� �V ���M���� �W��


�jC��j���R��� and then we have

mes�fW�R�� �
Z
eW�R�

d� �
Z
�V�R�




detDI���I�


 dI� ������

where� from the denition of I in Lemma ���� I���I� � ���� � �F
�I
�I�� Then� the bounds

on F in ���	�� su�ces to justify that mes�fW�R�� is also of order �M�R�����
Now� we are going to see that H��� is dened on a small neighbourhood of I � � and

�Z � �� with positive �and bounded from below� distance to the critical set of frequencies�
To do that� and as we will work with functions of ��� �X� I� �Y �� we will take the di�erent
norms on domains of the form Dr	m��m�m���� ��� More concretely� we will see that� for
any � 	 E ����R�� H��� is well dened on Dr	m��m�m��

���� R����� being ��� � ��� �this

is smaller than the width of analyticity for the �� variables given by Theorem ��� for the
seminormal form� and R��� � �M�� Let us check that�

First� we remark that as F only depends on I� we deduce from ���	�� that jFj��R �
�FR�� Then� assuming �

�
R� � 	M�� � R�� and using Lemmas ��
 and ���� we obtain

kF�I����I�kE������R��� � �FR�� LE������R���fF�I����I�g � �r�m��
�FR�

�
�
R�

�jC��j� ������

where we have used that LE���fIg � �jC��j �see Lemma ����� Similar bounds can be
derived for F�� Q and Q��

To bound T � andR�� we need to study the well dened character of the transformation
������� Using Lemma ���� �we recall that� from the denition of E ���� one has !Ij��� �
��M�� for any � 	 E ����� and using that � � �� it is not di�cult to check that if we
consider � !Xj� !Yj� in ������ as a function of ��� �X� I� �Y � and �� we have for j � �� � � � � m��

max
n
k �XjkE���������R��� � k �YjkE���������R���

o
� �

�
R
�
��

q
��	

�
exp ����� � ��

��
R�
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and

max
n
LE���������R���f �Xjg�LE���������R���f �Yjg

o
� �jC��j exp �����

�M�
q
��	

� jC��j
�M�

�

Assuming R small enough such that 	M�� � �
�
R� �

�
��
�


��
R� �this is used to control the

transformation ������� one has� using Lemmas ��
 and ��� on the bounds ���	��� that

kT �kE���������R��� � �T R�� kR�kE���������R��� �MR� ������

and

LE���������R���fT �g � r
�T R��

��
�
��
�


���
R�

�jC��j� �m�

�T R��M�

�
�

R

jC��j
�M�

� ����	�

LE���������R���fR�g � r
MR�

��
�
��
�


���
R�

�jC��j� �m�
MR

�
�

R

jC��j
�M�

� ������

where� to bound T �� we have used that it is O�� �Z��
Now� we can bound the di�erent terms of H��� in ������� First� one has k����kE��� �

�FR�� We do not care about its Lipschitz constant because this term can be eliminated
without changing the canonical equations �so� we only need to worry about its bounded
character�� To bound C��� we remark that C��� � C � ��F�

�I�
�I� with det C �� �� Using

the bounds on F� �that can be obtained in a similar form as the ones on F in �������
one has that det C��� �� � on E ���� if R is small enough� In quantitative form� it means
that k� #C������kE��� � #m���� for certain R�independent constant #m���� Moreover� we also
have kC���kE�������� � �m���� LE��������fC���g � !m���� We have used the norm k�kE�������� for

the constant matrix C��� because� in the succesive steps of the inductive procedure� the
matrices replacing C��� will depend on �� To control the normal eigenvalues� we remark
that from the expression ������� we can write ��

���
j � j � �� � � � � ��m�m��� in the following

form�
��
���
j ��� � ��j � iv�j �� � ����� � *�

���
j ���� ������

where vj 	 C r	m� and *�
���
j � O��� � ������ From the non�degeneracy hypotesis of ����	��

we have that Re�vj� �	 Z
r	m� and� if we put vj�l � vj�vl� then Re�vj�l� �	 Z

r	m�� for j �� l�

Moreover� using the expression ������ and the fact that the eigenvalues of Jm�m�
�B� are all

di�erent� it is also easy to check the existence of R�independent constants � � �
���
� � �

���
� �

�
���
� � �� such that � � �

���
� � j�����j ��� � ��

���
l ���j� ����

� �� � j�����j ���j � �
���
� ��� for any

� 	 E ���� j �� l� and LE���f�����j g � �
���
� � We do not give here explicit bounds on the

*�
���
j � as those functions do not appear in the iterative process� but we remark that one

has that LE���f*����j g is of order R� This will be used in Section ��	��� Moreover� if one
uses bounds like ������ for F and Q� and the ones of ������ and ����	� for T �� it is
not di�cult to check that for certain positive R�independent constants ����� and !����� one
has kH���

� kE���������R��� � ����� and LE���������R���fH���
� g � !����� Finally� using the bounds

of ������ and ������ for R�� one can bound the size of the perturbative term �H��� by
k �H���kE���������R��� � M and LE���������R���f �H���g � M���� Some of these bounds are far
from optimal� but they su�ce for our purposes�
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The iterative scheme

Now� we can describe the iterative procedure used to construct invariant �r � m���
dimensional tori� This process is given by a sequence of canonical changes of variables�
constructed as the time one �ow of a suitable generating function S
� The changes are
constructed to kill the terms that obstructs the existence of an invariant reduced torus
with vector of basic frequencies given by �� As usual �to overcome the e�ect of the small
divisors�� the changes are chosen to produce a quadratically convergent scheme� instead
of the linear one of Lemma ����

First� we describe a generic step of this iterative process� For this purpose� we expand
the Hamiltonian H��� in the following form

H��� � a����b���� �Z�c����I�
�

�
�Z�B��� �Z�I�E��� �Z�

�

�
I�C���I����� �X� I� �Y �� ����
�

where we do not write explicitly the ��dependence and where we have skipped the super�
script ����� in the di�erent parts of the Hamiltonian� From this expansion� we introduce
the following notations� �H����� �Z� �Z� � B� �H�����I� �Z� � E and � H��� �� H��� � �� From

the bounds on the terms of the decomposition ������� we have that !a� b� c� �� B� �B�����
C � C��� and E are all O� �H����� Note that if we are able to kill the terms !a� b and c� ��
we will obtain an invariant torus with intrinsic frequency �� Nevertheless� as we want to
have simple equations at every step of the iterative scheme �this is� linear equations with
constant coe�cients�� we are forced to kill something more� Then� we ask the nal torus
to have reducible normal �ow given by a diagonal matrix� This is� we want that the new
matrix B veries B � Jm�m��B� where� for a ��s��dimensional matrix A��� depending
���periodically on �� we dene Js�A� � �Jsdp�Js #A�� Here� dp�A� denotes the diagonal
matrix obtained taking the diagonal entries of A� Moreover� we have to eliminate E to
uncouple the �neutral� and the normal directions of the torus up to rst order� Thus� for
each step of the iterative process� we use a canonical change of variables similar to one
the used in ��� to prove the Kolmogorov theorem� The generating function is of the form

S��� �X� I� �Y � � ��� � d��� � e���� �Z � f����I �
�

�
�Z�G��� �Z � I�F ��� �Z�

where � 	 C r	m� � #d � �� #f � � and G is a symmetric matrix� with Jm�m��G� � �� The
transformed Hamiltonian is H��� � H��� � $S

� � We expand H��� in the same way as H���

in ����
�� keeping the same name for the new variables� but adding the superscript �����
to a� b� c� B� C� E and �� Then� we ask !a��� � �� b��� � �� c��� � � � �� E��� � � and
B��� � Jm�m��B

����� We will show that this can be achieved up to rst order in the size
of �H���� For this purpose� we write those conditions in terms of the initial Hamiltonian
and the generating function� and then� we obtain the following equations�

�eq�� !a� �d
��
� � ��

�eq�� b� �e
��
� � �B����Jm�m�e � ��

�eq�� c� � � �f
��
� � C���

�
� �

�
�d
��

���
� ��
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�eq�� B� � Jm�m��B
��� �G

��
� � �B����Jm�m�G�GJm�m�

�B���� � ��

�eq�� E� � �F
��
� � FJm�m�

�B���� � ��

being

B� � B �
��
H���

�

I

��� � �

d


�

��	A� 
H
���
�


 �Z
Jm�m�e

��
� �Z� �Z�

�

E� � E � C���
�

e


�

��
�
��
H���

�

I

��� � �

d


�

��	A� 
H
���
�


 �Z
Jm�m�e

��
�I� �Z�

�

To solve those homological equations� we expand them in Fourier series and we equate
the corresponding coe�cients� obtaining the formal solutions� The next step is to derive
bounds on those solutions� As we will use these bounds in iterative form� we want to
make clear which expressions change from one step to another� and which ones can be
bounded independently from the step� For this purpose� we take xed positive constants
#m� �m� !m� ��� ��� ��� !� dened as twice the corresponding inital values #m���� �m���� !m����
�
���
� � �

���
� � ������ !���� and a xed ��� � � �� � �

���
� � In what follows� �N will denote an

expression depending only on #m� �m� ��� ��� ��� the di�erent dimensions r� m� m�� plus
	 and �� �N will be redened during the description of the iterative scheme to meet a
nite number of conditions� The idea is to perform the bounds on the iterative scheme
putting the superscript ����� on the terms that change at every iteration� Hence� we
write the bounds on �H��� as k �H���kE���������R��� �M ��� and LE���������R���f �H���g � L���� with

M ����R� �M�R� and L����R� � �M�R������ Hence� using Lemma ����

ka� ����kE�������� � M ���� kEkE�������� � ��m�m��M���

�R�����
�

kc� �kE�������� � M���

�R�����
� kB � �B����kE�������� � ���m�m��	��M���

�R�����
�

kbkE�������� � M���

R��� � kC � C���kE�������� � ���r	m��	��M���

�R�����
�

k�kE���������R��� � ����� �M ����

������

Moreover� we can use Lemma ���� to deduce that the same bounds hold for their Lipschitz
constants on E ���� replacingM ��� by L���� and ����� by !����� Then� to prove the convergence
of the expansion of S� we need some kind of control on the di�erent small divisors involved�
For this purpose� we restrict the parameter � to the subset E ����R� � E ����R� for which
the following Diophantine estimates hold� we say that � 	 E ���� if � 	 E ���� and

jik�� � l���������j � �����R�

jkj��
� k 	 Z

r	m� n f�g� l 	 N
��m�m� �� � � jlj� � �� ������

for certain ���� � �� We expect the measure of E ��� n E ��� to be of order ���� and� hence�
as we want to have exponentially small bounds for this measure� we take ���� � �M ������
Then� we proceed to bound the solutions of the di�erent homological equations� For this
purpose� we use Lemma ��	� More precisely� we dene ���� � �M ������ and we take ���� as
a value for � to use the di�erent estimates provided by this lemma� In order to simplify
the proofs� we assume ��� �N���� � ��	� where N 	 N will be a xed integer that will
be determined before the description of the iterative scheme� Moreover� we also assume
that �M ����� � R��� � �� Then� one can solve �eq��� �eq�� as follows�
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�eq�� For d� we have

d��� �
X

k�Zr�m�nf�g

ak
ik��

exp�ik����

that implies�

kdkE������������� �
�

	

���� exp ���

�� k!akE��������
����

� �N�M ���������� �

�eq�� For any j� � � j � ��m�m��� we have

ej��� �
X

k�Zr�m�

bj�k

ik�� � ��
���
j

exp�ik����

and hence�

kekE������������� �
�

�

��

�

�
	

���� exp ���

��
�

����

�
kbkE�������� � �N�M ����������� �

�eq�� Taking average with respect to �� we obtain

� � � #C������
��#c� � � C���

�

d


�

��	A �

Thus�

k�kE��� � k� #C������ #C����kE��� � k� #C������kE���k #C����kE��� �

� #m

�B�k#c� �kE����� �
������C���

�

d


�

��������E�����
	CA �

� #m

�
kc� �kE�������� � �m

kdkE�������������
���� � ����� exp ���

�
� �N�M ���������� �

To solve the equation for f � we dene

c� � !c� !C���� � C���
�

d


�

��
� C���

�

d


�

��
�

and then� for any � � j � r �m�� we have

fj��� �
X

k�Zr�m�nf�g

c�j�k
ik��

exp�ik����

To bound f � rst we have that

kc�kE�������������� � k!ckE�������� � kC���kE��������
�
k�kE��� �

kdkE�������������
���� exp ���

�
�

� �N�M ����������� �

and from here

kfkE�������������� �
�

	

���� exp ���

�� kc�kE��������������
����

� �N�M ������������ �
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�eq�� We dene B�� � B� � Jm�m��B
��� and then� if G � �Gj�l�� � � j� l � ��m �m���

we have

Gj�l��� �
X

k�Zr�m�

B��
j�l�k

ik�� � ��
���
j � ��

���
l

exp�ik����

In this sum we have to avoid the indices �j� l� k� for which jj � lj � m � m� and
k � �� In these cases we have trivial zero divisors� but also the coe�cient B��

j�l�� is ��
Moreover� we remark that the matrix G is symmetric� Then� to bound G� we have
to bound B��� First� we have

kB� � �B����kE�������������� � kB � �B����kE���������������

����m�m�� � ���r �m��
kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����

�
k�kE��� �

kdkE�������������
���� exp ���

�
�

��	�m�m��
�kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����
kekE������������� � �N�M ������
���� �

and from the denition of B�� and the norm used� the same bound holds for B���
Then�

kGkE�������������� �
�

�

��

�

�
	

���� exp ���

��
�

����

�
��m�m�� kB��kE�������������� �

� �N�M ������������ �

�eq�� The di�erent components of F are given by

Fj�l��� �
X

k�Zr�m�

E�
j�l�k

ik�� � ��
���
l

exp�ik����

for j � �� � � � � r �m� and l � �� � � � � ��m�m��� Thus�

kE�kE�������������� � kEkE�������� � ��m�m��kC���kE��������
kekE�������������
���� exp ���

�

�	�m�m���r �m��
kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����

�
k�kE��� �

kdkE�������������
���� exp ���

�
�

���m�m��
�kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����
kekE������������� � �N�M ����������� �

and� hence�

kFkE�������������� �
�

�

��
�

�
	

���� exp ���

��
�

����

�
��m�m�� kE�kE�������������� �

� �N�M ����������� �
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We use these estimates to bound the transformed HamiltonianH���� For this purpose� we
dene H���� �� fH���� Sg � H

����
� �H

����
� � with

H����
� �

�
��I �

�

�
�Z� �B���� �Z �

�

�
I�C���I �H���

� � S
�
�

and H
����
� � f �H���� Sg� Note that we are splitting the contributions that are O�� �H

���� and
O�� �H

����� Then� by construction of S� one has

H��� �H
����
� � ���� � ��I �

�

�
�Z� �B���� �Z �

�

�
I�C������I �H���

� �

with �B���� � Jm�m�� �B����� and � H
���
� �� �� Hence� H��� takes the same form as H��� in

������ if we dene

�H��� � H��� �$S
� �H��� �H

����
� �

Z �

�

�
H

����
� � ��� t�fH����

� � Sg
�
�$S

t dt� ���
��

To bound the di�erent terms of H���� we use Lemma ��� to bound the Poisson brackets
involved in the previous expressions�

kH����
� kE���������������R��� exp ������� � �N�M ������������� �

kfH����
� � SgkE�������������� �R��� exp �������� � �N�M ������������� �

kH����
� kE���������������R��� exp ������� � �N�M ������������� �

Hence� to bound �H��� one only needs to control the e�ect of $S
t � To this end� we remark

that from the bounds on the solutions of �eq��� �eq��� one has

krSkE���������������R��� � �N�M ������������ � ���
��

where rS is taken with respect to ��� �X� I� �Y �� If we assume that

krSkE���������������R��� � �R��������� exp ������� ���
��

then� $S
t is well dened fromDr	m��m�m��

���������� R��� exp �������� toDr	m��m�m��
����

	����� R����� for any �� � t � �� and for any � 	 E ��� �this follows from Lemma ��� and
����
��� More precisely� we have that

k$S
t � IdkE���������������R��� exp ������� � krSkE���������������R��� � ���
��

for any �� � t � �� From ���
�� we have that ���
�� holds if �N�M ������������� �
�� condition that will follow immediately from the inductive restrictions� Applying the
bounds ���
��� ���
�� and ���
�� to ���
�� and using Lemma ��
� we deduce

k �H���kE���������
�����R��� exp �������� � �N�M ������������� � ���
	�
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Moreover� the bound on H
����
� produces

k���� � ����kE��� � �N�M ������������� �
k �B���� � �B����kE��� � �N�M ������������� �

kC��� � C���kE�������������� � �N�M �������
����� �
kH���

� �H
���
� kE���������������R��� exp ������� � �N�M ������������� �

���
��

We take N � �� and we dene ��� � ��� � N����� and R��� � R��� exp ���N � ��������
Then� it is not di�cult to rewrite the bounds on H��� as the ones on H���� but now on
Dr	m��m�m��

���� R����� To iterate this scheme� we only need to check that the bounds

assumed on H��� to dene �N still hold on H���� This is done in the next section�

Convergence of the iterative scheme

Looking at the bounds of the previous section� we take � � � small enough such that� for
s � ���� ���� ��	�� we have s � �� Then� assuming �N � �� we dene M ��� � � �NM ����s

�note that this is a bound for the norm of �H��� in ���
	��� If the hypotheses needed to
iterate hold� we obtain recursively M �n� � � �NM ����s

n

� and hence� for R small enough�
we have limn	�M �n� � �� Let us dene E��R� as the set of parameters � for which
all the steps are well dened� We assume that� for any � 	 E��R�� the composition of

canonical transformations $� � $S���

� � $S���

� � � � � �being S�n� the generating function
used at the n�step of the iterative procedure� is convergent� Then� the limit Hamiltonian
H� � H��� �$� takes the form�

H� � ����� � ��I �
�

�
�Z� �B����� �Z �

�

�
I�C���� ��I �H�

� ��� �X� I� �Y � ���

with � H�
� �� �� This is� we obtain for any � 	 E� a Hamiltonian with an �r � m���

dimensional reducible torus� with linear quasiperiodic �ow given by ��

Let us prove that the inductive bounds hold� First� we check that we can dene�
recursively� constants #m�n�� �m�n�� �

�n�
� � �

�n�
� and ���n�� replacing the initial super������

ones� such that they are also bounded by #m� �m� ��� �� and ��� respectively� To prove that�
we note that the expressions in the right�hand side of ���
�� can be bounded by � �NM ����s��

�we remark that the same bound holds for ���
���� Hence� iterating this bounds� we only
need to use that the sum X

n��

�
�NM ���

� sn��

� � ���
��

is convergent for R small enough �and in fact� that it goes to zero when R does�� to
justify these n�independent bounds� The same arguments can be used to prove that
k��kE� � ��� Here� we only check the bound #m�n� � #m� because is the only one that
does not follow directly� note that one can dene

#m��� �
#m���

�� #m���� �NM ����s��
�
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and then� taking R small enough� we have #m��� � #m� Hence� iterating this denition and
assuming #m�n� � #m by induction� we have

#m�n� � #m���
n��Y
j��

�

�� #m� �NM ����sn����
�

Under this inductive hypotesis� one can bound #m�n� by an innite product that it is
convergent because ���
�� does� From here� the bound #m�n� � #m follows immediately for
R small enough� Finally� with the inductive denitions �n	�� � �n��N��n� and R�n	�� �
R�n� exp ���N � ����n��� n � �� we need to check that �n� � ��	 and R�n� � M �n�� We
remark that� as we take ��n� � �M �n���� we have�X

n��
��n� � �M ����� �

X
n��

� �NM ����s
n� � ��M ������ ���

�

at least for R small enough� Then� as N will be a xed number� the bound on �n� is
clear� taking R small enough� Moreover� we also have R�n� � R��� exp ����	� � R����� �
M ��� � M �n�� To justify this last inequality� we only need to take R small enough such
that M ��� �M ���� Under this assumption� the sequence fM �n�gn�� is clearly decreasing�

Finally� to prove the well dened character of the limit Hamiltonian� it only remains
to check the convergence of $�� To do that we write� for simplicity� $�n� � $S�n�

� and
we dene *$�n� � $��� � � � � � $�n�� for n � �� We also put 
n � �n� � ��� and R


n �
R�n� exp ������� n � �� Then� using in inductive form the bounds ���
��� ���
�� and
���
��� it is not di�cult to check that from Lemma ��� we have

k*$�n	�� � *$�n�kE����n���R
�
n��

�
� �� � �%� �NM ����

s
�
����k$��� � � � � �$�n	�� �$��� � � � � �$�n�kE����n���R

�
n��

�

where �% only depends on r� m� m�� � and �N � Iterating this bound and taking � small
enough� one obtains for R small enough

k*$�n	�� � *$�n�kE����n���R
�
n��

�
nY

j��

�� � �%� �NM ����
sj��

�
����� �NM ����

sn��

� � �� �NM ����
sn��

� �

where we have used again the convergent character of the sum ���
��� From this bound�
it is clear that if p � q � �� then

k*$�p� � *$�q�kE������R��� exp ������� �
X
j�q

�� �NM ����
sn��

� �

bound that goes to zero as p� q � ��� This allows to check that the limit canonical trans�
formation $� goes from Dr	m��m�m������ R

��� exp �������� to Dr	m��m�m��
���� R�����

Bounds on the measure

Then� we have shown the existence of real invariant reducible tori for a set of parameters
� 	 E�� It only remains to bound the measure of E� or� equivalently� the measure of the
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complementary set� To do that� we start recalling how E� is constructed� Iterating the
denition of E ��� from E ���� we dene E �n	�� from E �n� in the same way as it has been done
in ������� replacing ���� � �M ����� by ��n� � �M �n���� Then� we have E� � �n��E �n�� This
is� E� is constructed by taking out� in recursive form� the set of parameters � for which
the Diophantine conditions ������� formulated on the eigenvalues of the previous step and
depending on the size of the remaining perturbative terms� do not hold� Then� the set of
removed parameters can be obtained as union of sets for which one of those conditions is
not satised at some step of the iterative process�

To estimate the size of the removed sets� we will use a Lipschitz condition with respect
to � for the di�erent eigenvalues ��

�n�
j of B�n��� for n � �� To this end� we will prove

that this kind of regularity holds for the successive transformed Hamiltonians� As this
condition holds for the initial one� we have to check� by induction� that the canonical
transformations used preserve this kind of dependence� The key point is to bound the
Lipschitz constants of the di�erent solutions of �eq��� �eq��� To do it� we recall that we
have bounds like the ones of ������ for the Lipschitz constants of the di�erent terms of
the decomposition ������ of H���� Then� we only have to prove that those bounds for the
Lipschitz constants� can be iterated in the same way as the bounds on the norms� To
see that� we can use the di�erent results given in item �a� of Lemma ���� to bound the
Lipschitz constants of the solutions of �eq����eq��� We remark that� for the denominators
that appear solving these equations� we have

LE���fik�� � l������g � jkj� � �
���
� jlj��

Then� combining Lemma ���� with standard inequalities to bound the Lipschitz constants
of sums and products� it is not di�cult to check that one can iterate bounds of the following
form�

LE���������R���f �H���g � !N�M �����s� �

LE���������R���f �B���� � �B����g � !N�M ����s� �

LE���������R���fC��� � C���g � !N�M ����s� �

LE���������R���fH���
� �H���

� g � !N�M ����s� �

that are analogous to the ones of ���
	� and ���
��� !N � � depends on the same parameters
as �N � plus !m� !� and ��� Moreover� taking � small enough� we have �s� � �� Here� the
selection of N �used to dene ��� and R���� is done depending on the number of times that
we need to use Cauchy estimates to bound the di�erent norms and Lipschitz constants�
Iterating those expressions� it is not di�cult to check �by induction� that we can dene

inductively !m�n�� !��n� and �
�n�
� for which the assumed n�independent bounds hold� The

deduction of those Lipschitz bounds is tedious but it only involves simple inequalities�
For full details in a very similar context� we refer the lector to chapter � or to �����

Let us particularize those bounds on the eigenvalues of B�n��� If we expand ��
�n�
j �

j � �� � � � � ��m�m��� n � �� as in ������� replacing only the superscript ����� by ��n���

we have that LE�n�f*��n�j g � *NR� being *N a positive constant independent from R� j and
n� To justify this assertion� we note that it holds for n � �� and that the contributions
that come from the next steps are exponentially small with R�
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Those bounds on the Lipschitz constants of �
�n�
j plus the nondegeneracy conditions

������ are the key to control the measure of E �n� n E �n	��� We consider the decomposition

E �n� n E �n	�� � �
l 	 Z��m�m��

� � jlj� � �
l �X �� l �Y

�
k�Zr�m�nf�g

R�n�
l�k �

with

R�n�
l�k �R� �

�
� 	 E �n��R� � jik�� � l����n����j � ��n��R�

jkj��

�
�

To estimate the measure of R�n�
l�k � we take ���� and ���� in this set and then� we have

jik������ � ����� � l�����n�������� ���n��������j � ���n�

jkj��
�

Let us start with the case jlj� � �� Then� l����n� � ��
�n�
j for some j � �� � � � � ��m � m���

Hence� the previous expression can be rewritten as

ji�k � vj�
������ � ����� � *�

�n�
j ������� *�

�n�
j ������j � ���n�

jkj��
�

Assuming that ���� � ���� is parallel to k �Re�vj�� we have

j���� � ����j� �
j�k �Re�vj��

������ � �����j
jk �Re�vj�j� � j�k � vj�

������ � �����j
jk � Re�vj�j� �

� �

jk �Re�vj�j�

�
j*��n�j ������� *�

�n�
j ������j� ���n�

jkj��

�
�

� �

jk �Re�vj�j�

�
*NRj���� � ����j� ���n�

jkj��

�
�

being j�j� the Euclidean norm of a real vector� Using that Re�vj� �� � �see �������� we
obtain that there exists a positive constant '�� independent from j� k and n� such that

j���� � ����j� � '�
��n�

jkj�	��

�

for R small enough� In fact� this bound can be extended to the case jlj� � �� lx �� ly�

using that Re�vj��j�� �� � if j� �� j�� This is a bound for the width of a section of R�n�
l�k by

a line in the direction k �Re�vj�� Then� the measure of R�n�
l�k can be bounded by

mes�Rl�k� � '�
��n�

jkj�	��

�p
r �m�

�

	
�jC��j���R�

�r	m���
�
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where �
p
r �m�

�

�jC��j���R� is a bound for the diameter of E ����R�� Then� we have

mes�E �n� n E �n	��� � '�R
��r	m������n�

X
k�Zr�m�nf�g

�

jkj�	��

�

where '� does not depend on n and R� Using that +fk 	 Z
r	m� � jkj� � jg �

��r �m��j
r	m��� and that 	 � r �m� � � we obtain

mes�E �n� n E �n	��� � '�R
��r	m������n�

X
j��

��r �m��j
r	m����� � '�R

��r	m������n��

being '� also independent from n and R� As ��n� � �M �n���� we deduce� using ���

��
that for R � � small enough�

mes�E ��� n E�� � '�R
��r	m����

���M ����� �
X
n��

� �NM ����s
n�

	A � �'��M
������

Taking into account the bound on the measure ofW
�
�

�jC��j���R�

�
nE ��� �we have shown�

from ������� that it is of order �M �������� one obtains the exponentially small bounds on
the measure of destroyed tori� To nish the proof� we dene A as ���R�R�E��R�� where
R� is the maximum value of R for which the iterative scheme converges�

��� Basic lemmas

In this section� we give some basics results used to bound the norms ������ and ������ and
the related Lipschitz constants� as well as the expressions and transformations involved
in the di�erent proofs� Similar lemmas are used in Chapter ��

Lemma �� Let f��� and g��� be analytic functions of r complex arguments de�ned on
a strip of width  � �� ���periodic on �� and taking values in C � Let us denote by fk the
Fourier coe�cients of f � f �

P
k�Zr fk exp �ik���� Then� we have�

�i� jfkj � jf j� exp ��jkj���
�ii� jfgj� � jf j�jgj��
�iii� For every � � � � � 




 
f
�j







���

� jf j�
� exp���

� j � �� � � � � r�

�iv� Let fdkgk�Zrnf�g � C � with jdkj � 
jkj�� � for some � � � and 	 � �� If we assume that

#f � �� then� for any � � � � � we have that the function g de�ned as

g��� �
X

k�Zrnf�g

fk
dk

exp �ik����

satis�es the bound

jgj��� �
�

	

� exp���

�� jf j�
�

�
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All these bounds can be extended to the case in which f and g take values in C
n� or

M n� �n��C ��

Proof� Items �i� and �ii� are easily veried� Proofs of �iii� and �iv� follows immediately
using �������

Lemma �� Let f��� x� I� y� and g��� x� I� y� be analytic functions on Dr�m�� R�� and
���periodic on �� Then�

�i� If f �
P

�l�s��N�m�Nr fl�s���zl �Is� we have jfl�sj� � jf j��R
Rjlj���jsj�

�

�ii� jfgj��R � jf j��Rjgj��R�
�iii� For every � � � �  and � � � � �� we have for j � �� � � � � r and k � �� � � � � �m�
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����R

� jf j��R
� exp���
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f
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��R�

� jf j��R
��� ���R�
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f
zk






��R�

� jf j��R
��� ��R

�

As in Lemma ��	� all the bounds hold if f and g take values in C
n� or M n� �n��C ��

Proof� The proof of �i� and �ii� is straightforward� �iii� is proved using item �iii� of
Lemma ��	 and applying Cauchy estimates to the function

P
�l�s��N�m�Nr jfl�sj�zl �Is�

Lemma �� Let us consider f��� x� I� y� and g��� x� I� y� complex�valued functions� such
that f and rg are analytic functions de�ned on Dr�m�� R�� ���periodic on �� Then� for
every � � � �  and � � � � �� we have�

jff� ggj����R� � rjf j��R
� exp ���







g
I






����R�

�
rjf j��R

R���� ���







g
�






����R�

�
�mjf j��R
R��� ��







g
z






����R�

�

Remark ��� If f has a �nite Taylor expansion with respect to �I� z�� the expressions
in the bound of jff� ggj����R� that come from the Cauchy estimates on the derivatives of
f with respect to I or z� can be replaced by bounds on the degree of the dierent Taylor
expansions� Moreover� if f does not depend on �� the �rst term on the bound can be
eliminated� Similar comments can be extended to rg� This remark has been used in the
proof of Lemma ����

Proof� It follows from Lemma ����

Lemma �
 Let us take � � � �  and � � R� � R� and let us consider analytic
functions &� I with values in C r� � and X � Y with values in C m�

� all de�ned for ��� x� I� y� 	
Dr�m��� R��� and ���periodic on �� We assume that j&j���R� � � �� jIj���R� � R�� and
that jX j���R�� jYj���R� are both bounded by R� Let f���� x�� I�� y�� be a given ����periodic
on ��� analytic function� de�ned on Dr��m��� R�� If we introduce�

F ��� x� I� y� � f�� �&�X � I�Y��
then� jF j���R� � jf j��R�
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Proof� It can be directly checked expanding f in Taylor series as in Lemma ���� and
using item �ii� of Lemmas ��	 and ����

Lemma �� Let us consider &�j�� I�j�� X �j� and Y�j�� j � �� �� in the same conditions of
the ones of Lemma ��
� but with the following bounds� j&�j�j���R� � ����� jI�j�j���R� �
R���� and with jX �j�j���R�� jY�j�j���R� bounded by R��� with � � � � ��� � � � � R�

and � � � � R� Then� if one takes the function f of Lemma ��
 to de�ne

F �j���� x� I� y� � f�� �&�j��X �j�� I�j��Y�j��� j � �� ��

one has jF ��� � F ���j���R� � Kjf j��R� where if we put Z� � �X��Y��� then

K � j&��� � &���j���R�

� exp ���
� r


jI��� � I���j���R�

�
�

�

�

�m�X
j��

jZ���
j � Z���

j j���R��

Proof� It follows from the same ideas used to prove Lemma ��
�

Lemma �� Let S��� x� I� y� be a function de�ned on Dr�m�� R�� with  � � and R � ��
being rS analytic on Dr�m�� R� and ���periodic on �� If we assume that
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for certain � � � � � and � � � � � then one has

�a� $S
t � Dr�m� � �� R�� �� Dr�m�� R�� for every �� � t � �� where $S

t is the �ow
time t of the Hamiltonian system given by S�

�b� If one writes $S
t � Id � �&S

t �X S
t � ISt �YS

t �� then� for every �� � t � �� we have that
&S
t � YS

t and ZS
t � �X S

t �YS
t � are analytic functions on Dr�m� � �� R��� ���periodic

on �� Moreover� the following bounds hold�
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Proof� A similar result can be found in ����� where it is proved working with the supre�
mum norm� The ideas are basically the same� but here we use Lemma ��
 to bound the
composition of functions�

Lemma ��� Let I���� I��� 	 R� L� � I���� I���� with L � �� and let us consider the
functions fI�j��I� �

p
I�j� � I� j � �� �� Then� for every � � M � L� one has

jfI���j��M �
p
I���

�
��

q
��M��L�

�
� jfI��� � fI���j��M � jI��� � I���j

�L
q
��M��L�

�

where the dierent norms are taken on D������M��
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Proof� As fI�j��I� �
P

k��
�
���
k

�
�I�j���k	���Ik� one has

jfI���j��M �
p
I���

X
k��







�
���

k

�





�
M�

L�

�k
�
p
I���

����X
k��

�
���

k

�
����k

�
M�

L�

�k	A �

�
p
I���

�
��

q
��M��L�

�
�

Moreover� as fI����I�� fI����I� �
P

k��
�
���
k

� �
�I�����k	��� � �I�����k	���

�
Ik� one obtains

jfI��� � fI��� j��M � X
k��







�
���

k

�









�� � k





 �L���k�����M��kjI��� � I���j �

�
�

L

X
k��

k

�
���

k

�
����k��

�
M�

L�

�k��
jI��� � I���j �

�
��
L

d

ds

�p
�� s

�





s�M�

L�

jI��� � I���j�

In the following lemma we describe how to control the Lipschitz dependences related
to the norms introduced in ������ and ������� For this purpose� we consider a xed subset
E � Rn �for some n� and functions dened on E �
Lemma ��� We assume that f��� �� and g��� x� I� y� �� are� for any �� analytic with
respect to ��� x� I� y� and ���periodic on the r complex arguments �� We assume that for
every � 	 E� f is de�ned on a strip of width  and g is de�ned on Dr�m�� R�� respectively�
Then� one has the following results�

�a� �i� If f �
P

k�Zr fk��� exp �ik���� then LEffkg � LE��ffg exp ��jkj���
�ii� For every � � � � �

LE����
�

f


�j

�
� LE ��ffg

� exp ���
� j � �� � � � � r�

�iii� Let fdk���gk�Zrnf�g be a set of complex�valued functions de�ned for � 	 E � We
assume that the following bounds hold�

jdk���j � �

jkj��
� LEfdkg � A �Bjkj��

for some � � �� 	 � �� A � � and B � �� We assume #f � � for every � 	 E�
and we consider the function g��� �� de�ned from f and fdk���g as in the item
�iv� of Lemma ��	� Then� for any � � � � � we have�

LE����fgg �
�

	

� exp���

�� LE��ffg
�

�

�
�	 � �

� exp���

���	� kfkE��
��

B �

�

�
�	

� exp���

��� kfkE��
��

A�
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�b� �i� If g �
P

�l�s��N�m�Nr gl�s��� ��zlIs� then LE��fgl�sg � LE���Rfgg
Rjlj���jsj�

�

�ii� For every � � � �  and � � � � �� we have for j � �� � � � � r and k � �� � � � � �m�

LE ����
�

g


�j

�
� LE���Rfgg

� exp ���
� LE���R�

�

g


Ij

�
� LE ���Rfgg

��� ���R�
�

LE���R�
�

g


zk

�
� LE���Rfgg

��� ��R
�

Proof� It can be immediately veried� using the same ideas as in Lemmas ��	 and ����
plus standard inequalities for the Lipschitz dependence�
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Chapter �

Numerical Computation of Normal

Forms around Periodic Orbits of the

RTBP

��� Introduction

In this chapter will focus on the problem of computing the normal form around a linearly
stable periodic orbit of an autonomous analytic Hamiltonian system with � degrees of
freedom� This numerical approach can be considered an application of the results of
Chapter �� The main objective is to describe a methodology that allows to bound the
di�usion velocity around the orbit� to generalize the standard computation of the Birkho�
normal form around an elliptic xed point to an elliptic orbit of a Hamiltonian system�

The stability of the Trojan asteroids is a classical example of this kind� A rst model
for this problem is provided by the Restricted Three Body Problem �RTBP�� where the
problem boils down to estimate the speed of di�usion around an elliptic equilibrium point
of a � degrees of freedom autonomous Hamiltonian system� In order to produce good
estimates� it is necessary to compute numerically the normal form around the point� up
to some nite order �see ���� and also ���� for a slightly di�erent approach�� This allows
to derive much better estimates than the ones obtained by only using purely theoretical
methods� This has also been extended to consider time�dependent periodic perturbations�
in a very natural way� in a rst step one computes the periodic orbit that replaces the
equilibrium point and� by means of a translation� one puts it at the origin� Now� a single
linear �and periodic� change of variables removes the time dependence at rst order� and
then� the methodology above can be extended without major problems �see ����� ��	��
�
����

One can think that in the case of a periodic orbit the problem can be solved in the same
way as for periodically perturbed Hamiltonian systems� that is� to bring the orbit at the
origin and to apply a Floquet transformation� The main di�culty of this method comes
from the following fact� due to the symplectic structure of the problem� the monodromy
matrix around the periodic orbit has� at least� two eigenvalues equal to �� This implies
that the reduced Floquet matrix is going to have two zero eigenvalues� and this does not
allow to continue with the normal form process�

��
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For this reason� here we have taken a di�erent approach� As we are going to work
around a non�degenerate elliptic periodic orbit� we expect that the monodromy matrix
has the following structure �may be after a linear change of variables�� a ��dimensional
Jordan box with two eigenvalues �� plus two couples of conjugate eigenvalues of modulus
�� all di�erent� Under some generical conditions of non�resonance and non�degeneracy�
we have that a� the Jordan box expands� in the complete system� a one parametric family
of periodic orbits� b� each couple of conjugate eigenvalues expand a Cantorian family of
��dimensional invariant tori� and c� if we consider the excitation coming from both elliptic
directions� we obtain a Cantorian family of ��dimensional invariant tori �see Section ��	�
��
� or ���� for the proofs�� Hence� we will use suitable coordinates for this structure�
we will introduce an angular variable ��� as coordinate along the initial orbit� and a
symplectically conjugate action variable �I�� For the normal directions we will simply
apply the procedure used for the examples mentioned above� we will translate the orbit
to the origin and we will perform a complex Floquet change to remove the dependence
on the angle of the normal variational equations� and to put them in diagonal form �by
means of a complex change of coordinates�� Denoting by �� the frequency of the selected
periodic orbit and by ���� the two normal frequencies� the Hamiltonian will take the form

H��� q� I� p� � ��I � i��q�p� � i��q�p� � � � � �

suitable to start the normal form process�

These ideas have been applied to a concrete example coming from the Restricted Three
Body Problem� The selected periodic orbit belongs to the Lyapunov family associated
to the vertical oscillation of the equilibrium point L�� The mass parameter � is chosen
big enough such that L� is unstable� but not too big in order to have the selected orbit
normally elliptic �see Section ������� The rst changes of variables are computed taking
advantage of the particularities of this concrete model� but they can be extended to similar
problems� The normal form is then computed by a standard recurrent procedure �based
on Lie series� up to order ��� Bounding the remainder of this approximate normal form
allows to derive bounds on the di�usion time around the orbit� and from the normal
form we can easily obtain �approximate� periodic orbits �belonging to the previously
mentioned Lyapunov family� as well as invariant tori of dimensions � and �� that as has
been mentioned before� generalize the linear oscillations around the orbit�

The computations have been done using formal expansions for the involved series� but
with numerical coe�cients� The algebraic manipulators needed have been written from
scratch by the authors� using C�

To end this section� we comment how this chapter is organized� In Section ��� we
present a general �and formal� formulation of the normal form methodology� that is di�
rectly adapted to the case of a linearly stable periodic orbit of a Hamiltonian system with
three degrees of freedom� but that can be used �slighty modicated� in some other di�er�
ent contexts �as the study of systems with more than three degrees of freedom� or around
periodic orbits with some hyperbolic directions�� This formulation has as a reference
point the objective to obtain bounds for the di�usion speed around the orbit� Section ���
contains the application to the RTBP�
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��� Methodology

We consider a real analytic Hamiltonian system with three degrees of freedom given by

H�X� Y� Z� PX� PY � PZ� �����

where X� Y and Z are the positions and PX � PY and PZ the conjugate momenta� Let
�f���� g���� be a ���periodic parametrization of an elliptic periodic orbit of the system�
with period ��


�
� Here� f � �f�� f�� f�� and g � �g�� g�� g�� are real analytic functions with

the normalization f���� � �� Now we will assume the following condition �that will be
satised by the selected example��

Condition C� the projection of the orbit into the coordinates �Z� PZ� is a simple curve
close to a circle�

Note that this may not be directly satised by a generic exmple� The reason we have use
it is that it really simplies the computations� In cases when it is not satised one should
try to introduce changes of variables in order to obtain such condition� For instance� this
is always possible if we are dealing with Lyapunov orbits not too far from an equilibrium
point� Condition C implies that one can write

f���� � A sin ��� � �f����� g���� � A cos ��� � �g����� �����

where j �f����j and j�g����j are small on the set jIm���j � � for some  � � �this will be
stated rigorously in Section ������� Moreover� without loss of generality� we can assume
A � �� Then� the function

%��� � �f 
�����
� � �g
�����

�� �����

is always positive and �close� to the non�zero constant A�� The non�vanishing character
of % is necessary for technical reasons� It is used in Section ����� to dene the �canon�
ical� transformation ������� Thus� condition C is needed to guarantee the di�eomorphic
character of this transformation�

Some notations

Before to continue with the formal description of the methodology� let us give some
notation to be used in the next sections� As it has been mentioned before� we will
introduce a new set of variables ��� q� I� p� to describe a neighbourhood of the periodic
orbit� For functions depending on these variables� we will use the following notations�

If f��� q� I� p� is an analytic function� we expand it as

f��� q� I� p� �
X
k�l�m

fk�l�m���I
kqlpm� ���	�

being fk�l�m��� an analytic ���periodic function� that can also be expanded as

fk�l�m��� �
X
s

fk�l�m�s exp�is��� �����
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where i �
p��� In those sums� the indices k� l� m and s range on N � N� � N� and

Z respectively� We also introduce the following non�standard denition of degree for a
monomial fk�l�m���I

kqlpm� to be used along the chapter�

deg �Ikqlpm� � �k � jlj� � jmj�� �����

where jaj� �
P

j jajj� The reason for counting twice the degree of I will be explained in
Section ������

Let us now assume that f��� q� I� p� is dened on the complex domain

D�� R� � f��� q� I� p� 	 C

 � jIm���j � � jIj � R�� jqjj � Rj� jpjj � Rj	�� j � �� �g�

���
�
where R � �R�� R�� R�� R�� R��� Then� we introduce the norms

kfk�l�mk� � sup
jIm���j��

jfk�l�m���j� �����

and
kfk��R � sup

D���R�
jf��� q� I� p�j� �����

We note that the explicit computation of these norms for a given function can be di�cult�
but they can be bounded by the following norms�

jfk�l�mj� �
X
s

jfk�l�m�sj exp �jsj�� ������

and
jf j��R �

X
k�l�m

jfk�l�mj�Rk
�R

l�
� R

l�
� R

m�
� Rm�

� � ������

that are easier to control� Moreover� using standard Cauchy estimates on f � we have for
the coe�cients of the expansion ���	� that�

kfk�l�mk� � kfk��R
Rk
�R

l�
� R

l�
� R

m�
� Rm�

�

� ������

and� if � � � � � that �����
fk�l�m
�

�����
����

� kfk�l�mk�
�

� ������

����� Adapted coordinates

The initial system of �Cartesian� coordinates �X� Y� Z� PX� PY � PZ� is not a suitable system
of reference to describe the dynamics around the periodic orbit� As it has been mentioned
in the Introduction� the natural system of reference should contain an angular variable
describing the orbit� Hence� we want to replace the coordinates of ����� by a new system of
canonical coordinates ��� q� I� p� � ��� q�� q�� I� p�� p��� with a real analytic transformation�
depending on � in a ���periodic way� The change has to satisfy that the periodic orbit
must correspond to the set q � p � � and I � ��
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To construct this change� we take advantage on the hypothesis that % is di�erent from
zero� To give this change explicitly� let us start by dening the function

���� �
g
����f




� ���� g

����f



����

%����
�

and let ���� s� be the only solution of

s � ���� s� �
�

�
�������� s��� ����	�

such that ���� �� � �� Then� if we denote by F the function

F �q� �� p� I� � I �
�X

j��

�g
j���qj � f 
j���pj�� ������

the change is given by

X � f���� � q�� PX � g���� � p��
Y � f���� � q�� PY � g���� � p��

Z � f����� g�����

����
���� F �q� �� p� I��� PZ � g���� �

f �����

����
���� F �q� �� p� I���

������

Now we are going to prove that this is a canonical transformation and� in Section ������ we
will show that if j �f�j and j�g�j are small enough �see ������ then ������ is a di�eomorphism
from a complex domain in the variables ��� q� I� p� to a �complex� neighbourhood of the
periodic orbit�

Lemma �� The transformation ������ is symplectic�

Proof� Let us consider the �formal� generating function S��� q�� q�� PX � PY � PZ� given by

S � S���� � �f���� � q���PX � g����� � �f���� � q���PY � g����� �

�S�����PZ � g����� � S�����PZ � g�����
��

with

S 
���� � f����g


���� � f����g



���� � f����g



�����

S���� � f�����

S���� � � g
����
�f 
����

�

Let us see that ������ is obtained from the relations

I �

S


�
� p� �


S


q�
� p� �


S


q�
� X �


S


PX
� Y �


S


PY
� Z �


S


PZ
�

From p� �
�S
�q�

� p� �
�S
�q�

� X � �S
�PX

and Y � �S
�PY

� we easily obtain the expressions for X�

Y � PX and PY in ������� Moreover� putting I � �S
��

in ������ one obtains

F �q� �� p� I� � f 
��PZ � g��� g

�f


� � g
�f




�

��f 
���
�PZ � g��

� �
�g
��

�

f 
�
�PZ � g���
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and from Z � �S
�PZ

we derive

f 
��Z � f�� � �g
��PZ � g���

Finally� from the last two equations it is not di�cult to obtain the expressions of the
change for Z and PZ�

In principle� this is only a formal construction �note that S���� has singularities�� but
we remark that the transformation ������ is well dened around the whole periodic orbit�
A more rigorous �and much more tedious� verication� without any singularity� can be
obtained by directly checking the symplectic character of the di�erential of the change�

For further uses� let us denote by F�q� p� �� I� the transformation

F � �q� p� �� I�� �X� Y� Z� PX� PY � PZ�� ����
�

����� Bounds on the domain of de�nition of the adapted coor	

dinates

Now we are going to give conditions to ensure the di�eomorphic character of the canonical
transformation ������ in a neighbourhood of the periodic orbit� These conditions have
to be explicit enough to be applied in a practical example� More concretely� what we
want to show is that if �f� and �g� are small enough� then the transformation F of ����
�
is invertible from a complex neighbourhood of Im��� � �� I � �� q � � and p � �� to a
complex neighbourhood of the periodic orbit�

The main di�culty is the presence of the angular variable �� It turns the study of
the injectivity of ������ into a �global� problem �we want injectivity around the whole
periodic orbit�� instead of the classical local formulation �injectivity around a xed point��

To check this global injectivity� we will use the following construction� First� we note
that for a xed � the correspondence �q� p�� �X� Y� PX � PY � is clearly bijective� Hence� to
check the di�eomorphic character of F � what we have to prove is that the correspondence
��� F �� �Z� PZ� is also injective� For this purpose� we consider an auxiliar transformation
of the form

��� ��� �x� y�� x � f���� g
����� y � g��� � f 
����� ������

with f��� � A sin��� � �f��� and g��� � A cos��� � �g���� where A is a positive number�
and �f � �g are arbitrary real analytic functions� ���periodic on �� We note that replacing �

�

by � in the expressions of Z and PZ� we have that the correspondence ��� ��� �Z� PZ� is
analogous to ������� We will show that� if �f and �g are small �enough� functions� and we
consider values of � in a complex neighbourhod of T� and of � in a complex neighbourhod
of � � �� both small enough� then ������ is injective� This result is contained in the next
proposition�

Proposition �� With the notations given above� if we consider a �xed � � R� � ����

and we take � �  � � such that the j�j� norms �see ������� of �f � �g� �f 
� �g
� �f 

 and �g

 are
small enough �condition depending only on A and R��� then there exist positive values
���R�� � and ���R�� �� such that if �� � ��� then the transformation ������ is injective
on jIm�j �  and j�j � R��
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The proof of this proposition is contained in Section ��	�

Remark �� Admissible values of �� and �� are explicitly constructed during the proof of
the proposition� They verify that �� � � and �� is bounded away from zero� when the j�j�
norms displayed above go to zero�

Remark �� Of course� Proposition ��� is which motivates condition C on the initial
periodic orbit� Without this assumption� to invert ������ can be very di�cult�

Then� assuming �f� and �g� small enough� we deduce from this result that the corre�
spondence ��� ��� �Z� PZ� is injective if jIm���j �  and j�j � R�� for some small  � �
and R� � ��

The next step is to invert the correspondence ��� �� � ���� �� of ����	�� We note that
� is explicitly given by

���� s� �
X
k��

�k
�
���

k

�
�����s�k��s�

and hence� it is well dened if ��� s� veries jsj � �
�j����j � Moreover� if we take a xed �� and

values s� �� s� with the previous restriction� we deduce from ����	� that ���� s�� �� ���� s���
As we are also interested in the size of �� we remark that if jsj � �

�j����j � then we can write

j���� s�j � �
j����j

�
�� ��� �jsjj����j����

�
� This bound is an increasing function of j����j

and jsj�
Finally� from all these remarks� we deduce that if we consider values for ��� q� I� p�

belonging in D�� R�� with all the components of the vector R small enough such that

jF �q� �� p� I�j � sup
jIm���j��

�
�

�j����j
�
� ������

and j���� F �q� �� p� I��j
j%���j � R�� ������

then� we can guarantee that the transformation F of ����
� is a di�eomorphism from this
domain to a neighbourhood of the periodic orbit�

����� Floquet transformation

If we rewrite the Hamiltonian ����� in the adapted coordinates ������� it takes the form�

H��� q� I� p� � h� � ��I �
�

�

�
q�� p�

�
A���

�
q
p

�
�
X
j��

Hj��� q� I� p�� ������

where we keep� for simplicity� the nameH for the transformed Hamiltonian� Here� h� is the
energy level of the periodic orbit� A��� is a symmetric matrix ����periodic on �� and the
terms Hj are homogeneous polynomials of degree j �see ������� The next step is to remove
the angular dependence of A on �� that is� to reduce the normal variational equations of
the orbit to constant coe�cients� So� we will perform a canonical change of variables�
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linear with respect to �q� p� and depending ���periodically on �� such that it reduces A
to constant coe�cients �this is� a Floquet transformation�� As the initial Hamiltonian is
real� we would like to use a real Floquet transformation� This is not possible in general
�it is well known that one can be forced to double the period to obtain a real change� but
it can be done in some particular situations� In the case we are considering �reducibility
around a periodic orbit of a Hamiltonian system�� the change can be selected to be real
if� for instance� the projection of the monodromy matrix associated to the orbit into their
normal directions diagonalize without any negative eigenvalue� Note that this hold on
any elliptic periodic orbit under the assumption of di�erent normal eigenvalues�

The variational �ow

Let $�t� be the variational matrix� $��� � Id
� of the periodic orbit for the initial
Hamiltonian system ������ Then� ,�t� � �DF��� �� ��t� ���

��$�t�DF��� �� �� �� is the
variational matrix of the orbit for the Hamiltonian system ������� that is� for the system
expressed in the variables �q� p� �� I�� We note that the variational equations in these
variables are given by�

), �

�BBB�
J�A

� 
�pIH
� �
�qIH


�IqH 
�IpH
� �

� 
�IIH
� �

	CCCA,� ������

where the matrix of this linear system is evaluated on the periodic orbit� ��t� � ��t� I�t� �

� and p�t� � q�t� � �� Here� 
�uvH denotes the matrix of partial derivatives
�

��H
�uj�vk

�
j�k
�

and J� is the matrix of the canonical ��form of C � � Let e,�t� be the 	�dimensional matrix
obtained by taking the rst 	 rows and colums of ,�t� �it corresponds to the variational

�ow in the normal directions of the periodic orbit�� If we use the notation , � ��q�p���I�
��q��p�����I��

�

we can identify e, � ��q�p�
��q��p��

� Then� we obtain from ������ that

)e, � J�A���t�e, �

�

�pIH
�
�qIH

�





�
�t�������


I


�q�� p��
�

Moreover� from the last row of the matrix of ������� we have that d
dt

�
�I

��q��p��

�
� �� and

hence� from the initial conditions for , at t � �� we deduce that
�

�I
��q��p��

�
�t� � �� So� the

matrix e, is the solution of the linear periodic system

)e, � J�A���t�e,� e,��� � Id�� ������
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As we are interested in a numerical implementation of this method� we remark that it is
not di�cult to check that

DF��� �� ��t� �� �

�BBBBBBBBB�

� � � � f 
� �
� � � � f 
� �

�g��g
�
�

�
�g��g

�
�

�

f ��g
�
�

�

f ��g
�
�

�
f 
� �g��

�

� � � � g
� �
� � � � g
� �

g��f
�
�

�

g��f
�
�

�
�f ��f

�
�

�
�f ��f

�
�

�
g
�

f ��
�

	CCCCCCCCCA
�

being all the components of the matrix evaluated on � � ��t� Moreover� we also remark
that� to compute the matrix �DF��� �� ��t� ���

��� we can use that it is symplectic with
respect to the ��form eJ
� eJ
 �

�
J� �
� J�

�
�

The change of variables

Now� let us introduce C � e, ���

�

�
� the monodromy matrix of the normal variational

equations ������� From the assumed linearly stable character of the initial orbit� we
have that C has four di�erent eigenvalues of modulus �� that is� eigenvalues of the form
exp �i�j� and exp ��i�j�� for j � �� �� with �j 	 R� To compute them� we can use
that �as C is a symplectic matrix� the characteristic polynomial of C takes the form
Q��� � �� � a�� � b�� � a� � �� being a � tr��C� �the trace of C�� and b � tr��C� �that
is� the sum of the main minors of order � of C�� From these expressions� we obtain the
following relations�

a � � cos ���� � � cos �����

b � � � 	 cos ���� cos �����

Hence� cos ���� and cos ���� are the solutions for c of the quadratic equation 	c� � �ac�
b����� Let w�j� � u�j�� iv�j� be non�zero eigenvectors of C associated to the eigenvalues
exp �i�j�� for j � �� �� From the symplectic character of C with respect to J�� we have
that w����J�w��� � w����J� #w��� � �� where the bar denotes the complex conjugation�
Moreover� from the non�degenerate character of J�� we also have that w����J� #w��� �� � �in
fact� this is a purely imaginary number�� Hence� if we introduce C the matrix that has
as columns the vectors u���� u���� v��� and v���� we have that C�J�C takes the form�

� D
�D �

�
�

with D � diag�d�� d��� dj � u�j��J�v�j�� j � �� �� both di�erent from zero� We can assume
dj � � �otherwise we only have to change �j by ��j� which means that v�j� is replaced by

�v�j�� changing the sign of dj�� So� we can replace u�j� and v�j� by u�j��
q
dj and v

�j��
q
dj�

and then one has that C�J�C � J� �that is� C is a symplectic matrix��
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Before continuing� let us introduce the following matrices�

����� �

�� cos
�
��
��
�
�

�

� cos
�
��
��
�
� 	A � ����� �

�� sin
�
��
��
�
�

�

� sin
�
��
��
�
� 	A �

and

� �

�
�� ��

��� ��

�
�

Then� using this notation� what we have by construction is that C��CC � ����� � ���
From here we deduce that� taking M � C !�C��� with

!� �

�
� !��

�!�� �

�
� !�� �

�
�� �
� ��

�
�

we have exp �M� � C� A direct verication shows� from the symplectic character of C�
that J�M is a symmetic matrix� Then� we have that the matrix B��� dened as

B��� � C�� exp
�

�

��
M�

�e,� �

��

���
� ����	�

is symplectic and ���periodic on �� The symplectic character of B is clear� and the fact
that it is ���periodic can be checked showing that B veries the linear di�erential system

B
 � C��M
��

B � �

��
BJ�A�

and that by construction we have B��� � B����� Then� we use the matrix B to dene
the following canonical transformation��

q
p

�
� B�����

�
x
y

�
�

I � � � �
�
�x�� y��J�B
���B�����

�
x
y

�
�

������

The canonical character of ������ is equivalent to the following equalities� if we put
�� � �q�� p�� and z� � �x�� y��� then we have to check that f�� �g � J�� f�� Ig � ��
f�� �g � � and f�� Ig � �� where if f��� x� �� y� and g��� x� �� y� are functions taking
vectorial values� We dene the matrix of Poisson brackets ff� gg as

ff� gg � 
f


z
J�

�

g


z

��
�

f


�

�

g


�

��
� 
f


�

�

g


�

��
�

These equalities are simple to verify using the symplectic character of B��� on the explicit
expressions ��

�z
� B������ ��

��
� �B�����B
���B�����z� ��

��
� �� �I

�z
� �z�J�B
���B�����

�this symplectic character implies that JB
���B����� is a symmetric matrix� and �I
��

� ��

that are computed from �������
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The reduced Hamiltonian

If we insert this in the Hamiltonian ������� it takes the form �we keep the name H��

H��� x� �� y� � h� � ��� �
��

�

�
x�� � y��

�
�
��

�

�
x�� � y��

�
�
X
j��

Hj��� x� �� y�� ������

being �j � �j�T � j � �� �� Note that after this change the quadratic part of ������ is
reduced to constant coe�cients�

����� Complexi�cation of the Hamiltonian

With the Hamiltonian ������ we have a good system of coordinates to start computing the
normal form� Nevertheless� to solve in a simpler form the di�erent homological equations
that will appear� it is much better to put the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian in diagonal
form� For this purpose� we introduce new �complex� variables

xj � �Qj � iPj��
p
�� yj � �iQj � Pj��

p
�� j � �� �� ����
�

We note that these relations dene a canonical change that transforms the Hamiltonian
������ into

H��� Q� �� P � � h� � ��� � i��Q�P� � i��Q�P� �
X
j��

Hj��� Q� �� P �� ������

keeping again the name for H� This is the expression of the Hamiltonian that we will use
to start the nonlinear part of the normal form� Note that the image of the real domain for
xj and yj in the complex variables Qj and Pj� is given by the relation #Pj � iQj� Hence� if
this property is preserved during the normal form computation� we will be able to return
to a real analytic Hamiltonian by means of the inverse of the change ����
��

Qj � �xj � iyj��
p
�� Pj � �yj � ixj��

p
�� j � �� �� ������

In this context� the variables �Q�P � in ������ denote the current variables obtained after
the di�erent normal form transformations� and then� �x� y� are the transformed variables
of the initial real ones�

Returning to the complexied Hamiltonian ������� we change the previous notation to
a more suitable one to describe the normal form� We write ������ as

H������ q� I� p� � h� � ��I � i��q�p� � i��q�p� �
X
j��

H
���
j ��� q� I� p�� ������

We note that this Hamiltonian has the following symmetry coming from the complexi�
cation� if we expand H��� as f in ���	� and ������ we have

#h
���
j�k�l�m�si

jlj�	jmj� � h
���
j�k�m�l��s� ������
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����
 Computing the normal form

The objective of this section is to put the Hamiltonian ������ in normal form up to nite
order� by using a canonical change of variables ����periodic on ��� We will construct this
change as a composition of time one �ows associated to suitable Hamiltonians �generating
functions� Gj� They are selected to remove� in recursive form� the non�integrable terms
of degree j� So� we will compute G�� G�� � � �� Gn� such that�

H�n��� � H��� � ,G�
t�� � � � � � ,Gn

t����� q� I� p� � h� � ��I � i��q�p� � i��q�p� �

�N �n��I� iq�p�� iq�p�� �H
�n���
n	� ��� q� I� p� �H

�n���
n	� ��� q� I� p� � � � � � ������

where ,G
t means the �ow time t associated to the Hamiltonian system G� Here N �n� is

in normal form up to order n� that is� only contains exact resonant terms of degree not
bigger than n�

Before describing how to perform this normal form� let us mention two important
properites of the Poisson bracket�

�� If f and g only contain monomials of degree r and s respectively� then ff� gg only
contains monomials of degree r � s� ��

�� If the expansions of f and g verify the symmetry ������� ff� gg too�

The last property will guarantee that� after the normal form process� the change ������
will transform the nal Hamiltonian into a real analytic one�

A general step

Let us describe one step of this normal form process� For this purpose� we take the
Hamiltonian ������� and we compute Gn	� by imposing that the expression

f��I � i��q�p� � i��q�p�� Gn	�g�H
�n���
n	� �

only contains exact resonant terms� Then� doing for Gn	� andH
�n���
n	� the same expansions

as in ���	� and ������ we formally obtain

gn	��k�l�m�s �
h
�n���
n	��k�l�m�s

i�l �m��� � is��
�

being �� � ���� ���� provided that the denominators do not vanish� The well�dened
character of Gn	� is ensured asking the denominators that do not correspond to trivial
resonances to satisfy a suitable Diphantine condition �see Section ����� to guarantee con�
vergence� The exactly resonant monomials correspond to m � l and s � �� and they can
not be removed �they are the only ones present in the normal form�� Moreover� we remark
that the coe�cients gn	��k�l�m�s satisfy the symmetry ������� Finally� as the selection of
the coe�cients gn	��k�l�l�� is free� in a practical implementation we will take gn	��k�l�l�� � ��
to have minimal norm for Gn	� and to keep the symmetry ������� Then� applying the

transformation ,Gn��

t�� on the Hamiltonian H�n���� we obtain

H�n��� � H�n��� � ,Gn��

t�� � H�n��� � fH�n���� Gn	�g� �

�(
ffH�n���� Gn	�g� Gn	�g� � � � �
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that is in normal form up to order n��� and it also satises the symmetry ������� Then�
given a xed N � �� if we nish the process after N � � normal form steps� we obtain a
Hamiltonian of the form�

H��� q� I� p� � H�N��� � N �I� iq�p�� iq�p�� �R��� q� I� p�� ������

where N is in normal form up to order N � �� and R is a remainder of order N �

Changes of variables

In practical computations one is usually interested in obtaining an explicit expression of
the transformation that brings Hamiltonian ������ into its normal form �������

$�N��� � ,G�
t�� � � � � � ,GN��

t�� ��� q� I� p�� ����	�

as well as its inverse transformation

�$�N������ � ,
GN��

t��� � � � � � ,G�
t��� � ,

�GN��

t�� � � � � � ,�G�
t�� �

To this end� we consider a generic �analytic� generating function G��� q� I� p�� ���periodic
on �� with a Taylor expansion starting with monomials of degree �� and a function
F ��� q� I� p� taking one of the following forms�

F � q� � f��� q� I� p�� ������

F � I � f��� q� I� p�� ������

F � � � f��� q� I� p�� ����
�

being f an analytic function� ���periodic on �� and with a Taylor expansion starting with
terms of degree � in ������� � in ������ and � in ����
�� respectively� Now we will describe
how to compute F �,G

t�� using the Lie series method and� hence� putting initially f � � in
������� ������ and ����
�� the di�erent components of $�N��� are obtained by computing

recursively F � ,G�
t�� � � � � �,GN��

t�� � Note that to compute the transformation for q�� p� or
p�� one only has to replace in ������ q� by one of these variables�

Let us start� for instance� with expression ������� We put F� � F �,G
t�� � q� � f� and

then� one has

f� � f � fF�Gg� �

�(
ffF�Gg� Gg� � � � �

If G begins with terms of degree � and f of degree � we have� from the homogeneity of
f�� �g with respect to the adapted denition of degree� that f� also begins with degree ��
An analogous remark holds if we compute f� for ������� In this case� we have that f�
begins with terms of order at least �� Finally� the transformation of ����
� is a little bit
di�erent� To do it� we dene f � as

f � � ff�Gg� 
G


I
�

Note that it is of degree at least �� Then

f� � f � f � �
�

�(
ff �� Gg� �

�(
fff �� Gg� Gg� � � � �

that it is still of order �� Similar ideas are used to compute �$�N�������
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����� The normal form

Let us consider the normal form N of ������� In order to go back to real coordinates we
apply the change

qj � �xj � iyj��
p
�� pj � �yj � ixj��

p
�� j � �� �� ������

as it has mentioned in ������� Then� N takes the form N �I�� I�� I��� where the actions

I� � I� Ij � iqjpj �
x�j � y�j

�
� j � �� �� ������

are rst integrals for the Hamiltonian equations of N � Moreover� as the changes of
variables used for the normal form computation preserve the symmetry ������� we have
that N �I�� I�� I�� is a real analytic function �in fact� N is a polynomial of degree �N�����
Then� if we put �j�I�� I�� I�� � �N

�Ij
� j � �� �� �� the solutions of the Hamiltonian equations

of N are explicitly given by

��t� � ��
�t� ��� xj�t� �

q
�I�j sin ��

�
j t� ��j ��

I��t� � I�� � yj�t� �
q
�I�j cos ��

�
j t� ��j ��

���	��

for j � �� �� where ��
j � �j�I

�
� � I

�
� � I

�
� ��

Invariant tori

From the normal form obtained in Section ������ it is easy to produce approximations to
periodic orbits and invariant tori of dimensions � and �� They are obtained neglecting the
remainder of the Hamiltonian and selecting values for the actions in a su�ciently small
neighbourhood of the periodic orbit�

More concretely� if we put I�j � �� j � �� �� in ���	��� we have parameterized by I�� a
��parameter family of periodic orbits �that contains the initial one for I�� � ��� By putting
I�� � �� we obtain a ��parameter family of ��dimensional tori� parameterized by I�� and
I�� � We have a symmetric situation swapping I�� by I�� � If we use the three parameters
simultaneously� I�j j � �� �� �� we describe in ���	�� a ��parameter family of ��dimensional
tori�

If we send these tori along the di�erent normal form transformations �see Section �������
complexied coordinates �Section ����	�� the Floquet transformation �Section ������ and
the adapted coordinates �Section ������� we obtain approximations of periodic orbits and
invariant tori for the initial system ������

Similar ideas can be used� for example� in the case of periodic orbits with some hy�
perbolic directions to compute approximations of hyperbolic tori and the corresponding
stable and unstable manifolds� The main di�erence from the case which we are actually
dealing� appears in the Floquet transformation� where it is necessary to take into account
the hyperbolic eigenvalues� We recall �see Section ������ that in some cases �presence of
negative eigenvalues� these hyperbolic directions can be an obstruction for the determi�
nation of a real Floquet transformation�
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E�ective stability

Normal form computations are also useful to derive bounds on the di�usion speed near
some invariant objects� It is well known that� in Hamiltonian systems with more than
� degrees of freedom� linear stability does not imply stability �see� for instance� ��� for
a rst description of a model for this unstability�� but accurate bounds on the di�usion
velocity show that it must be very slow �see references in the Introduction�� This leads
to the introduction of the concept of e�ective stability ������� An object is called ��stable
�� � �� up to time T � if there exists � � � such that any solution starting at distance �
of the invariant object remains at distance not great than �� up to� at least� time T �

This kind of stability can be obtained from the normal form we have constructed here�
One only needs to derive good estimates for the remainder of the normal form �this is
the part of the Hamiltonian that produces the di�usion� to derive the desired estimates�
Next sections are devoted to describe how these estimates can be obtained�

����� Bounds on the domain of convergence of the normal form

Now� we will estimate the size of the region of e�ective stability around the periodic
orbit� To determine this region we use the following criteria� we identify the region of
slow di�usion with the domain around the orbit where we can prove that the normal form
up to order �big enough� �in a practical implementation� this is usually the biggest order
one can reach within the computer limitations� is convergent with a su�ciently small
remainder�

To implement the previous approach� we will give a method to bound the domain where
the changes that introduce the normal form coordinates �see Section ������ are convergent�
For this purpose we consider� as in Section ������ a generic �analytic� generating function
G��� q� I� p�� Then� if one puts ,G

t ������ q���� I���� p���� � ���t�� q�t�� I�t�� p�t�� for the
time t �ow associated to the Hamiltonian equations of G� one can write

��t� � ���� �
Z t

�


G


I
���s�� q�s�� I�s�� p�s��ds� ���	��

I�t� � I����
Z t

�


G


�
���s�� q�s�� I�s�� p�s��ds� ���	���

q�t�

p�t�

�
�

�
q���

p���

�
� J�

Z t

�

�

G


�q� p�

��
���s�� q�s�� I�s�� p�s��ds� ���	��

To estimate the region where the transformation ,G
t�� is dened� we use the norm k�k��R

introduced in ������ Hence� it is not di�cult to deduce from the integral expressions
���	��� ���	�� and ���	��� that if one puts

� �

�����
G
I
�����
�����R���

� �� �

�����
G
�
�����
�����R���

� �j �

�����
G
pj
�����
�����R���

� �j	� �

�����
G
qj
�����
�����R���

�

���		�

for j � �� �� and one assumes � � ��� and �j � R
���
j � j � �� � � � � 	� then ,G

t�� is well

dened from D������� R
���� �� to D����� R����� where � � ���� � � � � ��� �see ���
� for the

denition of D��� ���� For the proof see �����
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���� Bounds on the di�usion speed

To apply the ideas described along Section ��� to a practical example� we modify the nor�
mal form method introduced in Section ������ to adapt it to the standard implementation
of normal forms in a computer� where it is usual to work with �truncated� power series
stored using the standard denition of degree of a monomial� instead of the adapted one
made in ������

To avoid confusions� in what follows the word �degree� will refer to the adapted degree
dened in ������ while �standard degree� will refer to the usual degree for monomials�
Hence� instead of using generating functions Gj that are homogeneous polynomials of
degre j� we will use generating functions that are homogeneous polynomials of standard
degree j� With this formulation the remainder R of ������ begins with terms of standard
degree N � As the normal form is independent of the process used to compute it� the
only di�cult that we nd if we do not use the adapted denition of degree is of technical
character� if we work with the standard degree� and we perform the Poisson bracket of
two monomial of degree r and s� we loose the homogeneity of the Poisson bracket� and
the result contains terms of degree r � s � � and r � s � �� Note that� although this is
not very nice for theoretical purposes� it is not a problem for a computational scheme� �

We use the criteria given in Section ����
 to compute the e�ective stability region� we
are interested in obtaining a domain where the canonical transformation $�N��� of ����	�
is convergent� To this end� we dene �for technical reasons� G � G� �G� � � � ��GN���
Then� given an initial domain D����� R���� �small enough� where we expect $�N��� to be
convergent� we compute � and the vector � given by ���		�� using the denition of G
previously done� but replacing the norm k�k�����R��� by j�j�����R��� � It is not di�cult to check
�using the bounds given in Section ����
 on any transformationGj� j � N��� N��� � � � � ��
that $�N��� is convergent from D�� R� to D����� R����� where  � ��� � � and R �
R��� � �� provided that the initial domain is small enough such that  � � and Rj � ��
j � �� � � � � 	�

To bound the di�usion speed on D�� R�� we assume that we know M � � such that
kH���k�����R��� � M �that is� a bound for the norm of the Hamiltonian used to begin
the normal form computations�� So� for the Hamiltonian H of ������ we also have that
kHk��R �M �

Then� what we are going to do is to take arbitrary initial data in D��� R�� with the
restriction that these points correspond to a representation of real points expressed in the
complexied variables introduced in ����
�� and to estimate the time that the solution
of the Hamiltonian equations corresponding to H needs to increase the distance to the
initial periodic orbit in a given amount� at least� until this solution leaves D��� R�� In
fact� we are going to produce bounds for this time as a function of the initial and nal
distance to the periodic orbit�

For this purpose� we consider the canonical equations for �I� q� p� related to H� From
������� and using the notation for I�� I� and I� introduced in ������� we have�

)qj �

N

Ij

iqj �

R

pj

� ���	��

�In fact� it is also possible to perform all the computations using the adapted degree� with a similar

amount of work�
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)pj � �
N

Ij

ipj � 
R

qj

� ���	��

for j � �� �� and

)I� � �
N

�

� 
R

�

� �
R

�

� ���	
�

where we recall that N � N �I�� iq�p�� iq�p��� We do not consider the �di�usion� in the
��direction� as it does not increase the distance from the initial periodic orbit� From
���	��� ���	�� and ���	
�� one obtains

)I� � �
R

�

� �I���� q� I� p�� ���	��

)Ij � i

�

R

pj

pj � 
R

qj

qj

�
� �Ij��� q� I� p�� j � �� �� ���	��

We remark that� to bound ���	�� and ���	��� we do not have explicit bounds for the
remainder R� but we recall that it begins with terms of standard degree N � As we know
a bound M for the transformed Hamiltonian H in the domain D�� R�� we can compute
�using Cauchy estimates� a bound for the remainder of its Taylor series corresponding to
standard degree N � that is� a bound for R�

We use this idea to bound the right�hand sides of ���	�� and ���	��� To do that�
we dene R�

� � R�� R
�
� � minfR�� R�g and R�

� � minfR�� R�g� and we consider real
points ��� x� I� y�� using the variables �xj� yj� introduced in ������� such that jI�j � R�

� and
Ij � �R�

j�
�� From denition ������� we note that the set of real points �xj� yj� such that

Ij � I
���
j � is contained in the complex set fjqjj� jpjj �

q
I
���
j g� j � �� �� Then� applying the

Cauchy estimates given in ������ and ������� to the coe�cients of the Taylor expansion of
�I� and �Ij� j � �� �� we deduce the bounds

j�I�j � �



X
m�N	 �jmj��N

M jI�jm��
p
I��

m�	m��
p
I��

m�	m�

�R�
��
m��R�

��
m�	m��R�

��
m�	m�

� ������

j�Ijj � X
m�N	 �jmj��N

�mj �mj	��
M jI�jm��

p
I��

m�	m��
p
I��

m�	m�

�R�
��m��R�

��m�	m��R�
��m�	m�

�

�
X

m�N	 �jmj��N
�m�

M jI�jm��
p
I��

m�	m��
p
I��

m�	m�

�R�
��m��R�

��m�	m��R�
��m�	m�

� j � �� � � ������

being m � �m�� m�� � � � � m�� in these sums� To bound ������ and ������ uniformily� we
dene

� � ��I�� I�� I�� � max

� jI�j
R�
�

�

p
I�

R�
�

�

p
I�

R�
�

�
� ������

We note that � is an estimate for the distance to the initial periodic orbit� When I�� I�
and I� move as a function of t� we can also consider � � ��t�� Then� from the denition
of �� we can bound� for � � ��

j�I�j � M



X
m�N	 �jmj��N

�jmj� � M



�
	 �N

	

�
�N

��� ��N	�
� ������
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and

j�I�j � �M
X

m�N	 �jmj��N
m��

jmj� � �M

�
	 �N

�

�
�N

��� ��N	�
� j � �� �� ����	�

To bound the sums ������ and ����	�� we have used Lemma ���� that is given at the end
of this section� Then� if we assume jI�j� I� and I� to be increasing functions of t �this is
the worst case to bound the di�usion�� we have�

d

dt






 I��
�R�

���






 � �jI�jj )I�j
�R�

���
� ��

R�
�

M



�
	 �N

	

�
�N

��� ��N	�
� A

�N	�

��� ��N	�
�

where

A �
�

R�
�

M



�
	 �N

	

�
�

and
d

dt






 Ij
�R�

j �
�






 � �M

�R�
j�

�

�
	 �N

�

�
�N

��� ��N	�
� Bj

�N

��� ��N	�
�

with

Bj �
�M

�R�
j�

�

�
	 �N

�

�
�

Putting B � maxfB�� B�g� we deduce the following bound for the speed of ��

d

dt
���� � maxfA��Bg �N

��� ��N	�
�

for � � � � �� Then� the problem of bounding the stability time can be solved in the
following form� we take initial data corresponding to real coordinate points ��� x� I� y��

such that the corresponding Ij are bounded by I
���
j � j � �� �� �� Let us assume that

�� � ��I
���
� � I

���
� � I

���
� � � �� Given ��� �� � �� � �� we want a lower bound for the time

T ���� ��� needed for the value of � along the trajectory to go from �� to ��� For this
purpose� we take as initial condition ���� � ��� and we integrate

)� �
A

�

�N

��� ��N	�
� ������

or

)� �
B

�

�N��

��� ��N	�
� ������

depending on the current value of �� Let us explain the method� We dene �� � B�A� and
hence� if �� � ��� we use equation ������ for )�� If �� � ��� we use ������ for � � t � T ��
where T � is the value of t for which the bound of ��t� obtained integrating ������ reachs
��� Then� for t � T �� we use the bound ������ �of course� it can happen that �� � ��� For
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������� the necessary time %t to move from �i to �f is given by�

%t �
�

A

Z �f

�i

��� ��N	�

�N
d� �

�

A

N	�X
j � �

j �� N � �

�
N � �

j

�
����j �j�N	�

j �N � �







�f

�i

�

�
�

A

�
N � �

N � �

�
����N�� log ���







�f

�i

�

and using ������� this time is

%t �
�

B

Z �f

�i

��� ��N	�

�N��
d� �

�

B

N	�X
j � �

j �� N � �

�
N � �

j

�
����j �j�N	�

j �N � �







�f

�i
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�
�

B

�
N � �

N � �

�
����N�� log ���







�f

�i

�

To end this section� we formulate and prove the result used to sum the bounds for
the di�usion speed in ������ and ����	�� For this purpose� we dene cn�l � +fm 	 Nn �
jmj� � lg� that is� the number of monomials in n variables of degree l� This number is
given by

cn�l �

�
n� l � �

n� �

�
�

Lemma �� For any � � R � �� we have the following bounds�

�i� X
m�Nn �jmj��N

Rjmj� �
X
l�N

cn�lR
l �

�
n�N � �

n� �

�
RN

��� R�N	n
�

�ii� X
m�Nn �jmj��N

m�R
jmj� �

X
l�N

lX
j��

jcn���l�jRl �
�
n�N � �

n

�
RN

���R�N	n
�

being� in both cases� m � �m�� � � � � mn��

Proof� � We dene f�x� � ��� x��n �
P

l�� cn�lxl� Then� part �i� is obtained bounding
the remainder of the Taylor expansion up to degree N � � of f around x � �� evaluated
at x � R� To do that� we remark that di�erentiating f j times� we have f �j��x� �
n�n � �� � � � �n� j � ����� x��n�j and� hence�

f �N��x�

N (
�
�
n �N � �

N

�
��� R��N�n�

for every � � x � R� To prove �ii�� we use that

lX
j��

jcn���l�j �

�
n � l � �

n

�
� cn	��l���
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that can be proved by induction� Finally� using the bound �i�� we obtain�

X
l�N

lX
j��

jcn���l�jRl �
X
l�N

cn	��l��Rl � R
X

l�N��
cn	��lR

l �
�
n �N � �

n

�
RN

��� R�N	n
�

��� Application to the spatial RTBP

Here we present an application of the methods of this chapter to a concrete example
coming from the Restricted Three Body Problem �RTBP�� As it will be explained in the
following sections� we have taken an elliptic periodic orbit of the RTBP� we have computed
�numerically� the normal form �up to order ��� and we have bounded the corresponding
remainder� This normal form has been used to compute invariant tori �of dimensions ��
� and �� near the periodic orbit� and the bounds on the remainder have been used to
estimate the corresponding rate of di�usion�

����� The Restricted Three Body Problem

Let us consider two bodies �usually called primaries� revolving in circular orbits around
their common centre of masses� by means of the Newton�s law� With this� we can write
the equations of motion of a third innitessimal particle moving under the gravitational
attraction of the primaries� but without a�ecting them� The study of the motion of this
third particle is the so�called Restricted Three Body Problem �see �
���� To simplify the
equations� the units of length� time and mass are chosen such that the sum of masses
of the primaries� the distance between them and the gravitational constant are all equal
to one� With these normalized units� the angular velocity of the primaries around their
centre of masses is also equal to one� A usual system of reference �called synodical system�
is the following� the origin is taken at the centre of mass of the two primaries� the x axis
is given by the line dened by the two primaries and oriented from the smaller primary to
the biggest one� the z axis has the direction of the angular momentum of the motion of the
primaries and the y axis is taken in order to have a positively oriented system of reference�
If we suppose that the masses of the primaries are � and � � �� with � � � � ���� we
have that the primaries are located �in the synodic system� at the points �� � �� �� ��
and ��� �� ��� respectively� In this reference� the Hamiltonian for the motion of the third
particle is

H�x� y� z� px� py� pz� �
�

�
�p�x � p�y � p�z� � ypx � xpy � �� �

r�
� �

r�
� ����
�

being the momenta px � )x � y� py � )y � x and pz � )z� with r�� � �x � ��� � y� � z�

and r�� � �x � � � ��� � y� � z�� The parameter � is usually called the mass parameter
of the system� Note that the �x� y� plane is invariant by the �ow� The restriction of
this Hamiltonian to this plane is the so�called planar RTBP� while ����
� is usually called
spatial RTBP� From now on� we will simply use RTBP to refer to the spatial problem�
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This system has ve equilibrium points� three of them are on the x axis �usually
called collinear points� or L�� L� and L�� and the other two are forming an equilateral
triangle with the primaries �and are usually called triangular points� or L� and L��� The

points L� and L� are given in the phase space by ���
�
� ���

p
�
�
� ��

p
�
�
���

�
� �� �� and

���
�
� ��

p
�
�
� ���

p
�
�
���

�
� �� ���

����� The vertical family of periodic orbits of L


In what follows we will focus on the L� point� but the results are also valid for L�� due to
the symmetries of the problem�

The linearized system around L� always has a vertical oscillation with frequency ��
Then� the vertical family of periodic orbits is the Lyapunov family associated to this
normal frequency �for a proof of the existence of these families� see ������ To study the
linear stability of these orbits� we recall that the eigenvalues of the linearized vectoreld
at L� are given by �i �the ones responsible of the vertical oscillation�� and by

�
s
��

�
� �

�

q
�� �
���� ���

that are the ones of the planar RTBP� All of them are purely imaginary and di�erent if

� � � � �R � �
�
���

q
����
� � ������� �this is the so�called Routh critical value�� For

� � �R� the planar frequencies collide and this fact produces a bifurcation in the linear
stability and L� becomes unstable for �R � � � ���� Note that� if � �� �R� the linear
character of the vertical family is the same as L�� at least for small vertical amplitudes�

Now� we want to continue the vertical family of periodic orbits in the vertical direction�
by increasing the vertical amplitude� To do that� we identify the point L� with the periodic
orbit of zero amplitude and period ��� Hence� the monodromy matrix of this orbit is given
by the exponential matrix of �� times the di�erential matrix of the RTBP vectoreld at
L�� For any periodic orbit of the vertical family� its monodromy matrix has� of course� a
pair of eigenvalues �� plus other four eigenvalues that generalize the planar ones of L� to
the vertical periodic orbits� As it has been mentioned in Section ������ the linear stability
condition for these periodic orbits is that these four eigenvalues are all di�erent and of
modulus �� Returning to the case � � �R� we have for the orbit of zero amplitude that
these four eigenvalues collapse to two in the complex unity circle� This resonance can
be continued �numerically� with respect to � and the amplitude of the orbit �in fact�
it can be continuated with respect to any regular parameter in the family�� The curve
corresponding to this resonance is displayed in Figure ���� The parameters plotted are
� and the vertical velocity � )z� of the orbit when it cuts the hyperplane z � � in the
positive direction� Note that� for values of � slightly larger than �R� L� is unstable but�
if we �go up� in the vertical family� we nd �linearly� stable orbits after crossing the
above�mentioned bifurcation�

The selected periodic orbit

For the application of the methods exposed� we have selected a periodic orbit of the
vertical family of L� for the mass parameter � � ���	 �that is bigger than �R�� and with
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Figure ���� Left� Some curves of change of the linear character of the orbits of the
vertical family of L�� The parameters are � and the value of )z when z � �� Excluding
the bifurcation curves� the normal eigenvalues of the periodic orbit are all di�erent and
can be described as follows� �� two couples of conjugate eigenvalues of modulus �� ��
two conjugate eigenvalues ouside S� and the corresponding inverse ones� �� two couples
of positive eigenvalues 	� ��	� 	� two conjugate eigenvalues of modulus � and a couple
of positive eigenvalues 	� ��	� at least for moderate values of )z� Right� The upper curve
with a more suitable scale for the )z variable�

)z � ���	����
�����
���� This is a linearly stable orbit �the corresponding pair ��� )z�
belongs in region � in Figure ���� see Section ����� for more details�� but its proximity to
resonance will produce small domains of convergence for the normal form�

The reasons for selecting this orbit are the following� The vertical family of the RTBP
has its own interest� since it is the skeleton that organizes the dynamics of some physically
relevant problems ������ �
���� and the tools used here can be useful to deal with those
problems� On the other hand� this example allows to show �numerically� the existence
of regions of e�ective stability near L��� for � � �R� Finally� the example has not been
�cooked� to simplify computations so it is a good problem to test the e�ectivity of these
techniques�

����� Expansion of the Hamiltonian of the RTBP

Let us denote by ��

�

the period of the selected orbit� The next step is to perform the
di�erent changes of coordinates introduced in Section ���� and to compute the explicit
expansion of the Hamiltonian expressed in these adapted coordinates �to obtain the Hamil�
tonian H��� of ������� to start the computation of the normal form��

For this purpose� we proceed in the following form� First� we write �X� Y� Z� PX� PY � PZ�

for the initial coordinates with origin at L�� X � x � �
�
� �� Y � y �

p
�
�
� Z � z�

PX � px �
p
�
�
� PY � py �

�
�
� � and PZ � pz� Then� we assume that �f���� g���� is a

���periodic parametrization of the periodic orbit� expressed in these coordinates� We note

that� for orbits of this family with moderate amplitudes� the expression �f 
��
� � �

g��

�
�� is

close to a constant� More concretely� if we introduce the new coordinates � �
p
��Z and

P� �
PZp

�
� the expressions for the new f� and g� take the form ������ with the function %
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of ����� close to constant� If we we rewrite the Hamiltonian ����
� in these new variables�
but keeping for simplicity the notation Z� PZ� then we can expand the Hamiltonian ����
�
as�

H �
�

�
�P �

X � P �
Y � ��P

�
Z� � Y PX �XPY �

X�

�
� �

�
Y � � aXY �

�

�

Z�

��

�

� X
k��

rk�Pk

�
X �p�Y

�r�

�
��� ���X

k��
rk�Pk

��X �p�Y

�r�

�
�� ������

where we have skipped the constant term of this expansion� ��� � � � ������ that cor�

responds to the energy level of L�� Here� a � ��
p
�

�
��� ���� r�� � X� � Y � � Z�


�
and Pk

denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree k� This expression comes from the expansion
of the Hamiltonian of the RTBP around the point L�� To compute this expansion we can
use the recurrence of the Legendre polynomial� This recurrence is given by P��x� � ��
P��x� � x and Pk	��x� �

�k	�
k	�

xPk�x�� k
k	�

Pk���x�� for k � �� and hence� if we dene�

R
���
k � rk�Pk

�
X�p�Y

�r�

�
� R

���
k � rk�Pk

��X�p�Y
�r�

�
�

we have R
���
� � �� R

���
� � X�p�Y

�
� and R

���
� � �� R

���
� � �X�p�Y

�
� Thus�

R
�j�
k	� �

�k � �

k � �
R

�j�
� R

�j�
k � k

k � �
R

�j�
k��r

�
�� ������

for k � � and j � �� �� Then� a method to expand the Hamiltonian ������ expressed in the
adapted variables introduced to perform the normal form� is to compute the composition
of the change ������ adapted to the periodic orbit �and that we assume well dened for our
concrete orbit� fact that can be tested using the methodology described in Section �������
with the Floquet transformation ������ and the complexication ����
�� and then� to
insert this change into the recurrences ������� This method seems to be an e�cient way
to obtain the desired expansion of the Hamiltonian ������� We remark that� to compute
the changes ������ and ������ we only need to know the explicit expression of the periodic
orbit and the variational matrix of the orbit for the initial Hamiltonian ����
��

����� Bounds on the norm of the Hamiltonian

First note that the expansion of the Hamiltonian in ������ is done around L�� and not
around the periodic orbit� Hence� it is easy to check that this expansion only converges if
r� � � �the distance from L� to the primaries� that both are singularities of the Hamilto�
nian ����
��� It implies that� when we introduce the adapted system of coordinates� and
we replace X� Y and Z by their expressions in terms of the new coordinates� we need
to control the value of r� as a function of the allowed range for the new variables� not
only to ensure convergence of ������� but also to bound the supremum norm of H� The
control of this norm� that is necessary to obtain the estimates for the di�usion time pro�
vided by Section ������ can be done by looking at the explicit expressions of the adapted
coordinates of ������� the Floquet transformation ������� and the complexication ����
��
and then� computing the norms of the di�erent expansions of the change� as a function
of the size of the given domain for the new variables� Then� we can bound the norm of
the Hamiltonian using the following lemma
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Lemma �� Let A � � and let fPkgk�� be a sequence of positive numbers that verify
Pk	� � �k	�

k	�
PkP��

k
k	�

Pk��A� for k � �� We assume that for certain N we have jPjj � !Pj

for j � �� N � �� N � and we de�ne h � max
�

�PN
�PN��

� !P� �
q

!P �
� � A

�
� Then� if h � � we

have X
k�N	�

Pk �
X

k�N	�

hk�N	� !PN�� � !PN��
h�

�� h
�

Proof� See �����

We remark that the recurrence for the fPkgk�� in Lemma ��� is the same obtained

taking norms on the fR�j�
k gk�� in the recurrence ������� Hence� with this lemma we can

bound the norm of the Hamiltonian �using the expansion ������� as well as the remainder
of the expansion when we deal with a nite number of terms�

����
 Numerical implementation

In this section� we describe the algorithm used to perform a computer implementation of
the methodology introduced in Section ��� to the case of the RTBP�

Of course� computer assisted works have many inconvenients from a theoretical point
of view� First� we have the obvious problem that the arithmetic is not exact� that is�
we can only store nite decimal representations for the numerical coe�cients� with errors
that are propagated with the successive operations� Moreover� we can only deal with trun�
cated expansions for the Taylor and Fourier series� Without losing the formal approach�
these problems can be solved� for example� using intervalar arithmetic for the numerical
coe�cients� and storing for every truncated expansion a bound for the remainder� This
methodology allows to do a rigorous computer assisted proof�

If one is only interested in obtaining numerical estimations for the region of e�ective
stability� but based in a rigorous approach� one only needs to look at the most signicative
terms in the control of this di�usion� ignoring the errors on the computer arithmetic as
well as the higher order truncations� Nevertheless� the nal result is� if we really work
with all the signicative terms� �the same� as in the rigorous approach� As we mentioned
in the Introduction� this is the approach taken in this chapter�

Then� in our software we select certain degree N � and we only work with coe�cients
�that are ���periodic functions on �� of monomials of standard degree less than or equal
to N � It means that we store for every monomial qlpmIk� with k � jlj� � jmj� � N �
a truncated Fourier expansion on � for the ���periodic coe�cient� For each �complex�
Fourier coe�cient we store a nite decimal approximation� using the standard double
precision of the computer� As it has been mentioned before� we have used this software
with N � ��� and taking the biggest order in the Fourier expansion as ���

When working with nite approximations� we remark that in some cases the Taylor
truncations can be done such that they involve terms with order bigger that the one of
the normal form� and also� from the analytic character of the Hamiltonian� we have that
the coe�cients of the Fourier expansions decrease exponentially fast with the order of of
the harmonic� So� if we take a �su�ciently� large number of terms� they give the most
signicative contribution�
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With this formulation� we can follow all the theoretical steps of Section ���� bounding
�when necessary� the supremum norms ����� and ����� by the norms ������ and �������
evaluated using the truncated expansions�

Hence� after computing a periodic orbit of the Hamiltonian system ����
�� computation
that can be done with high precision� we perform a Fourier analysis of this orbit and
of the matrix B��� �see ����	��� With these Fourier analysis we compute the Floquet
transformation ������� that composed with the complexication ����
� allows to compute
the function F of ������ expressed in the complexied Floquet variables� Then we solve�
up to degree N � the equation ����	� for ���� s� after substituting s � F � This can be done
by means of an iterative scheme�

To continue with the computations� we take this expression for the change as a func�
tion of the complexied variables as �exact� up to degree N � Thus� if we insert this
transformation in the Hamiltonian ������� we obtain a Hamiltonian like ������� suitable
to compute the normal form� To do this expansion� we use recurrences ������ up to some
nite �big� order� We remark that� if we compute a reduced number of terms in these
recurrences� we can not say that the remainder of this expansion contains only terms of
�higher order� of the Taylor expansion around the orbit �we recall this Taylor expansion
is done around L�� not around the orbit�� This fact implies that� if one wants to justify
that working close to the periodic orbit one has small remainder� one needs to take a su��
ciently large number of terms in recurrences ������� As we commented in Section ����	� we
can use Lemma ��� to estimate the error in this truncation� For instance� in our concrete
application we have considered the recurrences for R

���
k and R

���
k for k � ���

At this point� we have an approximation to the Hamiltonian �expressed in the Floquet
complexied variables� given by a polynomial of degree N � with ���periodic coe�cients
on �� Those coe�cients are given by a trigonometric polynomial of certain nite degree�

We apply to this Hamiltonian the normal form scheme of Section ������ To this end�
we choose the formulation explained in Section ������ that is� we remove in an increasing
form the non�integrable terms of standard degree �� 	� � � � � N � �� Then� the nal product
of these computations is an explicit expression of the normal form up to syandard degree
N � �� and of the generating functions used to put the Hamiltonian in this reduced form�
As in the practical implementation we do not take into consideration the errors due to the
arithmetic or to the truncated expansions� we take this normal form and the generating
functions as correct up to standard degree N � Note that the use of standard degree instead
of the adapted one forces us to remove some extra monomials� This does not a�ect the
nal results since this does not introduce extra small divisors�

����� Results in a concrete example

We start computing the vertical family of periodic orbits for � � ���	� To do that� we look
for xed points of the return map generated by the Poincar�e section z � �� and we obtain
a curve of xed points in this hyperplane� Hence� after we pass the stability bifurcation
plotted in Figure ���� and as it has been mentioned in Section ������ we take the orbit
with )z � ���	����
�����
���� The initial conditions� period and normal frequencies of
this orbit� are given in Table ����

Then� we implement the normal form methodology of Section ��� for a generic linearly
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x ������������	

����e��� px ����	����
	���
���	e���
y � �����������	�����e��� py ����
��
�	��������	e���
z � �����������������e�� pz � ��������	�
�	���	e���

T � ��������������
��e��

�� ����
����
�
	������e��
�� � �������		��������e��

Table ���� Initial conditions of the chosen periodic orbit� T is the period� and the non�
trivial eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix are exp ���ji�� j � �� ��

stable orbit of the RTBP around L�� and we particularize the computations on the orbit
previously chosen� For this purpose� we work with truncated power series� up to standard
degree ��� and with trigonometric polynomials of degree ��� Hence� after we write the
Hamiltonian in the adapted Floquet complexied variables �that is� it takes the form
�������� the normal form is computed up to standard degree �� as a composition of time
one �ows associated to generating functions of degrees ranging from � to ���

The following sections are devoted to show some of the results obtained�

Explicit normal form

To illustrate the results obtained� we begin given the rst terms of the normal form� To
do that� we write this normal form as

N �I�� I�� I�� �
X
n�N�

cnI
n�
� In�� In�� �

where n � �n�� n�� n��� being I� the conjugate action of the angular variable� and I�� I�
the actions related to the normal directions� Then� the coe�cients cn are displayed in
Table ��� up to jnj� � ��

The term c����� corresponds to the energy level of the orbit in the RTBP� c����� is
the frequency of the periodic orbit� �� � ���T � and we recall �see Section ������ that
c����� � ���T � c����� � ���T � With respect the other terms� we specialy focus on c������
This coe�cient is responsible� at rst order� of the variation of the intrinsic frequency of
the periodic orbits of the vertical family around the initial one� with respect to the action
I�� We notice that this coe�cient is non�zero� but very small� It implies that this family
is close to degenerate� and hence� these orbits are very sensible to external perturbations�

E�ective stability estimates

Next step is to derive a domain where this normal form is convergent� To this end� we take
D����� R���� as initial domain for the complexied Floquet adapted variables �the ones

corresponding to Hamiltonian �������� with ��� � �
 ����� R���
� � ���
 ���
 and R

���
j �

	
����� j � �� �� �� 	 �these are suitable values for the following computations�� Then� we
transform this domain� by means of the complexication ����
� and the Floquet change
������� to the variables ��� q� I� p� introduced by the canonical transformation ������� and
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Table ���� Coe�cients of the normal form around the chosen orbit up to degree ��
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we derive �by bounding the components of the transformations� the upper bounds R
���
� �

�����
 ���
� R���
� � ��	��
 ����� R���

� � �����
 ����� R���
� � ����	
 ���� and R

���
� �

�����
 ���� for this new domain� On this domain� it is not di�cult to check that ������
holds� and to obtain the bound R� � ���	�
��
 ���� for the expression ������� Then� if
we implement numerically the proof of Proposition ���� we obtain� for the current values
of R� and ���� the estimate �� � �����	�
� and �� � ������


 ����� As �� � ��� we can
ensure that the adapted coordinates introduced by ������ are well dened on D����� R�����
Moreover� we can also obtain �by bounding the components of the transformation �������
bounds on the size of the initial �complex� domain expressed in the �synodical� coordinates
of the RTBP� For instance� we have a bound for r� �the distance to L�� see Section ������ of
order ���
	 �that is smaller than ��� Moreover� if we apply Lemma ��� to these estimates�
with N � ��� we deduce that a bound for the remainder of expansion ������ is ����
������
The value N � �� has been selected because this is the number of Legendre polynomials
taken to perform a numerical implementation of recurrences �������

Now� we use the method described in Section ����
 to deduce a domain where we can
prove convergence of the normal form transformation up to degrees ��� ��� �	 and ��� Of
course� if we increase the order of the normal form� this domain shrinks� but� as we do
not nd a very strong resonance for these orders� it remains practically constant� It is
given by D�� R�� with  � 	����
 ����� R� � �����
 ���
� R� � R� � ��
��
 ���� and
R� � R� � ���	�
 ����� Tables on the time needed to leave this domain are plotted in
Figure ���� To compute those estimates� we use again Lemma ��� to bound the norm of
the Hamiltonian ������ in the considered domain� and we obtain the value �
 �����

It is interesting to compare these results with the stability region obtained using direct
numerical integration� Thus� we have taken the Poincar�e section z � �� and we have taken
a mesh of points for the x and y variables� Then� we have used as initial condition for
a numerical integration the points given by the �x� y� values of the mesh and the values
)x� )y and )z corresponding to the selected periodic orbit �see Table ����� If� after �����
units of time the orbit does not go away� we consider that the initial point is inside the
region of stability� The criteria to decide if a point goes away is to check if� at some
moment� y becomes negative �this heuristic criteria has been previously used in �	��� �
��
and ������ The points corresponding to initial conditions of stable orbits have been plotted
in Figure ���� Moreover� we have tried to use the normal form computation to determine
which points of the mesh above correspond to the e�ectively stable region� To this end� we
have send all the initial conditions through the changes of variables to reach the normal
form coordinates �of course� if a point in the mesh is outside the convergence domain of
these transformations we assume that it is unstable�� Then� it is easy to check if this
point is inside the domain of e�ective stability� So� we have also plotted those points in
Figure ����

Invariant tori gallery

Here �Figures ��	� ���� ��� and ��
� we present some invariant tori of the truncated normal
form �see Section ������ translated by the di�erent changes of variables� and plotted in
the initial coordinates of the RTBP� We also give numerical values for the normal and
intrinsic frequencies of the computed tori�
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Figure ���� Left� Surviving points of the numerical integration� Right� Points of the table
used to perform the numerical integration for which the coordinates of the normal form
up to order �� belong in D�� R��
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Figure ���� Estimates on the time needed to leave the domain D��� R� �see Section �������
These curves correspond to normal forms of orders ��� ��� �	 and ��� The values plotted
are log�� �� �see ������� for the initial condition� and a lower bound for the time needed
to reach � � �� also in log�� scale�
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Figure ��	� Periodic orbits of the vertical family obtained from the truncated normal
form� They can be easily computed by using a standard continuation method� but by the
normal form are trivial to obtain putting I� � I� � �� and using I� as a parameter in the
family� Here� we plot the projections �x� y� and �x� z� of the orbits corresponding to I�
from �� 
 ���� to � 
 ���� with step ����� We recall that the orbit with I� � � is the
initial one�

Finally� we comment a method to estimate the error on the determination of these
tori� If we neglect the errors on the di�erent compositions and of the numerical integrator�
we can assume that it is enterely due to the truncated normal form� If we take an initial
condition expressed in the coordinates of the truncated normal form� we can explicitly
compute the intrinsic frequencies of the corresponding invariant torus� and hence� it can
be easily integrated up to time T by the �ow of this truncated normal form� Then� if we
send the initial and nal points to the coorresponding coordinates of the RTBP� and we
transform the initial one by the �ow of the RTBP up to time Tf � we can compare both the
nal points� If there were no error in the determination of the torus� both points should
coincide� Their di�erence is an estimate for the error in the determination of the torus�

Note that if we perform this numerical integration for very long time spans� we will
have an extra source of error� coming from the nite precision in the intrinsic frequen�
cies� when we integrate the torus in the normal form coordinates� the product of these
frequencies with Tf modulus �� is considered� This operation acts as a Bernoulli shift on
the signicative digits of the frequencies as we increase T � despite on the precision of the
initial condition on the torus�

����� Software

The software used has been developed by the authors in C language� and it is specially
adapted to the problem� It consist� roughly speaking� in an algebraic manipulator to
perform the basic operations �sums� products� Poisson brackets� � � � � for homogeneous
polynomials in � variables� having as coe�cients trigonometric polynomials of some nite
�and xed� order� This strategy improves� in several orders of magnitude� the e�ciency
�both in speed and memory� obtained by using commercial algebraic manipulators�
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Figure ���� These gures correspond to a ��D torus near the periodic orbit� given by
I� � I� � � and I� � � 
 ���
� Left� �x� y� projection of the Poincar�e section z � �
of the torus �points plotted up to time ������� Right� the same projection without the
Poicar�e section �also plotted up to time ������ The intrinsic frequencies of this torus
�with the determination given by the truncated normal form� are �� � �������	� and
�� � ���������� The normal one is �� � �����������
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Figure ���� Like Figure ���� but for a torus in the other family around the initial orbit�
I� � I� � �� and I� � �
����� In this case� the rst gure is plotted up to time ����� and
the second one up to time ����� The intrinsic frequencies of this torus are �� � ������
	�
and �� � ����������� and the normal one is �� � �������
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Figure ��
� Like Figure ���� but now for a ��D torus� It is obtained putting I� � � and
I� � I� � � 
 ���
� The rst gure is obtained integrating up to time ������ The
second one up to time ����� The intrinsic frequencies of this torus are �� � ����������
�� � ������
��� and �� � �����
����

��� Proof of Proposition ���

In this section we prove Proposition ��� �see Section ������ to bound the domain of de�
nition of the adapted system of coordinates introduced by �������

To this end� to work with the transformation ������ we introduce

F ��� �� � �g��� � i �f��� � � �f 
���� i�g
����� � F���� � F������

G��� �� � �g���� i �f��� � � �f 
��� � i�g
����� � G���� �G������

With these notations� we can write the relations

y � ix � A exp �i���� � �� � F ��� ���

y � ix � A exp ��i���� � �� �G��� ��� ������

Before continue the proof� let us introduce some additional notations� To deal with
the di�erent ���periodic functions on �� we introduce a new variable � � exp �i��� that
overcomes the di�culty of the identication modulus �� of the variable �� Hence� given
h���� a ���periodic analytic function on �� we have that the Fourier expansion of h�

h��� �
X
k�Z

hk exp �ik���

becomes in this new variable a Laurent expansion�

#h��� �
X
k�Z

hk�
k�

Moreover� if h converges in a complex strip of width � then #h converges in the complex
annulus A�R�� � f� 	 C � �R��

�� � j�j � R�g� with R� � exp ��� To work with this
Laurent expansion� we introduce the norm�

j#hjR �
X
k�Z

jhkjRjkj�
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The notation j�jR for this norm can be confusing� because is the same one used for the
norm j�j� dened in ������� but we remark that clearly j#hjR� � jhj�� For further uses of

this norm� we remark its multiplicative character� j#h���#h���jR � j#h���jRj#h���jR� Moreover�
we have the following bounds related to the j�jR norm�

Lemma �� With the notations given above� and for any ��� �� 	 A�R�� we have�

�i� j#h����� #h����j � j#h
jRj�� � ��j�
�ii� j#h����� #h����� #h
������� � ���j � �

�
j#h

jRj�� � ��j��

Proof�

�i� We take k 	 Znf�g� If k � ��

�k� � �k� � ��� � �����
k��
� � �k��� �� � � � �� �k��� ��

and hence� j�k� � �k� j � kRk��j�� � ��j� Analogously� if k � ��

�k� � �k� � �k� �
k
� ��

�k
� � ��k� � � �k� �

k
� ��� � �����

�k��
� � ��k��� �� � � � �� ��k��� � �

� ��� � �����
k
� �

��
� � �k	�� ���� � � � �� ���� ��k� ��

and then we have j�k� � �k� j � jkjRjkj	�j�� � ��j� From here the result follows imme�
diately�

�ii� In this case� for k � �� we have

�k� � �k� � k�k��� ��� � ��� � �k� � k�k��� �� � �k � ���k� �

� ��� � �����
k��
� � �k��� �� � � � �� ���

k��
� � ��� k��k��� � �

� ��� � ���
���k��� � ��k��� �� � � � �� �k � ���k��� ��

and then� j�k� � �k� � k�k��� ��� � ���j � �� � � � � � �� �k � ���Rk�� � �k���k
�

Rk��� If
k � �� we have

�k� � �k� � k�k��� ��� � ��� � �k��� �k� ��
�k	�
� � k��k	�� � �k � �����

�k
� � �

� �k��� �k� ��� � �����
�k
� � ���

�k��
� � � � �� ��k��� �� � k��k� � �

� �k��� �k� ��� � ���
����k��� � ����

�k��
� � � � �� ��k���k��� � �

� ��� � ���
������ �k� � ����� �k	�� � � � �� ��k��k��� ���� ��

and then� j�k���k��k�k��� �������j � ��k���k	��
�

Rjkj	�j�����j� � k�k���
�

Rjkj	�j�����j��
Hence� the bound is proved�

To use this new notation� we introduce the function �F ��� �� by the identity �F ��� �� �
F ��� ��� The same holds to dene �F�� �F�� �G� �G� and �G� as a functions of � and ��

Then� to study the injectivity of ������� we take points ���� ��� and ���� ��� for which
we assume we have the same image for x and y by the action of the transformation

��� �� �� �x� y�� ������
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induced by ������� We will prove that� if �f and �g are small enough� this is only possible if
���� ��� � ���� ���� at least if we take complex values for � and � close enough to j�j � �
and � � �� To check that� we deduce from ������ the equalities

A���� � ��� � �F ���� ��� � A���� � ��� � �F ���� ����

A���� �� � ��� � �G���� ��� � A���� �� � ��� � �G���� ����
������

and from here� we have

A��������������A��������� � A��������������� �F������ �F������ �F�������� �F��������

A�� � ������ � ��� � A����� � ��� � ����� �G������ �G����� � �G������� � �G���������

expressions that can be written in the following form��
A�� � ��� A��
�A�� � ��� A��

��
�� � ��
�� � ��

�
�

�

�
�F 

�������� � ��� � �F 


���������� � ��� � �F�������� � ���

��� �G


�������� � ��� � ��� � �G�������� � ��� � �G


�������� � ������

�
�

�

�
�R �F � A��� � ������ � ���

�R �G

�
� ������

being

�R �F � �F������ �F������ �F 

�������� � ��� � � �F������ �F������ �F 


�������� � ������ �

�� �F������ �F��������� � ���� ����	�

and

�R �G � ����� � ���
� �G


����� � ����� � ���� �G�������� � ��� � �G

�������� � ������ �

����� �G������ �G��������� � ��� � ����� �G������ �G������ �G

�������� � ���� �

������ �G������ �G������ �G

�������� � ������� ������

From ������� we obtain�
�� � ��
�� � ��

�
�

�

� �
�A��	���

� �
�A��	���

�
�A��

�
�A��

��
�F 

����� � �F 


������� �F�����

��� �G


����� � ��� �G



������� ��� �G�����

��
�� � ��
�� � ��

�
�

�

� �
�A��	���

� �
�A��	���

�
�A��

�
�A��

��
�R �F � A��� � ������ � ���

�R �G

�
�

� M

�
�� � ��
�� � ��

�
�N� ������

At this point� we proceed taking the domain for � and � given in the statement of the
proposition� where we expect the transformation ������ to be injective� In what follows
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we describe how to test if this assumption holds� We recall that in this statement we are
assuming �f and �g well dened in a complex strip of width � for certain  � �� that is� if
jIm���j � � In consequence� �F�� �G�� �F� and �G� are analytic in A�R��� With respect to
�� we consider complex values with j�j � R�� Then� we want to check the injectivity of
the transformation in the domain generated by xed values of � and R��

For this purpose� we use Lemma ��	 to bound the expressions �R �F and �R �G of ����	� and

������ in the annulus A�R��� It can be done bounding the j�jR� norm of the ��functions �F��
�F 

�� �F 



� � �G�� �G

� and �G



�� Then� we obtain bounds for the components of N � N� � �N�� N���
of the form�

jNjj � Nj��j�� � ��j� � �Nj��j�� � ��jj�� � ��j� j � �� ��

that holds if ��� �� 	 A�R�� and j��j� j��j � R�� Using these estimates� we obtain from
�������

j�� � ��j� j�� � ��j �
� �

��M�

�
�N��� �N����j�� � ��j� � ��N��� �N����j�� � ��jj�� � ��j

�
� ����
�

where M�� that we assume veries M� � �� is a bound �in the considered domain� for the
matrix norm of M induced by the vectorial norm of j�j� of C � �see Section ����� Then�
for the admissible values of ��j� �j�� j � �� �� for which ����
� holds� we have that either
���� ��� � ���� ��� or

� � j�� � ��j
��M�

max fN��� �N���� ��N��� �N����g� ������

From ������ we deduce the local injectivity of ������� The maximum value allowed for
j�����j denes ���R�� � on the statement of Proposition ���� To deduce global injectivity�
we write ������ in the following form�

�� � �� � �
���	���

��� � ������ � ���

�� � �� � �
���

��� � ������ � ���

�
�

�

� �
�A��	���

� �
�A��	���

�
�A��

�
�A��

��
�F ���� ���� �F ���� ���

����� �G���� ���� �G���� ����

�
� S� ������

Assuming that if ��� �� 	 A�R�� and j��j� j��j � R�� then the components of S are bounded
by S� and S�� we have that�

j�� � ��j
�
�� �

����R��
j�� � ��j

�
� S�� ���
��

j�� � ��j
�
�� R�

�
j�� � ��j

�
� S��

From that� we deduce that the pairs ���� ��� and ���� ��� in the considered domain� with
the same image by ������� are necessarily close� As we have j�� � ��j � �R�� we deduce
from ���
�� that it is necessary to take

j�� � ��j � S�

�� R�
��R�

� ���R�� �� ���
��
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where ifR� � ���� we have �� � �� Assuming �� smaller than the value of �� that guarantee
local injectivity in ������� we have global injectivity for � 	 A�R�� and j�j � R�� that is�
in terms of �� if jIm���j � �



Chapter �

Persistence of Lower Dimensional

Tori under Quasiperiodic

Perturbations

��� Introduction

In this chapter� we will develop a perturbation theory for lower dimensional torus� fo�
cussing on the case in which the perturbation is analytic and also depends on time in a
quasiperiodic way� with s basic frequencies� The Hamiltonian is of the form

H��� x� I� y� � !����� !I �H����� x� �I� y� �H����� !�� x� �I� y�� �����

with respect to the symplectic form d�� � d�I � d!� � d!I � dx � dy� Here� �� are the angular
variables that describe an initial r�dimensional torus of H�� x and y are the normal
directions to the torus� !� are the angular variables that denotes the time� !I are the
corresponding momenta �that has only been added to put the Hamiltonian in autonomous
form� and !���� 	 Rs is the frequency associated to time�

Then� the estimates on the measure of invariant tori have been obtained for two
di�erent formulations of the problem� In the rst one� we study the persistence of a
single invariant torus of the initial Hamiltonian� under a quasiperiodic time�dependent
perturbation� using as a parameter the size ��� of this perturbation� Our results show
that this torus can be continued for a Cantor set of values of �� adding the perturbing
frequencies to the ones it already have� Moreover� if � 	 ��� ���� the measure of the
complementary of that Cantor set is exponentially small with ��� If the perturbation is
autonomous this result is already contained in ���� but for 	�D symplectic maps�

The second approach is to x the size of the pertubation to a given �and small enough�
value� Then it is possible that the latter result can not be applied because � can be in the
complementary of the above�dened Cantor set� In this case� it is still possible to prove
the existence of invariant tori with r � s basic frequencies� The rst of which are close
to those of the unperturbed torus and the last ones those of the perturbation� These tori
are a Cantor family parametrized �for instance� by the frequencies of the unperturbed
problem� Again� the measure of the complementary of this Cantor set is exponentially
small with the distance to the frequencies of the initial torus�

��
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We note that� when the perturbation is autonomous and the size of the perturbation
is xed� we are proving� for the perturbed Hamiltonian� the existence of a Cantor family
of invariant tori near the initial one� with measure for the set of frequencies for which
the construction is not possible bounded by exponentially small with the distance to the
initial tori� This result also follows from Chapter � �Theorems ��� and ��	��

The main trick in the proofs� to overcome the lack of parameters of the problem �see
section ������� is to assume that the normal frequencies move as a function of � �then we
derive the existence of the torus for a Cantor set of �� or as a function of the intrinsic
frequencies �then we obtain the existence of the above�mentioned family of tori� close
to the initial one�� In the last case� this is the same idea used in Chapter � to derive
analogous estimates on the families of invariant tori around a given partially elliptic one�

When the initial torus is normally hyperbolic we do not need to control the eigenvalues
in the normal direction and� hence� we do not have to deal with the lack of parameters� Of
course� in this case the results are much better and the proofs can be seen as simplications
of the ones contained here� Hence� this case is not explicitly considered�

We have also included examples where the application of these results helps to under�
stand the dynamics of concrete models of celestial mechanics�

The chapter has been organized as follows� section ��� contains the main ideas used
to derive these results� Section ��� contains the rigorous statement of the results� The
applications of these results to some concrete problems can be found in section ��	 and�
nally� section ��� contains the technical details of the proofs�

��� Main ideas

Let H be an autonomous analytic Hamiltonian system of � degrees of freedom in C ��

having an invariant r�dimensional torus� � � r � �� with a quasiperiodic �ow given by
the vector of basic frequencies ����� 	 R

r � Let us consider the �perturbed� Hamiltonian
system H � H � � �H� where �H is also analytic� As it has been mentioned before� we
do not restrict ourselves to the case of autonomous perturbations� but we will assume
that �H depends on time in a quasiperiodic way� with vector of basic frequencies given by
!���� 	 Rs �

As in Chapter �� we will assume that the torus is isotropic and reducible� Moreover�
we will assume that the eigenvalues of the reduced matrix are all di�erent �this condition
implies� from the canonical character of the system� that they are also non�zero��

In what follows� we will always assume that vectors are �matrices with one column��
so the scalar product between two vectors u and v will be denoted by u�v�

Then� we use the reducible and isotropic character of the torus in the same way than
Chapter � �see Section ������� we assume that we can introduce �with a canonical change
of coordinates� r angular variables �� describing the initial torus such that the Hamiltonian
takes the form

H���� x� �I� y� � ������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz �H����� x� �I� y��

where z� � �x�� y��� being z� �� and �I complex vectors� x and y elements of C r and ��
and �I elements of C s � with r � m � �� Here� �� and x are the positions and �I and y
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are the conjugate momenta� In this notation� B is a symmetric �m�dimensional matrix
�with complex coe�cients�� Moreover� H� is an analytic function �with respect to all its
arguments� with ���periodic dependence on ��� More concretely� we will assume that it is
analytic on a neighbourhood of z � �� �I � �� and on a complex strip of positive width 
for the variable ��� that is� if jIm��jj � � for all j � �� � � � � r� Then� if we assume that H
has an invariant r�dimensional torus with vector of basic frequencies ������ given by �I � �
and z � �� this implies that the Taylor expansion of H� must begin with terms of second
order in the variables �I and z� As we have that the normal variational �ow around this
torus can be reduced to constant coe�cients� we can assume that the quadratic terms of
H� in the z variables vanish� Hence� the normal variational equations are given by the
matrix JmB� where Jm is the canonical ��form of C �m � We also assume that the matrix
JmB is in diagonal form with di�erent eigenvalues �� � ���� � � � � �m����� � � � ���m��

A point worth to comment is the real or complex character of the matrix B� In this
chapter we work� in principle� with complex analytic Hamiltonian systems� but the most
interesting case happens when we deal with real analytic ones� and when the initial torus
is also real� In this case� to guarantee that the perturbative scheme preserves the real
character of the tori� we want that the initial reduced matrix B comes from a real matrix�
We note that this is equivalent to assume that if � is an eigenvalue of JmB� then #� is also
an eigenvalue� The fact that B is real guarantees that all the tori obtained in this chapter
also real� To see that� we note that we can use the same proof but putting JmB in real
normal form instead of diagonal form� and this makes that all the steps of the proof are
also real� However� the technical details in this case are a little more tedious and� hence�
we have prefered to work with a diagonal JmB�

����� Normal form around the initial torus

The rst step is to rearrange the initial HamiltonianH��� � H in a suitable form to apply
an inductive procedure�

In what follows� we will dene degree of a monomial zl �Ij as jlj���jjj�� This denition
is motivated below� Let us expand H���

� in power series with respect to z and �I around
the origin�

H���
� �

X
d��

H���
d �

where H���
d are homogeneous polynomials of degree d� that is�

H���
d �

X
l�N�m � j�Nr
jlj�	�jjj��d

h
���
l�j �

���zl �Ij�

We also expand the �periodic� coe�cients in Fourier series�

h
���
l�j �

��� �
X
k�Zr

h
���
l�j�k exp �ik

����� �����

being i �
p��� The denition of degree for a monomial zl �Ij counting twice the con�

tribution of the variable �I is motivated by the denition of the Poisson bracket of two
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functions depending on ���� x� �I� y��

ff� gg � 
f


��

�

g


 �I

��
� 
f


 �I

�

g


��

��
�

f


z
Jm

�

g


z

��
�

Note that� if f is an homogeneous polynomial of degree d� and g is an homogeneous
polynomial of degree d� then ff� gg is an homogeneous polynomial of degree d� � d� � ��
This property shows that if we try to construct canonical changes using the Lie series
method� a convenient way to put H��� in normal form is to remove in an increasing order
the terms of degree �� 	� � � �� with a suitable generating function�

To introduce some of the parameters �see section ����	�� it is very convenient that the
initial Hamiltonian has the following properties�

P� The coe�cients of the monomials �z� �I� �degree �� and �z� �I� �I� �degree �� are zero�

P� The coe�cients of the monomials �z� z� �I� �degree 	� and ��I� �I� �degree 	� do not
depend on �� and� in the case of �z� z� �I�� they vanish except for the coe�cients of
the trivial resonant terms�

Here� we have used the following notation� for instance� by the terms of order �z� z� �I� we
denote the monomials zl �Ij� with jlj� � � and jjj� � �� with the corresponding coe�cients�
We will apply three steps of a normal form procedure in order to achieve these conditions�
Each step is done using a generating function of the following type�

S�n����� x� �I� y� �
X

l�N�m � j�Nr
jlj�	�jjj��n

s
�n�
l�j �

���zl �Ij�

for n � �� 	 and �� Then� if we denote by $S�n� the �ow at time one of the Hamiltonian
system associated to S�n�� we transform the initial Hamiltonian into

H�n��� � H�n��� �$S�n� �

� H�n��� � fH�n���� S�n�g� �

�(
ffH�n���� S�n�g� S�n�g�On	� �

� ������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz �H�n���

� � f������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz� S�n�g�On	��

for n � �� 	� �� In each step� we take S�n� such that H�n���
n � f������ �I � �

�
z�Bz� S�n�g

satises conditions P� and P� for the monomials of degree n �n � �� 	� ��� To compute
S�n� we expand H�n���

n and we nd �formally� an expansion for S�n��

s
�n�
l�j�k �

h
�n���
l�j�k

ik������ � l��
�

where the indices have the same meaning as in ������ If we split l � �lx� ly� �zl �
xlxyly�� the exactly resonant terms correspond to k � � and lx � ly �we recall that
�� � ���� � � � � �m����� � � � ���m��� Hence� it would be possible to formally compute a
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normal form depending only on �I and the products xjyj� j � �� � � � � m� As it has been
mentioned before� our purpose is much more modest� To kill the monomials mentioned
above �in conditions P� and P�� with a convergent change of variables� one needs a
condition on the smallness of jik������� l��j� k 	 Z

r n f�g� l 	 N
�m and jlj� � �� We have

used the usual one
jik������ � l��j � ��

jkj��
�

that we will assume true in the statement of the results� We notice that with these
conditions we can construct convergent expressions for the di�erent generating functions
S�n�� n � �� 	� �� to achieve conditions P� and P�� We can call this process a seminormal
form construction�

Then� the nal form for the Hamiltonian is

H � ������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz � �

�
�I�C �I �H����� x� �I� y�� �����

for which conditions P� and P� holds� Here� C is a symmetric constant matrix and we
will assume the standard nondegeneracy condition�

NDC� det C �� ��

Now let us introduce the quasiperiodic time�dependent perturbation� To simplify
the notation� we write this perturbation in the normal form variables� and we add this
perturbation to ������ We call H to the new Hamiltonian�

H��� x� I� y� �� � �����I �
�

�
z�Bz � �

�
�I�C �I �H����� x� �I� y� � � �H��� x� �I� y� ��� ���	�

for a xed ����� � �������� !������� ���� 	 Rr	s � where �� � ����� !���� I� � ��I�� !I�� and
z� � �x�� y��� being !�� !I �s�dimensional complex vectors� the new positions and momenta
added to put in autonomous form the quasiperiodic perturbation� Hence� H is ���periodic
in �� Moreover� � is a small positive parameter� This is the Hamiltonian that we consider
in the formulation of the results�

����� The iterative scheme

Before the explicit formulation of the results� let us describe a generic step of the iterative
method used in the proof� So� let us consider a Hamiltonian of the form�

H��� x� I� y� � �����I �
�

�
z�Bz � �

�
�I�C����I �H���� x� �I� y� � � �H��� x� �I� y�� �����

with the same notations of ���	�� where we assume that skipping the term � �H� we have that
z � �� �I � � is a reducible �r� s��dimensional torus with vector of basic frequencies �����
such that the variational normal �ow is given by JmB � diag���� � � � � �m����� � � � ���m��
and that det #C �� �� where #C means the average of C with respect to its angular variables
�although initially C does not depend on �� during the iterative scheme it will�� Moreover�
we suppose that in H� the terms of order ��I� z� vanish �that is� we suppose that the
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�central� and �normal� directions of the unperturbed torus have been uncoupled up to
rst order�� Here we only use the parameter � to show that the perturbation � �H is of
O����

We expand �H in power series around �I � �� z � � and we add these terms to the
previous expansion of the unperturbed Hamiltonian� This makes that the initial torus is
not longer invariant� Hence� the expression of the Hamiltonian must be �without writting
explicitly the dependence on ���

H��� x� I� y� � !����� !I �H���� x� �I� y�� �����

where

H� � a��� � b����z � c���� �I �
�

�
z�B���z � �I�E���z �

�

�
�I�C����I � ���� x� �I� y��

being � the remainder of the expansion� Looking at this expression� we introduce the
notation �H���z�z� � B� �H����I��I� � C� �H����I�z� � E and � H� �� H� � ��

We have that !a� b� c� ������ B � B� C � C and E are O���� where if f��� is a periodic
function on �� !f � f � #f �

Note that if we are able to kill the terms !a� b and c � ����� we obtain a lower di�
mensional invariant torus with intrinsic frequency ����� We will try to do that by using
a quadratically convergent scheme� As it is usual in this kind of Newton methods� it
is very convenient to kill something more� Before continuing� let us introduce the fol�
lowing notation� if A is a n 
 n matrix� dp�A� denotes the diagonal part of A� that is�
dp�A� � diag�a���� � � � � an�n�

�� where ai�i are the diagonal entries of A� Here� we want that
the new matrix B veries B � Jm�B�� where we dene Jm�B� � �Jmdp�Jm #B� �this is�
we ask the normal �ow to the torus to be reducible and given by a diagonal matrix like
for the unperturbed torus� and to eliminate E �to uncouple the �central� and the normal
directions of the torus up to rst order in ��� Hence� the torus we will obtain has also
these two properties� This is a very usual technique �see ��
�� ������

At each step of the iterative procedure� we use a canonical change of variables analo�
gous to the one used in the iterative scheme of Chapter �� The generating function is of
the form

S��� x� �I� y� � ���� � d��� � e����z � f���� �I �
�

�
z�G���z � �I�F ���z� ���
�

where � 	 C r � #d � �� #f � � and G is a symmetric matrix with Jm�G� � �� Keeping the
same name for the new variables� the transformed Hamiltonian is

H��� � H �$S � !����� !I �H������� x� �I� y��

being

H������� x� �I� y� � a������ � b�������z � c������� �I �
�

�
z�B������z �

��I�E������z �
�

�
�I�C�������I � ������� x� �I� y��
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We want !a��� � �� b��� � �� c��� � ����� � �� E��� � � and JmB
��� to be a constant diagonal

matrix� We will show that this can be achieved up to rst order in �� So� we write those
conditions in terms of the initial Hamiltonian and the generating function� Skipping terms
of O����� we obtain�

�eq�� !a� �d
��
���� � ��

�eq�� b� �e
��
���� � BJme � ��

�eq�� c� ����� � �f
��
���� � C

�
� �

�
�d
���

���
� ��

�eq�� B� � Jm�B
��� �G

��
���� � BJmG�GJmB � ��

�eq�� E� � �F
��
���� � FJmB � ��

where

B� � B �
��
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A� 
H�

z

Jme

��
�z�z�

�����

and

E� � E � C
�

e


��

��
�
��
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A� 
H�

z

Jme

��
��I�z�

� �����

Here we denote by �
�q

the matrix of partial derivatives with respect to the variables

q and� for instance� �G
��
���� means

Pr	s
j��

�G
��j

�
���
j � These equations are solved formally by

expanding in Fourier series and equating the corresponding coe�cients� This leads us to
the following expressions for S�

�eq��

d��� �
X

k�Zr�snf�g

ak
ik�����

exp�ik����

�eq�� If we put e� � �e�� � � � � e�m��

ej��� �
X

k�Zr�s

bj�k
ik����� � �j

exp�ik����

�eq��

� � � #C���
��#c� ����� � C

�

d


��

��	A �

and if we dene

c� � !c� !C� � C
�

d


��

��
� C

�

d


��

��
�

we have for f� � �f�� � � � � fr��

fj��� �
X

k�Zr�snf�g

c�j�k
ik�����

exp�ik����
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�eq�� If we dene
B�� � B� � Jm�B

��� ������

then we have for G � �Gj�l�� � � j� l � �m�

Gj�l��� �
X

k�Zr�s

B��
j�l�k

ik����� � �j � �l
exp�ik���� j� l � �� � � � � �m�

In the denition of Gj�l� we notice that we have trivial zero divisors when jj� lj � m
and k � �� but from the expression of B��� in these cases the coe�cient B��

j�l�� is ��
Moreover� the matrix G is symmetric�

�eq�� If F � �Fj�l�� j � �� � � � � r and l � �� � � � � �m� then

Fj�l��� �
X

k�Zr�s

E�
j�l�k

ik����� � �l
exp�ik����

Note that if we have Diophantine hypothesis on the small divisors of these expressions�

jik����� � l��j � ��
jkj��

� k 	 Z
r	s n f�g� l 	 N

�m � jlj� � �� 	 � r � s� �� ������

we can guarantee the convergence of the expansion of S� We assume that they hold in
the rst step� and we want to have similar conditions after each step of the process� to
be able to iterate� As the frequencies !���� are xed in all the process and ����� can be
preserved by the nondegeneracy and the kind of generating function we are using �this is
done by the � term�� we will be able to recover the Diophantine properties on them� The
main problem are the eigenvalues �� because� in principle� we can not preserve their value�
Hence� we will control the way they vary� to try to ensure they are still satisfying a good
Diophantine condition� Our rst approach is to consider � as a function of � �the size of
the perturbation�� This leads us to eliminate a Cantor set of values of these parameters in
order to have all the time good �in a Diophantine sense� values of �� Another possibility
is to consider � as a function of the �frequencies of the� torus� This leads us to eliminate
a Cantor set of those tori� Both procedures require some non�degeneracy conditions�

����� Estimates on the measure of preserved tori

The technique we are going to apply to produce exponentially small estimates has already
been used in ����� It is based on working at every step n of the iterative procedure with
values of � for which we have Diophantine conditions of the type

jik����� � �
�n�
l ���j � �n

jkj��
exp ���njkj��� k 	 Z

r	s n f�g� ������

where �
�n�
l ��� denotes the eigevalues of JmB�n����� being B�n���� the matrix that replaces

B after n steps of the iterative process� Of course� we ask for the same condition for the
sum of eigenvalues �

�n�
j � �

�n�
l � We will see that� if we take a suitable sequence of �n�

the exponential term in ������ is not an obstruction to the convergence of the scheme�
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This condition will be used to obtain exponentially small estimates for the measure of
the values of � for which we do not have invariant tori of frequency ���� in the perturbed
system� The key idea can be described as follows� for the values of � for which we can
prove convergence� we obviously have that� if � is small enough� j��n�l �����lj � a�� at every
step n� Now� if we assume that �n � ����� from the Diophantine bounds on ik����� � �l
in ������� we only need to worry about the resonances corresponding to values of k such
that

jkj� �
�
��
�a�

����
� K����

This is equivalent to say that we do not have low order resonances nearby� hence we only
have to eliminate higher order ones� When we eliminate the values of � for which the
Diophantine condition is not fullled for some k� we only need to worry about controlling
the measure of the �resonant� sets associated to jkj� � K���� From that� and from
the exponential in jkj� for the admissible small divisors� we obtain exponentially small
estimates for the set of values of � for which we can not prove the existence of invariant
tori� If � 	��� ��� this measure is of order exp�����c��� for any � � c � ��	�

Note that we have used � because is a natural parameter of the perturbed problem�
but this technique can also be applied to other parameters� We will do this in the next
section�

����� Other parameters� families of lower dimensional tori

Let us consider the following truncation of the Hamiltonian ������

������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz � �

�
�I�C �I� ������

Note that� for this truncation� there exists a r parametric family of r�dimensional in�
variant tori around the initial torus� One can ask what happens to this family when
the nonintegrable part �including the quasiperiodic perturbations� is added� The natural
parameters in this case are the frequencies �� of the tori of the family� We will work with
this parameter as follows� if for every �� we perform the canonical transformation

�I � �I � C����� � ������� ����	�

on the Hamiltonian ������� we obtain �skipping the constant term� a Hamiltonian like
������� replacing ����� by ��� So� we have that �I � �� z � � is a r�dimensional reducible
torus but now with vector of basic frequencies given by ��� If we consider the Hamiltonian
������ and we perform the transformation ����	�� it is not di�cult to see from conditions
P� and P� that the ���torus obtained from the truncated normal form remains as an
invariant reducible torus for the Hamiltonian ������ plus an error of O���� � ������� Then�
the idea is to consider �� as a new perturbative parameter �in fact the small parameter is
�� � ������� In this case we can apply the same technique as in section ����� to control the
measure of the destroyed tori� It turns out that this measure is exponentially small with
the distance to the initial torus�

In fact� the proof has been done working simultaneously with both parameters � and
��� This allows to derive all the results mentioned before in an unied way� To bound
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the measure of the eliminated set of parameters� we have chosen to work with Lipschitz
regularity� Hence� we are going to follow the same methodology used in Chaper � to
estimate this measure� For a more precise formulation of this Lipschitz dependence� we
refer to section ������

��� Statement of results

Now� we can state precisely the main result of this chapter� whose proof we have sketched
above�

Theorem �� Let us consider a Hamiltonian of the form ���	�� satisfying the following
hypotheses�

�i� H� and �H are analytic with respect to ��� x� �I� y� around z � � and �I � �� with ���
periodic dependence on �� for any � 	 I� � ��� ���� in a domain that is independent on
�� The dependence on � is assumed to be C�� and the derivatives of the Hamiltonian
�H with respect to � are also analytic in ��� x� �I� y� on the same domain�

�ii� B is a symmetric constant matrix such that JmB is diagonal with dierent eigenval�
ues �� � ���� � � � � �m����� � � � ���m��

�iii� C is a symmetric constant matrix with det C �� � �this is the assumption NDC�
above��

�iv� For certain �� � � and 	 � r � s� �� the following Diophantine conditions hold�

jik����� � l��j � ��
jkj��

� k 	 Z
r	s n f�g� l 	 N

�m � jlj� � ��

Then� under certain generic nondegeneracy conditions for the Hamiltonian H �that are
given explicitly in NDC� at the end of section ����	�� the following assertions hold�

�a� There exists a Cantor set I� � I�� such that for every � 	 I� the Hamiltonian H
has a reducible �r � s��dimensional invariant torus with vector of basic frequencies
����� Moreover� for every � � � � ��

mes���� #�� n #I�� � exp �����#���� ��

if #� is small enough �depending on �� where� for every #�� #I� � #I��#�� � ��� #�� � I��

�b� Given R� � � small enough and a �xed � � � � R
�

���

� � there exists a Cantor set
W���� R�� � f�� 	 Rr � j��� �����j � R�g � V�R��� such that for every �� 	 W���� R��
the Hamiltonian H corresponding to this �xed value of �� has a reducible �r � s��
dimensional invariant torus with vector of basic frequencies �� �� � ����� !�������
Moreover� for every � � � � �� if R� is small enough �depending on ���

mes�V�R�� nW���� R��� � exp �����R��
�

��� ��
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Here� mes�A� denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set A�

Note� Condition NDC� is an standard nondegeneracy condition on the normal frequen�
cies of the initial torus� Essentially� it asks that the normal frequencies depend on � and
on the intrinsic frequencies of the basic family of tori �this family has been introduced in
section ����	�� In order to formulate NDC� in an explicit form one has to perform rst
one step of the normal form with respect to � �see section ����	�� This is the reason why
we have prefered to keep this hipothesis inside the proof� where it arises naturally�

����� Remarks

The result �b� has special interest if we take � � �� It shows that for the unperturbed sys�
tem� around the initial r�dimensional reducible torus there exist an r�dimensional family
�with Cantor structure� of r�dimensional reducible tori parametrized by �� 	 W���� R���
with relative measure for the complementary of the Cantor set exponentially small with
R�� for values of �� R��close to ������ There are previous results on the existence of these
lower dimensional tori �see the references�� but the estimates on the measure of preserved
tori close to a given one are not so good as the ones presented here�

Moreover� we have the same result around every �r � s��dimensional torus that we
can obtain for the perturbed system for some � �� � small enough� if we assume that
their intrinsic and normal frequencies verify the same kind of Diophantine bounds as the
frequencies of the unperturbed torus� In this case� for every R� small enough we have a
�Cantor� family of �r�s��dimensional reducible tori parametrized by �� 	 W���� R��� with
the same kind of exponentially small measure with respect to R� on the complementary
of this set� To prove it� we remark that we can reduce to the case � � � if we note that
it is easy to see that Theorem ��� also holds if the unperturbed Hamiltonian depends on
� and not only on �� �that is� if the initial torus is �r � s��dimensional��

If the initial torus is normally hyperbolic� the problem is easier� For instance� it
is possible to prove the existence of invariant tori without using reducibility conditions�
Then� in case �a�� one obtains an open set of values of � for which the torus exists� although
its normal �ow could not be reducible� The reason is that the intrinsic frequencies of the
torus are xed with respect to � and the normal eigenvalues �that depend on �� do not
produce extra small divisors if we consider only equations �eq�� � �eq�� of the iterative
scheme described in section ����� �we take G � � and F � � in equation ���
��� Note that
now we can solve �eq�� using a xed point method� because the matrices JmB�n� are ��
close to the initial hyperbolic matrix JmB �that is supposed to be reducible�� This makes
unnecessary to consider �eq�� and �eq��� Of course� the tori produced in this way are not
necessarily reducible� If one wants to ensure reducibility� it is necessary to use the normal
eigenvalues and this can produce �depending on some conditions on those eigenvalues� see
����� a Cantor set of � of the same measure as the one in �a�� If we consider the case �b�
when the normal behaviour is hyperbolic� the results do not change with respect to the
normally elliptic case� As we are �moving� the intrinsic frequencies� we have to take out
the corresponding resonances� The order �when R� goes to zero� of the measure of these
resonances is still exponentially small with R� �see lemma ������

Finally� let us recall that the Diophantine condition �iv� is satised for all the frequen�
cies ���� and eigenvalues �� except for a set of zero measure�
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��� Applications

In this section we are going to illustrate the possible applications of these results to some
concrete problems of celestial mechanics� We have not included a formal verication of
the several hypotheses of the theorems� but we want to make some remarks�

The nondegeneracy conditions can be checked numerically� observing if the frequencies
involved depend on the parameters� As the applications we will deal with are perturba�
tions of families of periodic orbits� this hypothesis can be easily veried computing the
variation of the period along the family as well as the the eigenvalues of the monodromy
matrix� The numerical verication of the Diophantine condition is more di�cult� but note
that the nondegeneracy condition ensures that most of the orbits of the family are going
to satisfy it� Let us also note that these conditions are generic� and that the numerical
behaviour observed in those examples �see below� corresponds to the one obtained from
our results�

����� The bicircular model near L��


The bicircular problem is a rst approximation to study the motion of a small particle in
the Earth Moon system� including perturbations coming for the Sun� In this model it is
assumed that Earth and Moon revolve in a circular orbits around their centre of masses�
and that this centre of masses moves in circular orbit around the Sun� Usually� in order
to simplify the equations� the units of lenght� time and mass are chosen such that the
angular velocity of rotation of Earth and Moon �around their centre of masses�� the sum
of masses of Earth and Moon and the gravitational constant are all equal to one� With
these normalized units� the Earth Moon distance is also one� The system of reference is
dened as follows� the origin is taken at the centre of mass of the Earth Moon system�
the X axis is given by the line that goes from Moon to Earth� the Z axis has the direction
of the angular momentum of Earth and Moon and the Y axis is taken such that the
system is orthogonal and positive�oriented� Note that� in this �non�inertial� frame� called
synodic system� Earth and Moon have xed positions and the Sun is rotating around the
barycentre of the Earth�Moon system� If we dene momenta PX � )X � Y � PY � )Y �X
and PZ � )Z� in these coordinates� the motion of a innitessimal particle moving under
the gravitational attraction of Earth� Moon and Sun is given by the Hamiltonian

H �
�

�
�P �

X � P �
Y � P �

Z� � Y PX �XPY � �� �

rPE
� �

rPM
� ms

rPS
� ms

a�s
�Y sin � �X cos ���

where � � wSt� being wS the mean angular velocity of the Sun in synodic coordinates� �
the mass parameter for the Earth Moon system� as the semimajor axis of the Sun� ms

the Sun mass� and rPE� rPM � rPS are dened in the following form�

r�PE � �X � ��� � Y � � Z��

r�PM � �X � �� ��� � Y � � Z��

r�PS � �X �Xs�
� � �Y � Ys�

� � Z��

where Xs � as cos � and Ys � �as sin ��
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Note that one can look at this model as a time�periodic perturbation of an autonomous
system� the Restricted Three Body Problem �usually called RTBP� see �
�� for denition
and basic properties�� Hence� the Hamiltonian is of the form

H � H��x� y� � �H��x� y� t��

where � is a parameter such that � � � corresponds to the unperturbed RTBP and � � �
to the bicircular model with the actual values for the perturbation�

Note that the bicircular model is not dynamically consistent� because the motion of
Earth� Moon and Sun does not follow a true orbit of the system �we are not taking into
account the interaction between the Sun and the Earth Moon system�� Nevertheless�
numerical simulation shows that� in some regions of the phase space� this model gives the
same qualitative behaviour as the real system and this makes it worth to study �see �
����

We are going to focus in the dynamics near the equilateral points L��� of the Earth 
Moon system� These points are linearly stable for the unperturbed problem �� � ��� so
we can associate three families of periodic �Lyapounov� orbits to them� the short period
family� the long period family and the vertical family of periodic orbits� Classical results
about these families can be found in �
���

When the perturbation is added the points L��� become �stable� periodic orbits with
the same period as the perturbation� These orbits become unstable for the actual value
of the perturbation �� � � in the notation above�� In this last case� numerical simulation
shows the existence of a region of stability not very close to the orbit and outside of the
plane of motion of Earth and Moon� This region seems to be centered around some of
the �Lyapounov� periodic orbits of the vertical family� See ���� or �
�� for more details�

Let us consider the dynamics near L��� for � small� In this case� the equilibrium point
has been replaced by a small periodic orbit� Our results imply that the three families of
Lyapounov periodic orbits become three cantorian families of ��D invariant tori� adding
the perturbing frequency to the one of the periodic orbit� Moreover� the Lyapounov tori
�the ��D invariant tori of the unperturbed problem that are obtained by �product� of two
families of periodic orbits� become ��D invariant tori� provided they are nonresonant with
the perturbation� Finally� the maximal dimension ���D� invariant tori of the unperturbed
problem become 	�D tori� adding the frequency of the Sun to the ones they already had
�this last result is already contained in ������

Now let us consider � � �� This value of � is too big to apply these results� In partic�
ular� � is big enough to cause a change of stability in the periodic orbit that replaces the
equilibrium point� Hence� if one wants to apply the results of this chapter to this case� it is
necessary to start by putting the Hamiltonian in a suitable form� To describe the dynam�
ics near the unstable periodic orbit that replaces the equilibrium point� we can perform
some steps of a normal form procedure to write the Hamiltonian as an autonomous �and
integrable� Hamiltonian plus a small time dependent periodic perturbation �see ����� ��	�
or �
�� for more details about these kind of computations�� Then� if we are close enough
to the periodic orbit� Theorem ��� applies and we have invariant tori of dimensions �� �
and �� They are in the �central� directions of the periodic orbit�

The application to the stable region that is in the vertical direction is more di�cult�
A possiblity is to compute �numerically� an approximation to a ��D invariant torus of
the vertical family �note that its existence has not already been proved rigorously� and
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to perform some steps of a normal form procedure� in order to write the problem as an
integrable autonomous Hamiltonian plus a time dependent periodic perturbation� Then�
if the �approximate� torus satises the equations within a small enough error� it should
be possible to show the existence of a torus nearby� and to establish that it is stable and
surrounded by invariant tori of dimensions � to 	� Numerical experiments suggest �see
���� or �
��� that this is what happens in this case�

Extensions

In fact� the bicircular model is only the rst step in the study of the dynamics near the
libration points of Earth�Moon system� One can construct better models taking into
account the non�circular motion of Earth and Moon �see ����� ��	�� ������ Our results can
be applied to these models in the same way it has been done in the bicircular case� The
main di�erence is that now the equilibrium point is replaced by a quasiperiodic solution
that� due to the resonances� does not exist for all values of � but only for a Cantor set of
them �see ������

����� Halo orbits

Let us consider the Earth and Sun as a RTBP� and let us focus in the dynamics near
the equilibrium point that it is in between �the so called L� point�� It is well known the
existence of a family of periodic orbits �called Halo orbits� see ����� such that� when one
looks at them from the Earth� they seem to describe an halo around the solar disc� These
orbits are a very suitable place to put a spacecraft to study the Sun� from that place� the
Sun is always visible and it is always possible to send data back to Earth �because the
probe does not cross the solar disc� otherwise the noise coming from the Sun would make
communications impossible�� These orbits have been used by missions ISEE�C �from ��
�
to ����� and SOHO �launched in ������

In the RTBP� Halo orbits are a one parameter family of periodic orbits with a normal
behaviour of the type centre
saddle� Unfortunately� the RTBP is too simple to produce
good approximations to the dynamics� If one wants to have a cheap station keeping it is
necessary to compute the nominal orbit with a very accurate model �see ����� ��	�� ����
and ������

The usual analytic models for this problem are written as an autonomous Hamiltonian
�the RTBP� plus the e�ect coming from the real motion of Earth and Moon� the e�ect of
Venus� etc� All these e�ects can be modelled very accurately using quasiperiodic functions
that depend on time in a quasiperiodic way� Hence� we end up with an autonomous
Hamiltonian plus a quasiperiodic time dependent perturbation with r � � frequencies�
As usual� we add a parameter � in front of this perturbation�

Then� Theorem ��� implies that� if � is small enough� the Halo orbits become a can�
torian family of �r����D invariant tori� The normal behaviour of these tori is also of the
type centre
saddle�

To study the case � � � we refer to the remarks for the case of the bicircular problem�
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��� Proofs

This section contains the proof of Theorem ���� It has been split in several parts to
simplify the reading� Section ����� introduces the basic notation used along the proof�
In section ����� we give the basic lemmas needed during the proof� Section ����� gives
quantitative estimates on one step of the iterative scheme and section ����	 contains the
technical details of the proof�

��
�� Notations

Here we introduce some of the notations used to prove the di�erent results�

Norms and Lipschitz constants

As usual we denote by jvj the absolute value of v 	 C � and we use the same notation to
refer to the �maximum� vectorial or matrix norm on C n or M n� �n��C ��

Let us denote by f an analytic function dened on a complex strip of width  � ��
having r arguments and being ���periodic in all of them� The range of this function can
be in C � C n or M n� �n��C �� If we write its Fourier expansion as

f��� �
X
k�Zr

fk exp �ik
����

we can introduce the norm

jf j� �
X
k�Zr

jfkj exp �jkj���

Let f��� q� be a ���periodic function on �� and analytic on the domain

U r�m
��R � f��� q� 	 C

r 
 C
m � jIm�j � � jqj � Rg�

If we write its Taylor expansion around q � � as�

f��� q� �
X
l�Nm

fl���q
l�

then� from this expansion we dene the norm�

jf j��R �
X
l�Nm

jflj�Rjlj��

If f takes values in C � we put rf to denote the gradient of f with respect to ��� q��
Now� we introduce the kind of Lipschitz dependence considered� Assume that f��� is

a function dened for � 	 E � E � Rj for some j� and with values in C � C n or M n� �n��C ��
We call f a Lipschitz function with respect to � on the set E if�

LEffg � sup
	��	��E
	� ��	�

jf����� f����j
j�� � ��j � ���
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The value LEffg is called the Lipschitz constant of f on E � For these kind of functions
we dene kfkE � sup	�E jf���j�

Similarly� if f��� �� is a ���periodic analytic function on � for every � 	 E � we denote�

LE��ffg � sup
	��	��E
	� ��	�

jf��� ���� f��� ���j�
j�� � ��j �

In the same way we can introduce LE���Rffg� if we work with f��� q� �� and the norm
j�j��R� We can also extend k�kE to both cases to dene k�kE�� and k�kE���R�

Canonical transformations

In this chapter� we will perform changes of variables using the Lie series method� We
want to keep the quasiperiodic time dependence �after each transformation� with the same
vector of basic frequencies !���� as the initial one� This is achieved when the generating
function does not depend on !I�

Let us consider a generating function S��� x� �I� y� such that rS depends analytically
on ��� x� �I� y� and it is ���periodic in �� The equations related to the Hamiltonian function
S are

)�� �

�

S


 �I

��
� )!� �

�

S


 !I

��
� ��

)�I � �
�

S


��

��
� )!I � �

�

S


!�

��
� )z � Jm

�

S


z

��
�

We denote by $S
t ��� x� I� y� the �ow at time t of S with initial conditions ��� x� I� y� when

t � �� We note that $S
t is �for a xed t� a canonical change of variables that acts in

a trivial way on !�� If we put ���t�� x�t�� I�t�� y�t�� � $S
t ������ x���� I���� y����� we can

express $S
t as�

���t� � ����� �
Z t

�

�

S


 �I
������ x���� �I���� y����

��
d��

I�t� � I����
Z t

�

�

S


�
������ x���� �I���� y����

��
d��

z�t� � z��� � Jm

Z t

�

�

S


z
������ x���� �I���� y����

��
d��

and !��t� � !����� We note that the function $S
t � Id does not depend on the auxiliar vari�

ables !I� Then� we put ���� � �� �I��� � �I and z��� � z to introduce the transformations
�$S
t and �,S

t � dened as �$S
t ��� x� �I� y� � ���t�� x�t�� �I�t�� y�t�� and �,S

t � �$S
t � Id� It is not

di�cult to check that �,S
t ��� x� �I� y� is �for a xed t� ���periodic in ��

If we consider the Hamiltonian function H of ������ and we put

H�� � fH�� Sg � 
S


!�
!����� ������

$S
t transforms the Hamiltonian H into

H �$S
t ��� x� I� y� � !����� !I �H���� x� �I� y� � tH����� x� �I� y� � -t�H

��� S���� x� �I� y��
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where

-t�H
��� S� �

X
j��

tj

j(
Lj��
S �H���� ������

with L�
S�H

��� � H�� and Lj
S�H

��� � fLj��
S �H���� Sg� for j � ��

Now� by controlling �,S
t we will show that H �$S

t is dened in a domain slightly smaller
than H�

Finally� as the change of variables is selected as the �ow at time one of a Hamiltonian
S� in what follows we will omit the subscript t and we will assume that it means t � ��

��
�� Basic lemmas

Lemmas on norms and Lipschitz constants

In this section we state some bounds used when working with the norms and Lipschitz
constants introduced in section ������ We follow here the same notations of section �����
for the di�erent analytic functions used in the lemmas�

Lemma �� Let f��� and g��� be analytic functions on a strip of width  � �� ���
periodic in � and taking values in C � Let us denote by fk the Fourier coe�cients of f �
f��� �

P
k�Zr fk exp �ik���� Then we have�

�i� jfkj � jf j� exp ��jkj���
�ii� jfgj� � jf j�jgj��
�iii� For every � � � �  




 
f
�j







����

� jf j�
� exp���

� j � �� � � � � r�

�iv� Let fdkgk�Zrnf�g � C satisfy the following bounds�

jdkj � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj���

for some � � �� 	 � �� � � � � � If we assume that #f � �� then the function g
de�ned as

g��� �
X

k�Zrnf�g

fk
dk

exp �ik����

satis�es the bound

jgj���� �
�

	

�� � �� exp���

�� jf j�
�

�

for every � 	��� ��
All these bounds can be extended to the case when f and g take values in C n or M n� �n��C ��
Of course� in the matrix case� in �ii� it is necessary that the product fg be well de�ned�
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Proof� Items �i� and �ii� are easily veried� Proofs of �iii� and �iv� are essentially
contained in ����� but working with the supremum norm�

Lemma �� Let f��� q� and g��� q� be analytic functions on a domain U r�m
��R and ���

periodic in �� Then we have�

�i� If we expand f��� q� �
P

l�Nm fl���q
l� then jflj� � jf j��R

Rjlj�
�

�ii� jfgj��R � jf j��Rjgj��R�
�iii� For every � � � �  and � � R� � R� we have�




 
f
�j







�����R

� jf j��R
� exp���

� j � �� � � � � r�

and 




 
f
qj






��R�R�

� jf j��R
R�

� j � �� � � � � m�

As in lemma ���� all the bounds hold if f and g take values in C n or M n� �n��C ��

Proof� Items �i� and �ii� are straightforward� The rst part of �iii� is a consequence
of lemma ���� The second part is obtained applying standard Cauchy estimates to the
function F �q� �

P
l�Nm jflj�ql�

Lemma �� Let us take � � � �  and � � R� � R� and let us consider analytic
functions &��� q� �with values in C

r� and X��� q� �with values in C
m�� both ���periodic

on �� and such that j&j���R� �  � � and jXj���R� � R � R�� Let f��� q� be a given
����periodic on �� analytic function� If we de�ne�

F ��� q� � f�� �&��� q�� q �X��� q���

then� jF j���R� � jf j��R�

Proof� Expanding f in Taylor series �as �i� in lemma ���� one obtains the expansion of
F as a function of & and X� Then the bound is a consequence of �ii� in ����

Lemma �� Let us consider &�j� and X�j�� j � �� �� with the same conditions as & and
X lemma ���� but with the following bounds� j&�j�j���R� �  � � � � and jX�j�j���R� �
R� R� � �� with � � � � � � and � � � � R �R�� Then� if we de�ne

F �j���� q� � f�� �&�j���� q�� q �X�j���� q��� j � �� ��

one has

jF ��� � F ���j���R� �
� j&��� � &���j���R�

exp ����
�m

jX��� �X���j���R�

�

�
jf j��R�
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Proof� We can use here the same ideas as in lemma ���� combined with the ones used to
prove lemmas ��� and ����

Now we give some basic results related to the Lipschitz dependences introduced in
section ������ For that purpose� we work with a parameter � on the set E � R

j � for some
j � ��

Lemma �� We consider Lipschitz functions f��� and g��� de�ned for � 	 E with values
in C � then�

�i� LEff � gg � LEffg� LEfgg�
�ii� LEffgg � kfkELEfgg� kgkELEffg�
�iii� LEf��fg � k��fk�ELEffg� if f does not vanish�

Moreover� �i� holds if f and g take values in C n or M n� �n��C �� and �ii� and �iii� also hold
when f and g are matrix�valued functions such that the matrix product fg is de�ned �for
case �ii�� and that f is invertible �for case �iii���

Proof� It is straightforward�

Remark �� In lemma ��� we obtain analogous results if we work with functions of the
form f��� �� or f��� q� ��� de�ned for � 	 E and analytical with respect to the variables
��� q� and the norms j�j�� j�j��R�

Lemma �� We assume that f��� �� is� for every � 	 E� an analytic ���periodic function
in � on a strip of width  � �� with Lipschitz dependence with respect to �� Let us expand
f��� �� �

P
k�Zr fk��� exp �ik���� Then� we have�

�i� LEffkg � LE��ffg exp ��jkj���
�ii� For every � � � � 

LE�����
�

f


�j

�
� LE��ffg

� exp ���
� j � �� � � � � r�

�iii� Let fdk���gk�Zrnf�g be a set of complex�valued functions de�ned for � 	 E� with the
following bounds�

jdk���j � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj���

and
LEfdkg � A �Bjkj��

for some � � �� 	 � �� � � �� � � A � � and B � �� As in lemma ��� we assume
#f � � for every � 	 E� If

g��� �� �
X

k�Zrnf�g

fk���

dk���
exp �ik����
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then� for every ��� �� � �� � � we have�

LE�����fgg �
�

	

��� � �� exp���

�� LE��ffg
�

�

�
�	 � �

��� � ��� exp���

���	� kfkE��
��

B �

�

�
�	

��� � ��� exp���

��� kfkE ��
��

A�

Proof� It is analogous to lemma ���� using also the results of lemma ����

Lemma �
 We assume that f��� q� �� is� for every � 	 E � an analytic function on U r�m
��R

and ���periodic in �� Then we have�

�i� If we write f��� q� �� �
P

l�Nm fl��� ��q
l� then LE ��fflg � LE���Rffg

Rjlj�
�

�ii� For every � � � �  and � � R� � R� we have�

LE������R
�

f


�j

�
� LE���Rffg

� exp ���
� j � �� � � � � r�

and

LE���R�R�

�

f


qj

�
� LE���Rffg

R�
� j � �� � � � � m�

Proof� As in lemma ���� but using now the same ideas as in lemma ����

Lemmas on canonical transformations

In this section we establish some lemmas that we will use to work with the canonical
transformations that we have introduced in section ������ The purpose is to bound the
changes as well as the transformed Hamiltonian� We also take into account the possibility
that the generating function depends on a parameter � 	 E in a Lipschitz way�

To simplify the notations in the lemmas of this section� we dene

%���R� �
r

� exp ���
�
r � �m

R�
� ����
�

and we will use �without explicit mention� the notations introduced in section ������
The proofs of lemmas ���� ���� ���� and ���� can be obtained from the bounds of

lemmas of section ������ The proof of lemma ��� is essentially contained in ����� The
proof of ���� is similar� The proof of lemma ���� can also be found in ����� where it is
proved working with the supremum norm� In our case the proof is analogous from the
explicit expressions for the transformation �$S given in section ������ using the result of
lemma ��� to bound the compositions�

Lemma �� Let us consider f��� x� �I� y� and g��� x� �I� y� complex�valued functions such
that f and rg are analytic functions de�ned on U r	s�r	�m

��R � ���periodic on �� Then� for
every � � � �  and � � R� � R� we have�

jff� ggj�����R�R�
� %���R� jrgj��R jf j��R �
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Lemma �� With the same hypotheses of lemma ��� we have� for the expression -�f� g�
introduced in �������

j-�f� g�j�����R�R�
�X

j��

�

j � �
�%���R� exp ���jrgj��R�j jf j��R�

Lemma ��� Assume that the complex�valued functions f��� x� �I� y� �� and g��� x� �I� y� ��
verify that� for every � 	 E� f and rg are analytic functions on U r	s�r	�m

��R � ���periodic on
�� with Lipschitz dependence on �� Then� if kfkE���R � F�� krgkE ���R � F�� LE���Rffg �
L� and LE���Rfrgg � L�� we have that� for every � � � �  and � � R� � R�

LE������R�R� fff� ggg � %���R� �F�L� � F�L�� �

Lemma ��� With the same hypotheses of lemma ����� we have�

LE ������R�R� f-�f� g�g �
X
j��

�
�

j � �
�%���R� exp ����

j F j��
� �jL�F� � L�F��

�
�

Lemma ��� We assume that the generating function S��� x� �I� y� of section ����� ver�
i�es that rS is analytic on U r	s�r	�m

��R � ���periodic in �� with jrSj��R � �� where � �
minf� Rg� Then� with the notations of section ������ we have�

�i� j�,Sj����R�� � jrSj��R�

�ii� �$S � U r	s��m	r
����R�� �� U r	s��m	r

��R �

Convergence lemma

We will use the following lemma during the proof of Theorem ���� to relate the bounds
on the Hamiltonian after n steps of the iterative scheme as a function of bounds for the
initial Hamiltonian�

Lemma ��� Let fKngn�� be a sequence of positive numbers withKn	� � anbK�
n exp ��

nc�
if n � �� being a � �� b � �� c � � and � � � � �� Then�

Kn	� � �

a

��
�

�

�b
aK� exp

�
c�

�� �

���n

�

Proof� The proof is a direct combination of the proofs of lemma � in ���� and lemma
���	 in �����
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Estimates on measures in parameter space

In the following lemmas� we consider a xed ����� � �������� !������� with ����� 	 R
r and

!���� 	 R
s � Let ���� be a function dened on E � R

r	� with range in C � where �� �
����� ��� with �� 	 Rr and � 	 R� We assume that � takes the form�

���� � �� � iu�� iv���� � ������ � !�����

where ��� u 	 C � v 	 C r and� if we denote by #E � #E�#�� �
n
� 	 E � j�� ����j � #�

o
�

����� � �������� ��� then we have that L �Ef!�g � L#� for certain L � �� for all � � #� � ���
Note that this Lipschitz condition on !� would imply� if !� were of class C�� that !� is of
O���� ������ We also assume that j����� ��j �M j�� ����j for all � 	 #E�����

Now� we take � � �� 	 � r� s� � and � � � � � to dene from � and E the following
�resonant� sets�

R���� R�� �
n
�� 	 R

r � j�� � �����j � R�� ���
�� ���� � � 	 E and

�k 	 Z
r	s n f�g such that jik�� � ����j � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj��

�
�

for every �� � � and R� � �� and

A���� ��� �
n
� 	 ��� ��� � ����� ��� � � 	 E and

�k 	 Z
r	s n f�g such that jik�� � ����j � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj��

�
�

for every �� 	 Rr and �� � �� where in both cases � 	 Rr	s is dened from �� � ����� ��
as �� � ����� !������� Note that these sets depend on � and ��

As the purpose of this section is to deal with the measure of these resonant sets� we
will always assume we are in the worst case� Re�� � �� When this is not true �this is�
when there are no resonances� it is not di�cult to see that the sets R and A are empty
if we are close enough to ���� �the value of the parameter for the unperturbed system��
We want to remark that we are not making any assumption on the values Imu and Imv�
According to the size of the resonant sets the worst case happens when Imu � � and.or
Imv � �� Hence� the proof will be valid in this case� although it is possible to improve
the measure estimates in the case that Imu �� � and Imv �� ��

Lemma ��� If we assume that jik��������j � �
jkj�� � 	 � r�s��� for all k 	 Z

r	snf�g�
for certain �� � ��� then� if K is the only positive solution of �

�K� � M max fR�� ��g �
KR�� we have�

�i� If Rev �	 Z
r� and ��� R� are small enough �condition that depends only on v� L� ���

	� �� and M�� then�

mes�R���� R��� � �����
p
rR��

r���r � s� �K�v�Kr	s���� exp ���K�

�
�

where �K�v� � sup�k�Zr
�

�

j�k	Revj�

�
� being j�j� the Euclidean norm of Rr �
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�ii� If u �� �� and ��� R� � j�� � �����j are small enough �condition that depends only on
u� L� ��� 	� �� and M�� then

mes�A���� ���� � ���

juj �r � s�Kr	s���� exp ���K�

�
�

Proof� We prove part �i�� Similar ideas can be used to prove �ii�� To study the measure
of R���� R��� we consider the following decomposition�

R���� R�� �
�

k�Zr�snf�g
Rk���� R���

where Rk���� R�� is dened as�

Rk���� R�� �
n
�� 	 R

r � j�� � �����j � R�� ���
�� ���� � � 	 E

and jik�� � ����j � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj��

�
�

To compute the measure of these sets� we take ������ ����� 	 Rk���� R��� and we put ��j�� �
����j��� ��� and ��j�� � ����j��� !������� Then� from jik���j� � ����j��j � 

jkj�� exp ���jkj���
we clearly have that ji�k������� � ������ � ������� � �������j � �

jkj�� exp ���jkj��� where we

have split k� � ��k�� !k��� with �k 	 Zr and !k 	 Zs� From that� and using the denition of
���� one obtains�

ji��k � v�������� � ������ � !�������� !�������j � ��

jkj��
exp ���jkj���

Note that the set Rk is a slice of the set of �� such that j�� � �����j � R�� To estimate
its measure� we are going to take the values ����� and ����� such that ������ ����� is �approxi�
mately� perpendicular to the slice� that is� parallel to the vector �k�Rev� Then� mes�Rk�
can be bounded by the product of a bound of the value j����� � �����j by �a bound of� the
measure of the worst �biggest� section of an hyperplane �of codimension �� with the set
j�� � �����j � R��

Hence� assuming now that ����� � ����� is parallel to the vector �k �Rev� we have�

j����� � �����j� �
j��k �Rev�������� � ������j

j�k �Revj�
� j��k � v�������� � ������j

j�k �Revj�
�

� �

j�k �Revj�

�
Lmax fR�� ��gj����� � �����j� ��

jkj��
exp ���jkj��

�
�

In consequence��
�� Lmax fR�� ��g

j�k �Revj�

�
j����� � �����j� � ��

jkj��
exp ���jkj��� �

j�k �Revj�
�

So� if �� and R� are small enough �independent on k� we can bound�

j����� � �����j� � 	�

jkj��
exp ���jkj�� �K�
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where we put �K � �K�v�� From that�

mes�Rk���� R��� � 	�

jkj��
exp ���jkj����

p
rR��

r�� �K�

where �
p
rR� is a bound for the diameter of the set f�� 	 R

r � j�� � �����j � R�g� Then�
we have�

mes�R���� R��� �
X

k�Zr�snf�g

	�

jkj��
exp ���jkj����

p
rR��

r�� �K� ������

In fact� in this sum we only need to consider k 	 Z
r	s n f�g such that Rk���� R�� �� ��

Now� let us see that Rk���� R�� is empty if jkj� is less than some critical value K�
Let � 	 Rk���� R��� then we can write�

��
jkj��

� jik����� � ��j � jik�� � ����j� j����� ��j� j�k���� � ������j �

� �

jkj��
exp ���jkj�� �M max fR�� ��g� j�kj�j�� � �����j �

� �

jkj��
�M max fR�� ��g� j�kj�R��

and then�
��

�jkj��
�M max fR�� ��g� jkj�R��

So� in the sum ������� we only need to consider k 	 Zr	s n f�g such that jkj� � K� where
K �that depends on R� and ��� is dened in the statement of the lemma� We assume
R� and �� small enough such that K � �� Now� using that +fk 	 Z

r	s � jkj� � jg �
��r � s�jr	s�� and that 	 � r � s� �� we have�

mes�R���� R��� � 	���
p
rR��

r�� �K
X

k�Zr�snf�g
jkj��K

exp ���jkj��
jkj��

�

� 	���
p
rR��

r�� �K
X
j�K

��r � s�jr	s��
exp ���j�

j�
�

� ����
p
rR��

r���r � s� �KKr	s���� X
j�K

exp ���j� �

� ����
p
rR��

r���r � s� �KKr	s���� exp ���K�

�� exp ���� �

� �����
p
rR��

r���r � s� �KKr	s���� exp ���K�

�
�

where we used that �
��exp ���� � �

�
� if � � � � ��

Lemma ��� With the previous notations� we introduce the set

D�R�� �
n
�� 	 R

r � j�� � �����j � R� and

�k 	 Z
r	s n f�g such that jk��j � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj��

�
�
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Let us assume jk�����j � �
jkj�� for all k 	 Z

r	s n f�g� for certain �� � ��� Then� if R� is

small enough �depending only on 	 and ���� one has�

mes�D�R��� � ����
p
rR��

r���r � s�Kr	s���� exp ���K�

�
�

where K �
�

�
�R�

� �
��� �

Proof� It is similar to the one of lemma ���	�

Lemma ��� Let �� � ��  � � and � � � � � �xed� We put �n � 

��n�

� �n � �n�
�

and
�n � �� exp ���n�� for all n � �� Then� for every � � � � �� we have that� if K is big
enough �depending only on �� � �� and ���

X
n��

�n
exp ���nK�

�n
� exp ��K���

Proof� Let n��K� � lnK
ln �

� We remark that n��K�� �� as K � ��� Then� if K is big

enough one has that� for all n � n��K��

�n� ��� exp ���n	��
n� exp ���n� �

�
n� �

n

��
exp ���n��� ��� � exp

�
��� �

�

�
�

that allows to bound X
n��

n� exp ���n� � n�� exp ���n�
�� exp

�
����

�

� �
Hence�

X
n��

�n
exp ���nK�

�n
�
X
n��

����
�


n� exp

�
��n � K

���n�

�
�

�
����

�



�� X
��n�n�

�
X
n�n�

	An� exp
�
��n � K

���n�

�
�

� ����
�


n�� exp

�
� K

���n��

�X
n��

exp ���n� � ����
�



X
n�n�

n� exp ���n� �

� ����
�


n��

�
exp ���� exp

�
� K

���n��

�
� exp ���n��

�
�

�� exp
�
����

�

� �
� exp ��K���

for any � � � � � if K is big enough�
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��
�� Iterative lemma

Here we give the details of a step of the iterative process used to prove Theorem ���� For
that purpose� let us consider a Hamiltonian H � H��� x� I� y� �� of the form�

H � ���� � ��I �
�

�
z�B���z � �

�
�I�C��� ���I �H���� x� �I� y� �� � �H��� x� �I� y� ��� ������

with the same notations as ����� and � was introduced in section ������ Moreover� given
� 	 E we recall the denition of � 	 Rr	s as �� � ����� !������� where �� comes from the
rst r components of � and !���� 	 Rs is given by the quasiperiodic time dependence� Let
us write

H��� x� I� y� �� � !����� !I �H���� x� �I� y� ���

where we assume that H� depends on ��� x� �I� y� in an analytic form� it is ���periodic in
�� it depends on � 	 E in a Lipschitz way and� moreover� � H� �� � �see section �����
for the denition� for all �� This implies that� skipping the term �H �this is the small
perturbation�� we have for every � 	 E an invariant �r � s��dimensional reducible torus
with basic frequencies �� Moreover� we also assume that B and C are symmetric matrices
with Jm�B� � B and det #C �� �� Hence� JmB is a diagonal matrix� with eigenvalues
����� � ������� � � � � �m����������� � � � ���m����� that we asume all di�erent� that gives
the normal behaviour around the unpertubed invariant torus�

More concretely� let us assume that the following bounds hold� for the unperturbed
part� for every j� l � �� � � � � �m with j �� l� we have � � �� � j�j��� � �l���j� ���� �
j�j���j � ���� for all � 	 E � and that LEf�jg � ����� Moreover� k� #C���kE � #m and� for
certain  � � and R � �� kCkE�� � �m� LE��fCg � !m� kH�kE���R � �� and LE���RfH�g � !��

Finally� we bound the size of the perturbation �H by k �HkE���R � M and LE���Rf �Hg � L�
To simplify the bounds� we will assume that M � L�

Lemma ��
 �Iterative lemma� Let us consider a Hamiltonian H as the one we have
just described above� We assume that we can bound � R� ��� ��� #m� �m� !m� ��� !�� M and
L by certain �xed absolute constants �� R�� �

�
�� �

�
� � #m�� �m�� !m�� ���� !��� M� and L�� and

that for some �xed R� � � and ��� � � we have R� � R and ��� � ��� We assume that
for every � 	 E� the corresponding � veri�es j�j � ��� for some �xed �� � �� Finally� we
also consider �xed !�� � �� 	 � r � s� � and �� � ��

In these conditions� there exists a constant �N � depending only on the constants above
and on r� s and m� such that for every � � �� �� � � and � � � � �� for which the
following three conditions hold�

a� � � �� � � � � ��� �  and ���� � !���

b� for every � 	 E �
jik�� � l�����j � �

jkj��
exp ���jkj��� ������

for all k 	 Zr	s n f�g and for all l 	 N�m with jlj� � ��

c� & � �N M
������

� ����
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we have that there exists a function S��� x� �I� y� ��� de�ned for every � 	 E � with rS an
analytic function with respect to ��� x� �I� y� on U r	s��m	r

����R���� ���periodic on � and with Lip�

schitz dependence on � 	 E� such that krSkE�����R��� � minf�� ��g� Moreover� following

the notations of section ������ the canonical change of variables $S is well de�ned for
every � 	 E�

�$S � U r	s��m	r

�����R���� �� U r	s��m	r

����R���� ������

and transforms H into

H������ x� I� y� �� � H �$S��� x� I� y��

where

H��� � ������� � ��I �
�

�
z�B������z �

�

�
�I�C������ ���I �H���

� � �H����

with � H
���
� �� �� and where B��� and C��� are symmetric matrices with Jm�B���� � B����

Moreover if we put R��� � R� ��� and ��� � R� ��� we have the following bounds�

krSkE �����R��� � �N M
������

� k���� � �kE � �N M
����

�

kB��� � BkE � �N M
����

� LEfB��� � Bg � �N L
������

�

kC��� � CkE����� � �N M
������

� LE�����fC��� � Cg � �N L
������

�

kH���
� �H�kE������R��� � �N M

������
� LE������R���fH���

� �H�g � �N L
������

�

k �H���kE������R��� � �N M�

�
����
� LE������R���f �H���g � �N ML

���	�	
�

Proof� The idea is to use the scheme described in section ������ to remove the perturbative
terms that are an obstruction for the existence of a �reducible� torus with vector of basic
frequencies � up to rst order in the size of the perturbation� Hence� as we described in
section ����� we expand �H in power series around �I � �� z � � to obtain H � !����� !I�H��
where

H� � a��� � b����z � c���� �I �
�

�
z�B���z � �I�E���z �

�

�
�I�C����I � ���� x� �I� y��

with � � �� �� where we have not written explicitly the dependence on �� We look for
a generating function S�

S��� x� �I� y� � ���� � d��� � e����z � f���� �I �
�

�
z�G���z � �I�F ���z�

with the same properties as the one given in ���
�� If we want to obtain the transformed
Hamiltonian H��� we need to compute �see section �������

H�� � fH�� Sg � 
S


!�
!�����

We introduce the decomposition H�� � H��
� �H��

� � with

H��
� � f��I � �

�
z�Bz � �

�
�I�C �I �H�� Sg � 
S


!�
!�����
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and H��
� � f �H�Sg� Then� we want to select S such that H �H��

� takes the form

H �H��
� � ������� � ��I �

�

�
z�B������z �

�

�
�I�C������ ���I �H���

� ��� x� �I� y� ��� ������

and hence� �H��� � H��
� � -�H��� S�� We can explicitly compute H��

� �

H��
� �

�
�

�





��

�
�I�C �I

�
�

H�

��

�
�f � Fz��

�
�I�C �


H�

 �I

��

S


��

��
�

�

�
z�B �


H�

z

�
Jm�e�Gz � F� �I�� 
S


�
�� ������

Then� it is not di�cult to see that equation ������ leads to equations �eq�� � �eq��
given in section ������ replacing ���� by �� and that

���� � �� ����� ����	�

B��� � Jm�B
��� ������

C��� � C �

���I�
���

�


C

��

f � C
�

f


��

��	A �I � 
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A�

H�

z

Jme

��
��I��I�

� ������

H���
� � ��H��

� � � H��
� � � ����
�

We will prove that� from the Diophantine bounds of ������� it is possible to construct a
convergent expression for S� and to obtain suitable bounds for the transformed Hamilto�
nian�

The rst step is to bound the solutions of �eq��� �eq��� using lemmas of section ������
In what follows� �N denotes a constant that bounds all the expressions depending on all
the xed constants of the statement of the lemma� and its value is redened several times
during the proof in order to simplify the notation� Moreover� sometimes we do not write
explicitly the dependence on �� but all the bounds hold for all � 	 E � First� we remark
that using the bounds on �H� and from lemmas ��� and ��
 we can bound k�kE�� and LE��f�g
of a��� b� c� ��� B�B� E and C�C by �NM and �NL respectively� with an �N that only
depends on R�� r and m� We recall that from the expressions of section ����� the solutions
of �eq��� �eq�� are unique� and for them we have �working here for a xed � 	 E��
�eq�� From the expression of d as a function of the coe�cients of the Fourier expansion of

a� it is clear that if we use the bounds on the denominators given by the Diophantine
conditions of ������ and lemma ��� we can see that�

jdj��� �
�

	

��� �� exp ���

�� j!aj�
�
�

if  � � � �� and then using that j!aj� � ja� �j�� we can write�

jdj��� � �N
M

��� ����
�
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�eq�� We have for e

jej��� �
�

�

���
�

�
	

��� �� exp ���

��
�

�

�
jbj��

for all  � � � �� Consequently�

jej��� � �N
M

��� ����
�

�eq�� First we bound ��

j�j � j� #C��� #C�j � j� #C���jj #C�j � #m�






#c� �� � C

�

d


��

��






���

�

� #m�

�B�jc� ��j� �






C
�

d


��

��






���

	CA � #m�
�
�NM � jCj� �jdj�����

� exp ���

�
�

where  � � � ��� Hence�

j�j � �N
M

��� ����	��
�

for all  � � � ��� Then� for c� we have�

jc�j��� �






!c� !C� � C

�

d


��

��
� C

�

d


��

��






���

�

� j!cj� � jCj�
�B�j�j�








�

d


��

��






���

	CA �
� jc� ��j� � �m�

�
j�j� �jdj�����

� exp ���

�
� �N

M

��� ����	��
�

Hence� if  � � � ���

jf j��� �
�

�	

��� ��� exp ���

�� jc�j������
�

� �N
M

��� �����	���
�

�eq�� From the denition of B� given in ������ we have

jB� � Bj��� � jB � Bj��� �

�









��
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A��
�z�z�









���

�








�

H�

z

Jme

�
�z�z�








���

�

� �NM � ��m� ��r
jH�j��R
�R���

�
j�j� �jdj�����

� exp ���

�
� �	m� jH�j��R

�R���
jej����
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and then

jB� � Bj��� � �N
M

��� ����	��
�

if  � � � ��� and the same bound holds for jB��j��� �see �������� Lemma ���
allows to bound

jGj��� �
�

�

���
�

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

��
�

�

�
�m jB��j������ �

with  � � � ��� Hence�

jGj��� � �N
M

��� �����	���
�

�eq�� If  � � � ��� we have for E� dened in ������

jE�j��� � jEj��� �






C
�

e


��

��






���

�









��
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A��
��I�z�









���

�

�








�

H�

z

Jme

�
��I�z�








���

� �NM � jCj��m �jej�����
� exp ���

�

�	mr
jH�j��R
�R���

�
j�j� �jdj�����

� exp ���

�
� �m� jH�j��R

�R���
jej����

Then�

jE�j��� � �N
M

��� ����	��
�

Now� if  � � � ���

jF j��� � �m

�
�

���
�

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

��
�

�

�
jE�j������ �

that implies

jF j��� � �N
M

��� �����	���
�

Now� we repeat the same process to bound the Lipschitz constants for the solutions
of these equations� For that purpose� we will also need the results of lemmas ��� and
��
 to work with the di�erent Lipschitz dependences� We remark that� for the di�erent
denominators� we can bound�

LEfik�� � l��g � jkj� � ���
�
jlj��

for every k 	 Z
r	s� l 	 N

�m � jlj� � �� Moreover� we will also use the hypothesis M � L
to simplify the bounds� Then we have�
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�eq�� We need to take into account the � dependence for all the functions� and so for d
we have

d��� �� �
X

k�Zr�snf�g

ak���

ik��
exp�ik����

Then� using lemma ��� and LE��f!ag � LE��fa� �g� one obtains

LE����fdg �
�

	

��� �� exp ���

�� LE ��f!ag
�

�

�
�	 � �

��� ��� exp ���

���	� k!akE��
��

�

� �N
L

��� �����	���
�

for every  � � � ���

�eq��

LE����feg �
�

	

��� �� exp ���

�� LE��fbg
�

�

�
�	 � �

��� ��� exp ���

���	� kbkE��
��

�

�

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

��� kbkE��
��

���
�

�
�

���
LE ��fbg� 	

������
kbkE���

�
�

�
�

� �N
L

��� �����	���
�

if  � � � ���

�eq�� If  � � � ��� we have�

LEf�g � LE
n
� #C���

o ������#c� �� � C
�

d


��

��������E���� �
�k� #C���kELE����

��#c� �� � C
�

d


��

����� � �N
L

��� �����	���
�

where we have used that� from lemma ����

LEf� #C���g � k� #C���k�ELEf #Cg � � #m���LE��fCg�

and also that

LE����
��
�

d


��

����� � �

� exp ���
LE�������fdg�

and LE ����f#c � ��g � LE��fc � ��g� Then� if  � � � ��� using that LE����f!cg �
LE����fc� ��g� one has

LE ����fc�g � LE����f!cg� LE����
n
!C�
o
� LE����

��C
�

d


��

����� � �N
L

��� �����	���
�
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Hence�

LE����ffg �
�

�	

��� ��� exp ���

�� LE�������fc�g
�

�

�

�
���	 � ��

��� ��� exp ���

���	� kc�kE�������
��

� �N
L

��� �����	���
�

if  � � � ���

�eq�� We rst bound�

LE����fB� � Bg � LE����fB � Bg � LE����
����
��
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A��
�z�z�

������

�LE ����
��
�

H�

z

Jme

�
�z�z�

��� � �N
L

��� �����	���
�

if  � � � ��� and the same bound holds for LE����fB��g� This implies

LE ���� fGg � ��m� ��
�

���
LE����fB��g� ��m� ��

�

������
kB��kE������� �

��m

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

�� LE�������fB��g
�

�

��m

�
���	 � ��

��� ��� exp ���

���	� kB��kE�������
��

�

��m

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

��� kB��kE�������
��

��� �

� �N
L

��� �����	���
�

if  � � � ���

�eq�� From the denition of E��

LE ���� fE�g � LE���� fEg� LE����
����
��
H�

 �I

��� � �

d


��

��	A��
��I�z�

������

�LE ����
��C

�

e


��

������ LE����
��
�

H�

z

Jme

�
��I�z�

��� �
� �N

L

��� 	����	���
�

if  � � � 	�� Hence� if now  � � � ��� we can bound�

LE����fFg � �m
�

���
LE����fE�g� �m

	

������
kE�kE�����

�
�

�
�
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��m

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

�� LE�������fE�g
�

�

��m

�
���	 � ��

��� ��� exp ���

���	� kE�kE�������
��

�

��m

�
�	

��� ��� exp ���

��� kE�kE �������
��

���
�
�

� �N
L

��� �����	���
�

Before bounding the transformed Hamiltonian� let us check that the change given by
the generating function S is well dened� First� we have that�

krSkE �����R � �N
M

��� 	����	���
� ������

and that

LE�����R frSg � �N
L

��� 
����	���
�

provided that  � � � 
�� If we select � � ��� and if we consider ������� we have a bound
of the type�

krSkE�����R��� � �N
M

���	���
�

Before continuing� let us ask to the quantity

�
r � �r � �m� exp ���max f�� !��g

�
�N

M

���	���
� ������

to be bounded by ��� �this will be used in ������ and �������� This can be achieved
redening �N such that ������ is bounded by & � �N M

������
� Hence� the condition we are

asking for is & � ����
From this last bound one obtains�

krSkE �����R��� �
&�

max f�� !��g
� minf�� ��!��g � minf�� ��g� ������

and
%���� exp ���krSkE�����R��� � &� ������

where we use the denition of %���� given in ����
��

From ������ and lemma ���� we have that $S is well dened �for every � 	 E��
according to ������� From ������ and lemma ��� we can bound the expression of -�H��� S�
that appears in the transformed Hamiltonian�

k-�H��� S�kE������R��� �
��X
j��

�

j � �

�
�

�

�j��	A&kH��kE�����R����
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and� similarly� for the Lipschitz constant we can use lemma ���� to produce

LE������R��� f-�H��� S�g � X
j��

�
�

j � �

�
%���� exp ���

�j �F j��
� �j �L�

�F� � �L�
�F��

�
�

with �F� � kH��kE�����R���� �F� � krSkE �����R���� �L� � LE�����R��� fH��g and �L� �
LE �����R��� frSg� Then

LE������R��� f-�H��� S�g �
��X
j��

j

j � �

�
�

�

�j��	A%���� exp ���
�L�

�F� �

�

��X
j��

�

j � �

�
�

�

�j��	A%���� exp ���
�L�

�F��

With those expressions� to bound -�H��� S� is reduced to bound H��� with the only

remark that the sums
P

j��
�

j	�
�j�� � � ln �����	�

��
and

P
j��

j
j	�

�j�� � ����� ln �����	�
������� are

well dened for � � ����

Now� we can bound the transformed Hamiltonian� From the bounds that come from
the solutions of �eq��� �eq�� we have�

kH��
� kE�����R�� � �N

M

��� 	����	���
max f�� ���g�

and

LE�����R�� fH��
� g � �N

L

��� 
����	���
max f�� ���g�

To obtain these bounds� we use the explicit expression of H��
� given in ������� and lemmas

���� ���� ��� and ��
 to bound the di�erent partial derivatives� We remark that here we
need to use that j�j � �� for any � 	 E � Moreover� from the bound for the Poisson
brackets given in lemmas ��� and ���� we have� for H��

� �

kH��
� kE�����R�� � �N

M�

��� 	����	���
max f�� ���g�

and

LE�����R�� fH��
� g � �N

LM

��� 
����	���
max f�� ���g�

The techniques that we use to control the reduction in the di�erent domains when we use
Cauchy estimates� are analogous to the ones used in all the previous bounds� Hence� it is
clear that we can estimate H�� with an analogous bounds as the ones for H��

� �

Finally� using all those bounds and from the explicit expressions of ����� B���� C���� H���
�

and �H��� in ����	� ����
� it is not di�cult to obtain the nal �N such that all the bounds
in the statements of the lemma hold�
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��
�� Proof of the theorem

We split the proof of the theorem in several parts� in the rst one we use one step of the
iterative method described in section ����� as a linear scheme to reduce the size of the
perturbation� Then� we introduce �� as a new parameter to describe the family of lower
dimensional tori near the initial one� The next step is to apply the bounds of the iterative
scheme given by lemma ���
� and we prove the convergence of this scheme for a suitable
set of parameters� Finally� we obtain the di�erent estimates on the measure of this set�

Linear scheme with respect to �

We consider the initial Hamiltonian given in the formulation of Theorem ���� and we
apply one step of the iterative method described in section ������ We remark that from
the Diophantine bounds in the statements of the theorem� we can guarantee that this step
is possible for small enough values of �� and that it keeps the initial C� di�erentiability
with respect to � on the transformed Hamiltonian� We put H��� for this Hamiltonian
which� up to constant terms that are irrelevant is

H��� � �����I �
�

�
z�B������z �

�

�
�I�C������ ���I �H���

� ��� x� �I� y� �� � �� �H������ x� �I� y� ���

������
with the same kind of analytic properties with respect to ��� x� �I� y� as the initial one� in a
new domain that is independent on � �small enough�� We remark that the new matrices
B��� and C��� depend on �� and that C��� depends also on �� Moreover� for H� we do not
have the semi�normal form conditions given in P� and P�� As this step comes from a
perturbative �linear� method� we have that B��� �B� C��� � C and H

���
� �H� are of O����

Our aim is to repeat the same iterative scheme� We remark that in the next step and
in the ones that follows� we can not guarantee good Diophantine properties for the new
eigenvalues of JmB��� because this matrix changes at each step of the process� This is the
reason that forces us to use parameters to control these eigenvalues� So� we can only work
in the set of parameters for which certain Diophantine bounds hold� But before that� we
want to introduce a new parameter�

Introduction of the vector of frequencies as a parameter

We consider values of �� 	 Rr close to ������ and for any of these values we perform
the change given in ����	�� So� putting �� � ����� �� we obtain the following family of
Hamiltonians�

H������ x� I� y� �� � !����� !I � ��������I � C����� � ������� �
�

�
z�B������z �

�
�

�
��I � C����� � ��������C������ ����I � C����� � ������� �

�H���
� ��� x� �I � C����� � ������� y� �� �

���H������ x� �I � C����� � ������� y� ���
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Now� we use the semi�normal form structure that we have for H� and the fact that H
���
�

is ��close to H� to expand

H��� � ����������I�
�

�
z�B������z�

�

�
�I�C������ ���I�H���

� ��� x� �I� y� ��� �H������ x� �I� y� ���

where �H��� contains all the terms that are of O��� � ������ ����� � �������� �� and �� �
����� !������� Note that this Hamiltonian takes the same form as ������ in section ������
We remark that we have di�erentiable dependence of this Hamiltonian with respect to
� �in fact it is analytic with respect to ��� but� as it has been mentioned at the end of
section ����	� we replace the di�erentiable dependence by a Lipschitz one �in the sense
given in section ������� To quantify all these facts� we take � �  � �� � � R � �
and � � �� � �� such that if we put ��� �  and R��� � R� then we have analogous
bounds as the ones described in section ����� for ������� given by ���� R���� and some

positive constants �
���
� � �

���
� � �

���
� � #m���� �m���� !m���� ����� and !���� on the set E ��� � f� 	

Rr	� � j� � ����j � ��g� with respect to the �unperturbed part�� For the perturbation
�H���� if we work with sets of the form #E ��� � #E ����#�� �

n
� 	 E ��� � j�� ����j � #�

o
� for all

� � #� � ��� we can replace M and L by N�
#�� and N�

#�� for some N� � �� To simplify the
following bounds we assume� without loss of generality� that N� � ��

Finally� we nish this part with an explicit formulation of the nondegeneracy hypoth�
esis of the normal eigenvalues with respect to the parameters� Let us consider B���� By
construction� we have that JmB��� is a diagonal matrix� Then� using the C� di�erentia�
bility with respect to �� we can write its eigenvalues as�

�
���
j ��� � �j � iuj�� iv�j ��� � ������ � !�

���
j ���� ������

for j � �� � � � � �m� with uj 	 C and vj 	 C
r � and where the Lipschitz constant of !�

���
j on

#E ��� is of O�#��� Then� those generic nondegeneracy conditions are�

NDC� For any j such that Re�j � �� we have uj �� � and Re�vj� �	 Z
r� Moreover� if we

dene uj�l � uj � ul and vj�l � vj � vl� we have these same conditions for uj�l and
vj�l for any j �� l such that Re��j � �l� � ��

Note that we have used the C� dependence on � to ensure that the Lipschitz constant of
!�
���
j on #E ��� is O�#��� If the dependence is C� we can only say that this constant is o�#���

Nevertheless� it is still possible in this case to derive the same results as in the C� case�
but the details are more tedious�

The nondegeneracy conditions with respect to � are the same ones used in ���� to study
the quasiperiodic perturbations of elliptic xed points� and the nondegeneracy conditions
with respect to the ���dependence are the same used in Chapter �� They are analogous
to the ones appeared in �	
� and ��
�� but in those cases they were formulated for an
unperturbed system having an r�dimensional analytic family of r�dimensional reducible
elliptic tori�

Inductive part

We want to apply here the iterative lemma in an inductive form� For this purpose� we
dene �n � 


��n�
for every n � �� and we note that

P
n�� �n � �� From this denition� we
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put �n � �n�
�

� ��n � �nR
�

and we introduce �n	�� � �n� � ��n and R�n	�� � R�n� � ���n for
every n � �� We also consider a xed � � � � �� to dene �n � exp ���n����

We suppose that� at step n� we have a Hamiltonian H�n� like H��� dened for � in a
set E �n� � E ���� with analogous bounds as H���� replacing the superscript ��� by �n� in the
unperturbed part� and with bounds for the perturbation given by #Mn � Mn�#�� � Nn

#��
n

and #Ln � Ln�#�� � Nn
#��

n��� in every set of the form #E �n��#��� for all � � #� � ��� being Nn

independent on #�� We will show that this is possible if �� is small enough� with conditions
on �� that are independent on the actual step�

At this point� we dene the new set E �n	�� of good parameters from E �n� looking at
the new Diophantine conditions� We have that � 	 E �n	�� if � 	 E �n� and the following
conditions hold�

jk�� � l���n����j � �n
jkj��

exp ���njkj��� ����	�

for all k 	 Zr	s n f�g� l 	 N�m � jlj� � ��
Now� we use the iterative lemma for � 	 E �n	��� First we remark that at every step

we have �n� � � R�� � R�n� � R� �n���n � �R� �n � �� and� as �� � �� we have that
for every � 	 E ���� j�j � max fj!����j� j�����j� �g� Moreover� we assume that we can bound

�
���
� �� � �

�n�
� � �

�n�
� � ��

���
� � �

�n�
� � ��

���
� � #m�n� � � #m���� �m�n� � � �m���� !m�n� � � !m����

���n� � ������ !��n� � �!���� and Nn�
�n��
� � N�� We remark that all those bounds hold for

n � �� Then we consider the constant �N � given by the iterative lemma� corresponding to
these bounds�

If we assume that in the actual step we have for &n � �N
Nn��

n

�

�����
n �n

� &n � ���� then we

can apply the iterative lemma to obtain the generating function S�n���� x� �I� y� ��� with

krS�n�kE�n������n���n�R�n����n � min f�n� ��ng� So� in this case we have for $S�n�

�$S�n� � U r	s��m	r
��n����R�n��� �� U r	s��m	r

��n���n�R�n����n �

The next step is to bound the transformed Hamiltonian H�n	�� � H�n� �$S�n�� We work
in a set of the form #E �n	��� for all � � #� � ��� From the bounds of the iterative lemma�
and the explicit expressions of �n� �n and �n� we can deduce that there exists !N �we can
assume !N � �� depending on the same constants as �N � such that

krS�n�k �E�n������n���n�R�n����n � !Nn�	���exp ��n���Nn
#��

n

�

k��n	�� � ��n�k �E�n��� � !Nn�	�� exp ��n�Nn
#��

n

�

kB�n	�� � B�n�k �E�n��� � !Nn�	�� exp ��n�Nn
#��

n

�

L �E�n���fB�n	�� � B�n�g � !Nn�	���exp ��n���Nn
#��

n���

kC�n	�� � C�n�k �E�n������n��� � !Nn�	���exp ��n���Nn
#��

n

�

L �E�n������n���fC�n	�� � C�n�g � !Nn
	
��exp ��n���Nn
#��

n���

kH�n	��
� �H�n�

� k �E�n������n����R�n��� � !Nn
	���exp ��n���Nn
#��

n

�

L �E�n	�����n����R�n���fH�n	��
� �H�n�

� g � !Nn	
��exp ��n���Nn
#��

n���

k �H�n	��k �E�n������n����R�n��� � !Nn��	��exp ��n���N�
n
#��

n��

�

L �E�n������n����R�n���f �H���g � !Nn��	����exp ��n���N�
n
#��

n�����
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Moreover� we assume that we can bound &n � !Nn
	���exp ��n���Nn�
�n

� � with the same
constant !N � Then� we use all these expressions as a motivation to dene Nn	� �
!Nn��	����exp ��n���N�

n� for n � �� To bound how fast Nn	� grows with n and N� we
use lemma �����

Nn � �
!N

��
�

�

���	���
!NN� exp

�
��

�� �

���n��

�

if n � �� If we also dene !Nn	� � !Nn	
��exp ��n���Nn� for n � �� we clearly have� using
that N� � � and !N � �� that !Nn � Nn for n � ��

Now� we have to justify that we can use the iterative lemma in this inductive form
when n � �� To this end we need to see that the bounds that we have assumed at the step
n �to dene �N and to use the iterative lemma� hold at every step if �� is small enough�
So� we note that if �� is small enough� the following sum�X

n��
Nn	��

�n��
� � ������

is bounded by �N� that depends on � and the same constants as �N � This bound is not
di�cult to obtain if we look at how fast !Nn grows� Moreover the same ideas can be used
to prove that Nn�

�n��
� � N�� if n � � and �� is small enough�

Then� we can dene �
�n	��
� � �

�n�
� ��Nn	��

�n

� � �
�n	��
� � �

�n�
� ��Nn	��

�n

� � �
�n	��
� � �

�n�
� �

Nn	��
�n��
� � �m�n	�� � �m�n��Nn	��

�n

� � !m�n	�� � !m�n��Nn	��
�n��
� � ���n	�� � ���n��Nn	��

�n

�

and !��n	�� � !��n��Nn	��
�n��
� � that from the convergence of ������ allows to apply another

step of the iterative scheme� at least for su�ciently small values of ��� Moreover� it is
clear that &n � Nn	��

�n

� � �N���� � ��� taken �� small enough� Then� it only reamains to
bound #m�n	��� For that purpose we rst consider the bound k #C�n	�� � #C�n�kE�n������n��� �
Nn	��

�n

� � and then� if we work with a xed value of � 	 #E �n	������� we have for any
W 	 C r �

j #C�n	��W j � j #C�n�W j �



� #C�n	�� � #C�n�

�
W



 � ��

#m�n�
��� �Nn	��

�n

�

�
jW j�

We note that� from the equivalence j
�
#C�n�

��� j � #m�n� �� j #C�n�W j �
�
#m�n�

��� jW j�
for any W 	 C r � we can take #m�n	�� � �m�n�

�� �m�n�Nn����
n

�
� provided that #m�n�Nn	��

�n

� � ��

Then� using this expression we can see that #m�n� � � #m��� for any n � �� if �� is small
enough� if we assume that it holds for n� when we compute #m�n	�� we have that

#m�n�Nn	��
�n

� � � #m���Nn	��
�n

� � �

�
�

if �� is small enough� Moreover� we have by induction that

#m�n	�� � #m���
nY

j��

�

�� � #m���Nj	���
j

�

�

So� it is clear that� if �� is small enough�X
j��

� #m���Nj	��
�j

� � � #m��� �N���� �
�

�
ln ����
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and hence� if we note that when � � X � ����

ln
�

�

��X

�
� ln

�
� �

X

��X

�
� X

��X
� �X�

we can bound ln
�
#m�n	��

�
� ln � #m���� � ln ���� that proves #m�n	�� � � #m����

Convergence of the changes of variables

Now� we are going to prove the convergence of the composition of changes of variables�
Let E� � �n��E �n� be the set of � where all the transformations are well dened� We
consider a xed � 	 E�� but in fact� the results will hold in the whole set E� provided
that �� is small enough�

We put *$�n� � �$��� � � � � � �$�n� for n � �� that goes from U r	s��m	r
��n����R�n��� to U r	s��m	r

��R �

where �$�n� means �$S�n�� Then� if p � q � �� we have

*$�p� � *$�q� �
p��X
j�q

�
*$�j	�� � *$�j�

�
�

To bound *$�j	�� � *$�j�� we dene 
j � �j� � �	 and R

j � R�j� � R�	� and we put

�%��R � �
exp ����

� r	�m
R

� Now� let us see that

j*$�j	�� � *$�j�j��j���R
�
j��

� j�$��� � � � � � �$�j	�� � �$��� � � � � � �$�j�j��j���R
�
j��

�
�

�
� � 	 �%��Rj�,���j�����R���

�
j�$��� � � � � � �$�j	�� � �$��� � � � � � �$�j�j��j���R

�
j��
� ������

where we note �$�n� � Id � �,S�n� � �,�n�� if n � �� To prove it� we write �$��� � � � � �
�$�j� � �$��� � � � � � �$�j� � �,��� � �$��� � � � � � �$�j�� for every j � �� and then we note
that can bound j�$��� � � � � � �$�j	�� � Idj��j���R

�
j��

and j�$��� � � � � � �$�j� � Idj��j���R
�
j��

by

minf��� � 
j	� � �	� R��� � R

j	� � R�	g� We prove the rst bound� the second is anal�

ogous� To prove this� we have�

j�$��� � � � � � �$�j	�� � Idj��j���R
�
j��

� j�$��� � � � � � �$�j	�� � Idj��j����R�j��� �

�
jX

l��

j�$�l� � � � � � �$�j	�� � �$�l	�� � � � � � �$�j	��j��j����R�j��� �

�j�$�j	�� � Idj��j����R�j��� �
j	�X
l��

j�,�l�j��l����R�l��� �
j	�X
l��

min f�l� !�lg �

� minf��� � �j	��� R��� �R�j	��g � minf��� � 
j	� � �	� R��� � R

j	� � R�	g�

where we have used lemma ��� to bound the norms of the compositions� From that� we
can prove ������ from lemma ��	� Now� if we iterate ������ using similar ideas at every
step� we produce the bound

j*$�j	�� � *$�j�j��j���R
�
j��

�
jY

l��

�
� � 	 �%��Rj�,�l�j��l����R�l���

�
j�,�j	��j��j����R�j��� �
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So� from lemma �����

j�,�n�j��n����R�n��� � jrS�n�j��n���n�R�n����n � Nn	��
�n

� �

and if we assume
	 �%��R

X
l��

Nl	��
�l

� � 	 �%��R
�N���� � ln ��

we have that�
jY

l��

�
� � 	 �%��RNl	��

�l

�

�
� �� for every j � ��

Hence� using the convergent character of the sum ������� one obtains

j*$�p� � *$�q�j����R�� �
X
j�q

�Nj	��
�j��

� � �� as p� q � ���

This fact allows to dene
�$��� � lim

n		�
*$�n��

that maps U r	s��m	r
����R�� into U r	s��m	r

��R �
So� as we remark in section ����� for this kind of canonical transformations� we only

need to show that the nal Hamiltonian is well dened to obtain the convergence of the
nal canonical change $���� dened as the composition of all the $S�n�� This follows
immediately from the di�erent bounds for the terms of H�n��

Hence� the limit Hamiltonian H��� takes the form�

H������ x� I� y� �� � ������� � �I �
�

�
z�B������z �

�

�
z�C������ ��z �H���

� ��� x� �I� y� ���

with � H
���
� �� �� that is� for every � 	 E�� we have a �r � s��dimensional reducible

torus�

Control of the measure

To prove the assumptions �a� and �b� of Theorem ���� we only need to control the measure
of the set of parameters for which we can prove convergence of the scheme or� in an
equivalent form� which is the measure of the di�erent sets that we remove at each step of
the iterative method� the key idea is to study the characteritzation of these sets given by
the Diophantine conditions of ����	�� Hence� we only need to look at the eigenvalues of

B�n�� From the bounds of the inductive scheme� we have that k��n�j �����j k �E�n� � O��#�� and

L �E�n�
n
�
�n�
j � �

���
j

o
� O�#�� for every j � �� � � � � �m and n � �� provided that � � #� � ���

where the constants that give the di�erent O��#�� and O�#�� are independent on n and j�
Then� from expression ������ we can write�

��n�j ��� � �j � iuj�� iv�j ��� � ������ � !��n�j ����

with L �E�n�f!��n�j g � L#� and j��n�j ��� � �jj � M j� � ����j� for certain L and M positive�
Then� if we use the nondegeneracy conditions ofNDC� plus the Diophantine assumptions
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for the frequencies and eigenvalues of the initial torus� the results of �a� and �b� are
consequence of lemmas of section ������ Here we skip any kind of �hyperbolicity� and we
assume that we are always in the worst case� that is� we assume all the normal directions
to be of elliptic type�

�a� From the bound for the measure of the set A in lemma ���	� we cleary have that if

we put in this lemma � � �
�n�
j or � � �

�n�
j � �

�n�
l � j �� l� in the set E � E �n� with

�� � ��� � � �n and � � �n� we can bound

mes�#I�n� n #I�n	��� � O

�
Kr	s�����n

exp ���nK�

�n

�
�

with #I�n� � f� 	 ��� #�� � �������� ��� � � 	 E �n�g �#� � � small enough� and we

can take K such that �
�K� � M #�� that is� K � K�#�� �

�
�
�M ��

� �
� � Then� if we put

#I� � �n��#I�n� we have from the bounds of lemma ���� that for every � � � � �� if
K�#�� is big enough �that is implied by taking #� small enough� depending on ��

mes���� #�� n #I�� � exp �����#���� ��

�b� Now we can use the result �i� of lemma ���	 plus lemma ����� working on sets of
the form W�n����� R�� � f�� 	 R

r � ����� ���� � � 	 E �n�g� We have

mes�W�n� n W�n	��� � O

�
Rr��
� Kr	s�����n

exp ���nK�

�n

�
�

where for K we can take �depending on �� and R��� K � minfK�� K�g� with �
�K�

�
�

M max fR�� ��g�K�R�� condition that comes from lemma ���	� and K� �
�

�
�R�

� �
��� �

that comes from lemma ����� Then� if we take a xed � � �� � R
�

���

� �we recall

R� � �� we can obtain a lower bound for K of O
�
R
� �
���

�

�
� where the constant that

give this order depends only on ��� 	 and M � So� if we use lemma ���� we have the
desired bound for the measure of the set W����� R�� � �n��W�n����� R���

mes�V�R�� nW���� R��� � exp �����R��
�

��� ��

for every � � � � �� if R� is small enough depending on ��
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Appendix A

E�ective Reducibility of

Quasiperiodic Linear Equations close

to Constant Coe�cients

A�� Introduction

The well�known Floquet theorem states that any linear periodic system� )x � A�t�x� can
be reduced to constant coe�cients� )y � By� by means of a periodic change of variables�
Moreover� this change of variables can be taken� over C � with the same period than A�t��

A natural extension is to consider the case in which the matrix A�t� depends on time in
a quasiperiodic way� Before starting the discussion of this issue� let us recall the denition
and basic properties of quasiperiodic functions�

De�nition A� A function f is a quasiperiodic function with vector of basic frequencies
� � ���� � � � � �r� if f�t� � F ���� � � � � �r�� where F is �� periodic in all its arguments and
�j � �jt for j � �� � � � � r� Moreover� f is called analytic on a strip of width  if F is
analytical on an open set containing jIm �jj �  for j � �� � � � � r�

It is also known that an analytic quasiperiodic function f�t� on a strip of width  has
Fourier coe�cients dened by

fk �
�

����r

Z
Tr
F ���� � � � � �r�e

��k���p�� d��

such that f can be expanded as

f�t� �
X
k�Zr

fke
�k�
�

p��t�

for all t such that jIm tj � �k�k�� We denote by kfk� the norm

kfk� �
X
k�Zr

jfkjejkj��

and it is not di�cult to check that it is well dened for any analytical quasiperiodic
function dened on a strip of width � Finally� to dene an analytic quasiperiodic matrix�

��
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we note that all these denitions hold when f is a matrix�valued function� In this case�
to dene kfk� we use the innity norm �that will be denoted by j � j�� for the matrices
fk�

After those denitions and properties� let us return to the problem of the reducibility
of a linear quasiperiodic equation� )x � bA�t�x� to constant coe�cients� The approach of
this work is to assume that the system is close to constant coe�cients� that is� bA�t� �
A � �Q�t� ��� where � is small� This case has already been considered in many papers
�see ���� ���� and ���� among others�� and the results can be summarized as follows� let
�i be the eigenvalues of A� and �ij � �i � �j� for i �� j� Then� if all the values Re �ij
are di�erent from zero� the reduction can be performed for j�j � ��� �� su�ciently small
�see ����� If some of the Re �ij are zero �this happens� for instance� if A is elliptic� that
is� if all the �i are on the imaginary axis� more hypothesis are needed� The usual one
is a diophantine condition involving the �ij and the basic frequencies of Q�t� ��� and to
assume a nondegeneracy condition with respect to � on the corresponding �ij��� of the
matrix A� �Q��� �Q��� denotes the average of Q�t� ���� This allows to prove �see ���� for
the details� that there exists a Cantorian set E such that the reduction can be performed
for all � 	 E � Moreover� the relative measure of the set ��� ���nE in ��� ��� is exponentially
small in ���

Our purpose here is a little bit di�erent� instead of looking for a total reduction to
constant coe�cients �this seems to lead us to eliminate a dense set of values of �� see
���� or ������ we try to minimize the quasiperiodic part� without taking out any value of
�� The result obtained is that the quasiperiodic part can be made exponentially small�
As all the proof is constructive �and it can be carried out with a nite number of steps��
it can be applied to practical examples in order to do an �e�ective� reduction� if � is
small enough� the remainder will be so small that� for practical purposes� it can be taken
equal to zero� The error produced with this dropping can be bounded easily� by means
of the Gronwall lemma� Finally� we want to stress that we have also eliminated the
nondegeneracy hypothesis of previous papers ������ ������

Before nishing this introduction� we want to mention some similar results obtained
when the dynamics of the system is slow� )x � ��A� �Q�t� ���x� This case is contained in
�
��� which is an extension of ��	�� The result obtained is also that the quasiperiodic part
can be made exponentially small in �� Total reducibility has been also considered in this
case� in �
�� is stated that the reduction can be performed except for a set of values of �
of measure exponentially small�

There are many other results for the reducibility problem� For instance� in the case
of the Schr"odinger equation with quasiperiodic potential we can mention ����� ����� �����
����� ���� and ����� Another classical and remarkable paper is ����� where the general case
�that is� without asking to be close to constant coe�cients� is considered� Finally� the
classical results for quasiperiodic systems can be found in �����

In order to simplify the reading� this chapter has been divided in sections as follows�
Section A�� contains the exposition �without technical details� of the main ideas and
methodology� Section A�� contains the main theorem� Sections A�	 and A�� are devoted
to the proofs and� nally� Section A�� contains an example to show how these results can
be applied to a concrete problem�
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A�� The method

The method used is based on the same inductive scheme that ����� Let us write our
equation as

)x � �A� �Q�t� ���x� �A���

where A is an elliptic d
 d matrix and Q�t� �� is quasiperiodic with � � ���� � � � � �r� as
vector of basic frequencies� and analytic on a strip of width � First of all� let us rewrite
this equation as

)x � �A���� � � eQ�t� ���x�

where A���� � A�Q��� and eQ�t� �� � Q�t� ���Q���� Now let us assume that we are able
to nd a quasiperiodic d
 d matrix P �with the same basic frequencies than Q� verifying

)P � A����P � PA���� � eQ�t� ��� �A���

such that k�P �t� ��k� � �� for some � � �� In this case� it is not di�cult to check that
the change of variables x � �I � �P �t� ���y transforms equation �A��� into

)y � �A���� � ���I � �P �t� ����� eQ�t� ��P �t� ���y� �A���

As this equation is like �A��� but with �� instead of �� the inductive scheme seems clear�
to average the quasiperiodic part of �A��� and to restart this process� The main di�culty
that appear in this process comes from equation �A���� because the solution contains the
denominators �i��� � �j��� �

p���k� ��� � � i� j � d� where �i��� are the eigenvalues
of A���� �this is shown inside the proof of Lemma A���� This divisor appears in the kth
Fourier coe�cient of P � Note that if the values �i��� � �j��� are outside the imaginary
axis� the �modulus of the� divisor can be bounded from below� being easy to prove the
convergence� On the other hand� the value �i���� �j��� �

p���k� �� can be arbitrarily
small giving rise to convergence problems�

A���� Avoiding the small divisors

Let us start assuming that the eigenvalues �i of the original unperturbed matrix A �see
equation �A���� and the basic frequencies of Q satisfy the diophantine condition

j�i � �j �
p���k� ��j � c

jkj� � k 	 Z
r n f�g� �A�	�

where jkj � jk�j � � � � � jkrj� Note that� in principle� we can not guarantee that in
equation �A��� this condition holds� because the eigenvalues of A���� have been changed
with respect to the ones of A �in an amount of O���� and some of the divisors can be very
small or even zero�

The key point is to realize that� as the eigenvalues of A move in an amount of O���
at most� the quantities �i��� � �j��� are contained in a �complex� ball Bi�j��� centered
in �i � �j and with radius O���� As the centre of the ball satises condition �A�	�� the
values �k� �� can not be inside that ball if jkj is less than some value M���� This implies
that it is possible to cancel all the harmonics such that � � jkj � M���� because they
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do not produce small divisors �note that we can only have resonances when �k� �� is
inside Bi�j����� The harmonics with jkj � M��� are exponentially small in M��� �when
M������� this is� exponentially small in � �when �� ��� so we do not need to eliminate
them�

The idea of considering only frequencies less than some threshold M has already been
applied before in other contexts �see� for instance� �����

A���� The iterative scheme

To apply the considerations above we dene� as before� A���� � A � �Q���� eQ�t� �� �
Q�t� ��� Q��� and we split eQ�t� �� in the sum of two matrices Q��t� ��� R��t� ��� Q��t� ��
contains the harmonics Qke

�k�
�
p��t with jkj � M��� and R��t� �� the ones with jkj �

M���� So� �A��� can be rewritted as

)x � �A���� � �Q��t� �� � �R��t� ���x� �A���

Now the idea is to cancel Q��t� �� and to leave R��t� �� �it is already exponentially small
with ��� So� we compute P� such that

)P� � A����P� � P�A���� �Q��t� ���

Then� the change x � �I � �P��t� ���y gives

)y �
h
A� � ���I � �P��

��Q�P� � ��I � �P��
��R��I � �P��

i
y�

This equation can be rewritten to be like �A��� to repeat the process� Note that the size
of the harmonics with � � jkj � M��� has been squared� As we will see in the proofs�
this is enough to guarantee convergence of those terms to zero� Thus� the nal equation
has a purely quasiperiodic part exponentially small with ��

A���� Remarks

It is interesting to note that it is enough to apply a nite number of steps of the inductive
process� we do not need to cancel completely the harmonics with � � jkj � M��� but
we can stop the process when they are of the same size of the ones of R �from the proof
it can be seen that the number of steps needed to achieve this is of order j ln j�jj�� This
allows to apply �with the help of a computer� this procedure on a practical example�

Another remarkable point is about the diophantine condition� note that we only need
the condition up to a nite order �M���� that is of order ���j�j����� as we shall see in
the proofs�� This means that� in a practical example when the perturbing frequencies are
known with nite precision� the diophantine condition can be checked easily�

A�� The Theorem

In what follows� Qd�� �� states for the set of the analytic quasiperiodic d 
 d matrices
on a strip of width  and having � as vector of basic frequencies� Moreover� i will denotep���
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Theorem A� Consider the equation )x � �A � �Q�t� ���x� j�j � ��� and x 	 R
d � where

�� A is a constant d
 d matrix with dierent eigenvalues ��� � � � � �d�

�� Q��� �� 	 Qd�� �� with kQ��� ��k� � q�  j�j � ��� for some � 	 Rr � and q�  � ��

�� The vector � satis�es the diophantine conditions

j�j � �� � i�k� ��j � c

jkj� �  k 	 Z
r n f�g�  j� � 	 f�� � � � � dg� �A���

for some constants c � �� 	 � r � �� As usual� jkj � jk�j� � � �� jkrj�
Then there exist positive constants ��� a�� r� and m such that for all �� j�j � ��� the initial
equation can be transformed into

)y � �A���� � �R��t� ���y � �A�
�

where�

�� A� is a constant matrix with jA����� Aj� � a�j�j�

�� R���� �� 	 Qd�� �� and kR���� ��k��� � r� exp
�
�
�
m
j�j
����

�
�
�  � 	��� ��

Furthermore the quasiperiodic change of variables that performs this transformation is
also an element of Qd�� ��� Finally� a general explicit computation of ��� a�� r� and m
is possible�

�� � min

�
���

�

eq���d� ��

�
� a� �

eq��

e� �
� r� � ea�� m �

c

��eq�

where e � exp���� � � minj ����j�j���j� and � is the condition number of a regular matrix
S such that S��AS is diagonal� that is� � � C�S� � jS��j�jSj��
Remark A� For �xed values of ��� � � � � �d and 	 hypothesis � is not satis�ed for any
c � � only for a set of values of � of zero measure if 	 � r � ��

Remark A� In case that the eigenvalues of the perturbed matrices move on balls of ra�
dius O��p� �that is� if the nondegeneracy hypothesis needed in ���� or ���� is not satis�ed��
it is not di�cult to show that the bound of the exponential can be improved� kR���� ��k��� �
r� exp���m�j�j�p����� The proof is very similar� but using M��� � �m�j�j�p�� instead of
�m�j�j�����

This last remark seems to show that this nondegeneracy hypothesis is not necessary�
and it is only used for technical reasons� In fact� the results seem to be better when this
hypothesis is not satised�

Remark A� If the unperturbed matrix A has multiple eigenvalues �that is� if hypothesis
� is not satis�ed� the theorem is still true� but the exponent of � in the exponential of the
remainder is slightly worse� This happens because the �small� divisors are now raised to
a power that increases with the multiplicity of the eigenvalues� The proof is not included�
since it does not introduce new ideas and the technical details are rather tedious�
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Remark A� The values of ��� a�� r� and m given in the theorem are rather pessimistic�
In the proof� we have preferred to use simple �but rough� bounds instead of cumbersome
but more accurate ones� If one is interested in realistic bounds for a given problem� the
best thing to do is to rewrite the proof for that particular case� We have done this in
Section A�� where� with the help of a computer program� we have applied some steps of
the method to an example� This allows not only to obtain better bounds� but also to obtain
�numerically� the reduced matrix as well as the corresponding change of variables�

A�� Lemmas

We will use some lemmas to simplify the proof of the theorem�

A���� Basic lemmas

Lemma A� Let Q�t� �
X
k�Zr

Qke
i�k�
�t be an element of Qd�� �� and M � �� Let us

de�ne Q � Q�� eQ�t� � Q�t��Q��

Q�M�t� �
X
k�Zr

jkj�M

Qke
i�k�
�t�

and eQ�M � eQ�Q�M � Then we have the bounds

�� jQj�� k eQk�� k eQ�Mk� � kQk��

�� kQ�Mk��� � kQk�e�M��  � 	��� ��

Proof� It is an immediate check�

The next lemma is used to control the variation of the eigenvalues of a perturbed
diagonal matrix�

Lemma A� Let D be a d
 d diagonal matrix with dierent eigenvalues ��� � � � � �d and
� � min

j ���
�j�j � ��j�� Then if A veri�es jA � Dj� � b � �

�d�� � the following conditions

hold�

�� A has dierent eigenvalues ��� � � � � �d and j�j � �jj � b if j � �� � � � � d�

�� There exists a regular matrix S such that S��AS � D� � diag ���� � � � � �d� satisfying
C�S� � ��

Proof� It is contained in �����
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Lemma A� Let �qn�n� �an�n and �rn�n be sequences de�ned by

qn	� � q�n� an	� � an � qn	�� rn	� �
� � qn
�� qn

rn � qn	� �

with initial values q� � a� � r� � e��� Then �qn�n is decreasing to zero and �an�n� �rn�n
are increasing and convergent to some values a� and r� respectively� with a� � �

e�� �
r� � e

e�� �

Proof� It is immediate that qn goes to zero quadratically and this implies that an is
convergent to the value a��

a� �
�X
j��

qj �
�X
j��

e�j �
�

e� �
�

Then

rn � p

��r� � nX
j��

qj

	A � pa��

where p �
Q�
j��

�	qj
��qj � This product is convergent� in fact�

ln p �
�X
j��

�ln�� � qj���� ln��� qj���� � �

�
a� � �

��e� ��
� ��

and so p � e� where we have used that ln���x� � x and � ln���x� � �x� for x 	 ��� �����

A���� The inductive lemma

The next lemma is used to do a step of the inductive procedure�
Before stating the result� let us introduce some notation� Let D and � be like in

Lemma A�� and let ��� q�� L and M��� be positive constants� We consider the equation
at the step n of the iterative process�

)xn � �An��� � �Qn�t� �� � �Rn�t� ���xn� j�j � ��� �A���

where Qn��� ��� Rn��� �� 	 Qd�� �� and Qn��� � Qn��� ���M��� � �� We assume that for
some an� qn� rn � � and j�j � �� the following bounds hold�

jAn����Dj � q�anj�j� kQn��� ��k� � q�qn� kRn��� ��k��� � q�rne�M�����

where � is such that � � � �  �the constant q� has been introduced to simplify� later�
the proof of the theorem�� We want to see if it is possible to apply a step of the iterative
process to equation �A��� to obtain

)xn	� � �An	���� � �Qn	��t� �� � �Rn	��t� ���xn	�� j�j � ��� �A���

such that Qn	���� ��� Rn	���� �� 	 Qd�� ��� Qn	���� � Qn	���� ���M��� � �� We also
want to relate the bounds an	�� qn	� and rn	� of the terms of this equation with the
corresponding bounds of equation �A����
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Lemma A� Let �
�n�
� ���� � � � � �

�n�
d ��� be the eigenvalues of An���� Under the previous

notations� if

�� L � �q�� �� � �
q���d��� �

�� an � �� qn � e���

�� the condition
j��n�j ���� �

�n�
� ��� � i�k� ��j � Lj�j� j�j � ���

is satis�ed for all j� � and for all k 	 Zr such that � � jkj � M����

then� equation �A��� can be transformed into �A��� and�

qn	� � q�n� an	� � an � qn	�� rn	� �
� � qn
�� qn

rn � qn	� �

The quasiperiodic change of variables that performs this transformation is

xn � �I � �Pn�t� ���xn	�� �A����

where Pn��� �� is the �only� solution of

)Pn � An���Pn � PnAn��� �Qn�t� ��� P n � �� �A����

that belongs to Qd�� ��� Moreover� k�Pn��� ��k� � qn�� � ����

Remark A� An� Qn� Rn� Pn� M and ��n�j depend on � but� for simplicity� we will not
write this explicitely�

Proof� Let us start studying the solutions of �A����� Let Sn be the matrix found in

Lemma A�� with S��n AnSn � Dn � diag ��
�n�
� � � � � � �

�n�
d �� C�Sn� � �� This lemma can be

applied because

jAn �Dj� � q�anj�j � q��� � �

�d� �
for all j�j � ���

Making the change of variables Pn � SnXnS
��
n and dening Yn � S��n QnSn� equation

�A���� becomes
)Xn � DnXn �XnDn � Yn� Y n � ��

As Dn is a diagonal matrix we can handle this equation as d� unidimensional equations�
that can be solved easily by expanding in Fourier series� If Xn � �x�j�n�� Yn � �y�j�n�� with

x�j�n�t� �
X
k�Zr

��jkj�M

xk�j�ne
i�k�
�t� y�j�n�t� �

X
k�Zr

��jkj�M

yk�j�ne
i�k�
�t�

the coe�cients must be

xk�j�n �
yk�j�n

��n�j � ��n�� � i�k� ��
�
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and� by hypothesis � they can be bounded by jxk�j�nj � �Lj�j���jyk�j�nj� and this implies

kPnk� � C�Sn�kXnk� � C�Sn��Lj�j���kYnk� � C�Sn�
��Lj�j���kQnk� �

� 	�Lj�j���q�qn � j�j�� qn
�
�

Hence� k�Pnk� � qn�� � ���� Thus I � �Pn is invertible and

k�I � �Pn�
��k� � �

�� k�Pnk� � ��

Now� applying the change �A���� to �A��� and dening Q�
n � ��I � �Pn�

��QnPn� An	� �
An � �Q�

n� Qn	� � �gQ�
n��M and Rn	� � �I � �Pn�

��Rn�I � �Pn� � �Q�
n��M � it is easy to

derive equation �A���� Finally we use Lemma A�� to bound the terms of this equation�

kQ�
nk� � k�I � �Pn�

��k�kQnk�k�Pnk� � kQnk�qn � q�q�n � q�qn	�
kQn	�k� � kQ�

nk� � q�qn	�
jAn	� �Dj� � jAn �Dj� � j�Q�

nj� � q��an � qn	��j�j � q�an	�j�j
kRn	�k��� � � � k�Pnk�

�� k�Pnk�kRnk��� � k�Q�
n��Mk��� �

�
�
� � qn��

�� qn��
rn � qn	�

�
q�e�M� � q�rn	�e�M� �  � 	��� ��

A�� Proof of Theorem

Let S be a regular matrix such that S��AS � D � diag ���� � � � � �d�� We dene ��� �� �

andm as in the statement of Theorem A��� We also dene q� � e�q�M � M��� �
�
m
j�j
����

and L � �q��
The �constant� change x � Sx� transforms the initial equation into

)x� � �D � �Q��t� ���x� �A����

where Q� � S��QS and so kQ�k� � e��q� for j�j � ��� We split equation �A���� as

)x � �A� � �Q��t� � �R��t��x�

where A� � D � �Q�� Q� � fQ�
�M and R� � Q�

�M � Using Lemma A�� it is easy to see
that

jA� �Dj� � q�a�j�j� kQ�k� � q�q�� kR�k��� � q�r�e�M��

 � 	��� �� j�j � ��� if a� � q� � r� � e���
We are going to show that in all the steps the hypothesis of Lemma A�	 are satised�

As hypothesis � and � are easy to check� we focus on hypothesis ��
Now since an � � and j�j � ��� jAn �Dj� � q�j�j � �

�d�� � Lemma A�� gives that

j��n�
j� � �j�j � �q�j�j for all j� �� j�j � ���
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where �j� � �j � ��� �
�n�
j� � �

�n�
j � �

�n�
� being �

�n�
� � � � � � �

�n�
d the eigenvalues of An����

Using hypothesis � of the Theorem we obtain that� if k 	 Zr and � � jkj � M����

j��n�
j� � i�k� ��j � j�j� � i�k� ��j � j��n�

j� � �j�j � c

jkj� � �q�j�j �

�
�
c

m
� �q�

�
j�j � Lj�j�

and hypothesis � of Lemma A�	 is veried�
In consequence the iterative process can be carried out and Lemma A�� ensures the

convergence of the process� The composition of all the changes I � �Pn is convergent
because kI � �Pnk� � � � qn��� Then the nal equation is

)x� � �A���� � �R��t� ���x�� j�j � ��� �A����

where jA�����Dj� � q�a�j�j � e�
e��qj�j� and

kR���� ��k��� � q�r�e�M���� � e��

e� �
q exp

���
�
m

j�j
����

�

��� �  � 	��� ��

To end up the proof� the change x� � S��y transforms equation �A���� into equation
�A�
� with the bounds that we were looking for�

A�	 An example

The results of this chapter can be applied in many ways� according to the kind of problem
we are interested in� Let us illustrate this with the help of an example�

Let us consider the equation

"x� �� � �q�t��x � �� �A��	�

where q�t� � cos���t� � cos���t�� being �� �
p
� and �� �

p
�� Dening y as )x we can

rewrite �A��	� as �
)x
)y

�
�

��
� �

�� �

�
� �

�
� �

�q�t� �

���
x
y

�
� �A����

As ���� � �i� the diophantine condition �A��� is satised for 	 � � �because the frequen�
cies are quadratic irrationals�� The value of c will be discussed later� For the sake of
simplicity� let us take  � � and � � �� This implies that q � kQk� � �e�� It is not
di�cult to derive � � � and� nally� �� � 	��
�
 � � �
 ���� and r� � ���	�� � � �
 ����

The value of c might be calculated for all k � �k�� k��� but better �bigger� values can
be used since we only need to consider jkj up to a nite order� For instance� an easy
computation shows that for jkj � ��� c is ���	�� If jkj � ���� then c must be ����� at
most� due to the quasiresonance produced by k � �
������� In the range ��� � jkj � ���

there are no more relevant resonances� so the value c � ����� su�ces�
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To start the discussion� let us suppose that the value of � in �A���� is � � � 
 ���
�
If we take c � ���	� we obtain that m � ����	� � � �
 ���� and M � �� �recall that the
process cancels frequencies such that jkj � M����� If the value of M had been bigger than
���� we should have used the value c � ����� instead� So� we can reduce the system to
constant coe�cients with a remainder R� such that kR�k��� � ������

If the given value of � is smaller� for instance � � ����� the computed value of M if
c � ���	� is ����� so c � ����� must be used� This produces M � ��� and kR�k��� �
���
�� A value of � � �
 ��� implies M � ��	 and kR�k��� � ������ The computation
of the reduced matrix� as well as the quasiperiodic change of variables will be discussed
below�

Another interesting problem is to study the reducibility for a value of � bigger than
the �� given above� Let us continue working with the same equation but selecting� as an
example� � � ����

To increase the value of ��� one may try to rewrite the proof� using optimal bounds
at each step� This has not been done here in order to get an easy� clean and short proof�
Instead of doing this� we think that it is much better to rewrite the proof for our example�
using no bounds but exact values� This will produce the best results for this problem�

For that purpose� we have implemented the algorithm used in the proof of the theorem
as a C program� for a �given� xed value of �� The program computes and performs a nite
number of the changes of variables used to prove the theorem� As a result� the reduced
system �including the remainder� as well as the nal change of variables are written�

To simplify and make the program more e�cient� all the coe�cients have been stored
as double precision variables� During all the operations� all the coe�cients less than �����

have been dropped� in order to control the size of the Fourier series appearing during the
process� Of course� this introduces some �small� numerical error in the results��

After four changes of variables� �A���� is transformed into

�
)x
)y

�
�

��
��� b��
b�� ���

�
�R�t�

��
x
y

�
� �A����

where b�� � ����������������� and b�� � ������	�������	�
�� The remainder R is very
small� the biggest coe�cient it contains is less than ����
� Note that the accuracy �relative
error� of this remainder is very poor� due to the use of double precision arithmetic ��� 
�� digits� for the coe�cients� During the computations� M has not been given a value�
Instead� we have tried to cancel all the frequencies with amplitude bigger than ����
 �it
turns out from the computations that all these frequencies satisfy jkj � ���� It is also
possible to obtain a better accuracy in the result� using a multiple�precision arithmetic�

Finally� to check the software� we have tabulated a solution of �A���� for a time span
of �� time units� We have transformed this table by means of the �quasiperiodic� change
of variables given by the program� Then� we have taken the rst point of the transformed
table as initial condition of �A����� to produce �by means of numerical integration� a new
table� The di�erences between these two tables are less than ������ as expected�

�If one wants to control that error� it is possible to use intervalar arithmetic for the coe�cients and

to carry a bound of the remainder for each Fourier series�
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So� for practical purposes� this is an �e�ective� Floquet Theorem in the sense that it
allows to compute the reduced matrix as well as the change of variables� with the usual
accuracy used in numerical computations�
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